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UFOs: A HISTORY 
1959 

July - September . 

"BLUE BOOK states that UFOs represent no threat to the security 
of the United States. On what grounds? Only that so far nothing 
has happened." 

---Dr. J. Allen Hynek 

Dr. Hugh L. Dryden, an important official with National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
gave testimony to the House Appropriations subcommittee ori March 14, 1957. When someone 
brought up the subject, he made a sweeping statement that UFOs did not exist, incurring the dis
pleasure ofN1CAP's director Donald Keyhoe who made a complaint to the subcommittee chair
man. Dr. Dryden was forced to confess he had only his personal opinion to support such a 
claim. In 1959 Dr. Dryden had moved over to the Federal Space Agency where he was second 
in command. During the summer he went to Capital Hill to request funds from Congress for 
America's space program Rep. Edward Boland.(D.,Mass.) asked Dr. Dryden during the 
appropriation hearings: "Is it conceivable that some of the other planets have achieved space 
travel?" (I.) Dr. Dryden responded; "Well, ifthere are people out there and they have been 
there for many thousands of years, of course it is conceivable." (2.) The exchange stopped 
there. Edward Koterba, writing for the United Feature Syndicate, noted that Dryden and his 
staffmentioned millions and billions of dollars for fantastic space projects. One example was a 
request for 1 & 112 million to study how to ignite a rocket engine in a vacuum Wrote Koterba: 
" ... the Congressmen didn't blink once." (3.) 

"Brother can you spare a dime?" 

How much money was the Air Force's project BLUE BOOK getting? The answer was dam 
little, afterall, as official spokesmen never tired of saying, why worry since: "no threat existed." 

Hynek wrote: 

"When I asked what was being done in those countries about the UFO problem, 
on many occasions I was told that since the United States, with all its funds and 
facilities, was handling the problem, what more could other countries do with their 
limited facilities? They would await the outcome ofthe U.S. investigation." (4.) 

Hynek knew from first-hand experience what BLUE BOOK amounted to: 

"The popular impression through the years was that BLUE BOOK was a full
fledged, serious operation. The public perhaps envisioned a spacious, well-staffed 
office with rows of file cabinets, a computer terminal for querying reports, attended 
by a staff of assistants. 

"The actual situation was unfortunately the opposite. The operation was gen
erally headed by an officer of lesser rank. In the military the importance attached 
to a mission is usually in direct proportion to the rank of the commanding officer. 
The relatively low-ranking officers in charge ofBLUE BOOK were usually assisted 
by a lieutenant and sometimes only by a sergeant. For one long period oftime a 
sergeant with little technical training was given the chore of evaluating most of the 
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incoming reports. . 
"This was not exactly a first-line, high priority operation. BLUE BOOK had 

much too small a staff to do justice to a phenomenon that often greatly concerned 
the public [Good point!]. Compounding the problem, the staff was able to devote 
only part of its time to the technical problem at hand. During my regular visits to 
BLUE BOOK across the years I observed that much of the work in the office was 
devoted to peripheral matters, all done at a leisurely pace." (5.) 

(?)July Five miles southwest ofElkader, Iowa (around 6:00p.m.) 

"Look at that funny airplane coming toward us." 

An Eileen Fagle states: 

"In July of 1959, I spent a week at my cousin's farm, about 5 miles S.W. of 
Elkader, Iowa Early one evening, before dusk, probably around 6:00 p.m., we 
Walked along a creek that ran through a level pasture directly east of the house. 

"After about a Y2 mile, we sat down on the ground to visit. Behind- about 
200 feet or so- were some trees (East). We sat facing west, toward the house. 
To the north of us ran the creek and then a gravel road and to the south, beyond 
the pasture, a high sloping hill. 

''I was sitting a little ahead of my cousin and when visiting, would glance 
back so I could see her. I noticed a very bright light in the sky behind us. (At 
the time I had heard very little ofUFOs, and since it was an object in the air, I 
thought it must be an airplane, although it was unlike anything I had ever seen 
before.) I did not mention it to my cousin but continued to watch it descend at 
an angle toward the ground, moving downward very slowly, the light very 
bright and very steady. 

"As it came closer towards us, I could see two distinct separate lights, and 
then I could make out that they were large, flat disks with a rough sandpaper
like texture. I was not yet frightened but I just couldn't figure out what it was. 
The object continued downward and seemed to be coming right at us. My cousin 
was still unaware that I was watching it move closer. ·As the object came over 
the trees, just skimming over the tops, I asked my cousin to turn and 'look at that 
funny airplane coming toward us.' (By then, I knew it wasn't an airplane but 
didn't know what else to call it.) I_t was large and sort of floating, but with a 
purpose - gliding - silent, not making any sound at all. 

"The two disks were perfectly round, with a rough texture and with a bright 
blue-white light -the same luminescence all over. I would guess the diameter 
of each disk to be 15-20 feet and the two disks about 3-4 feet apart. 

"When my cousin turned to look at it, she immediately stood up and said 
'That's no airplane, let's get out of here,' and we started to run across the pasture 
for the house yelling for help, becoming frightened as we ran. 

"The object glided along behind us, staying the same distance behind us and 
the same height. All we could see were two huge luminescent disks. There was 
no sound and although the disks were very bright, they did not have a beam or 
cast a shadow. 
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"As we ran the length of the pasture I kept turning my head to watch it. It 
was about 30 feet behind and about 40 feet high in the air. 

"The object didn't appear to want to catch us or harm us, but it just stayed 
right behind us. 

"When we reached the garage at the edge of the pasture we felt safe and 
stopped to look at it. When we turned around, the object immediately turned 
at a 90 degree angle and headed south. It was so low that when it reached the 
hill it had to follow the shape [of the hill?] and when reaching the top of the 
hill, suddenly with a burst of speed, zoomed toward the sky and was gone. 

"After the object had turned away from us we could see the back of it. It 
was a saucer shape, very large. We could not see any windows or doors, nor 
any trace of an outline or light from the disks that were in front. It moved 
through the air silently and effortlessly- very much in command of itself" 
(6.) 

1 July. New Church, Virginia. (8:50p.m.- 9:30p.m.) 

Mystery lights in the sky. 

The woman bookkeeper for radio station WDVM Pocomoke City, Maryland, was known by 
her co-workers as a level-headed person. On July 1, 1959, she had a strange experience. She 
told her story to the station program director who took notes and forwarded the information to 
the Pentagon in Washington D.C. The report eventually ended up in BLUE BOOK files. The 
name of the witness has been deleted from official records. Here are the director's notes: 

"8:50PM to approx. 9:30 PM ... Wednesday, July 1, 1959. Weather conditions 
hot, humid, somewhat hazy, few if any stars, brisk breeze, not too dark. 

"General appearance of lights or objects: defmitely circular in appearance, al
though during their fastest movement, they appeared to have a tail. Observer 
readily admits, however, that this could easily be due to a blurring effect caused by 
rapid acceleration and greater speed. 

"Color: off-white as, perhaps, the moon in half-stage as seen behind thin, hazy 
clouds. No specific color tone, but definitely not snow-white. Edges not clearly 
defined, but definitely circular. No impression of object being spherica4 but can
not be positive that it wasn't three-dimensional. No impression of solidity, but 
cannot be positive that it was not s<?lid. 

"First impression and description: Thought it (they) was some sort of light be
ing projected into the sky as ifby spot light, beacon, or movie projector . . . although 
discounted this because: 1. Lights were too high. 2. Moved too fust. 3. Disappear
ed suddenly to reappear in different location. 4. Very definitely did not show beam 
as from projector at any time. 

''Movement: Followed crescent pattem ... tips of crescent pointing up. Lights 
appeared whole at right tip, moved at varying speeds to disappear at left tip. Pattern 
invariable ... speed varied from very fast to slow, but movement never completely 
stopped. When multiple lights were 'seen, one would sometimes appear to chase 
another, resembling a game of tag. Occasionally one light would catch another 
and diSappear behind it or mesh with it." (7.) 
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-
1 July. Racine, W¥nsin. (about 2:00a.m.) 

"It definitely was a flying saucer. It couldn't be described any other way." (See below) 

1{fly~'i~9~ ,,, ,s~U~~f4i:t: 
·. '·· ·· .', . , : .. ,:> -.. ~ ... ' · .•.:_.'; 

'eGOople Te,lsPOIJC,e 
. ·. d~nJit~ly ~as a fl~ing sky.~~z~~ft-!1 -~~d·l~~~. 

. ·. · . It couldn't be de- riedly told her husband to look 
:scribed ~ny o11J.~r ,.wa:t.!" up. Both then saw the strange 
· Those were>~ \VOf'ds use~ object in the sky,::just over the 
b0,ilmer Earl, 24, of 1~31 R~- corner -of 17th a~d ~Mead Sts. 
cme St., in. ~elling of a strange (Tum to Page 8, ~L I> .... i'i 

. obj_ect.be and m_·s wife said they ;-
sig'hted at ~bO\lt 2 _a. . m. ~~ay, 
low in the likY over the ~600 
block ot Mead St. . 
· ; Earl said ·.that. when he an~ 
his wife sight¢<! ~e object ~ey 
hB.'d ·been :walking · .from st. 
Mary's. Hcispltal towards their 

. with a baby, 9 months 
old, who had been released 
from the hospital after emer
gency treatment for illness. 

~The man gave the ·following 
account: He had arrived home 
from work shortly after 1 a. m, 
and upon fiiiding a note from 
his wife, had gone to the hos-
pital -to ·pick her up. . · 
~ I ' · Wife Spotted It 

-~They ,.started ...yalking from 
~~ hospital to their home, ·and 
when they reached the c()mer 

· 16th and Mead streets, they .. - a 'strange, squeaky, whir
kind , pf ,,noise . . ·, ~ ,they 

,~.,"~u· ~, .. -•. c :u ·along in . the 1600 
· ·. ·street; the.nciise . . ' 

. '. ·;, ... ?: ,, 

j - :;':(~~~~~d fro~· P~~~- l) 
. I It 'cime''towards them ~'.t not 
i more than about 100 feet In the 
; air • . ,The obje'ct went directly 
,' over· their' heads, wi~ t_he loud, 

'.! whirring noise' contlnumg .. . 
They· turned to watch tt as 

· it passed ovet:,· them, and ob
I served that as It reach~d _the 
. Johnson's Wa:< office ~utld!ng, 

·.1 it started to drop s~ratght 
. down. •',The whlrrlllg nots.e de
•· creased in Intensity and fmallyl 
·: stopped . altogether .as the ob
i ject went out ot st~ht at the 
i Johnson's Wn:< bulldmg. 
' Green Light .Blinked · 

Earl described the object as 

I 
being round like . a saucer, sil
ver~white In color, ·and la.rger 
than a good-size bedroom. _He 
said that as It was commg 
toward them, it bonked slightly 

· from side to side, nnd that they 
·'Saw a green light on top of it. 

.. I 

He said ~~)igb(~as blinking~ 
Earl satcf ·that , when the ob• 

ject had . gone 'out of sight, he 
im~ediately\\ylmt to a public 
t~lephone · b<)~Eb . to c~~ t~; 
poUce depart~e!lt• bt·• ·. · . / 
felephone was .dead.~" 
he .. tried · ano~her. public .'J 
phone, but that \'{as ~,ead .. ~\ . 

i . The .coupl~ _~fi~~Uy ~aiied ·p_o
lice patrolman Robert C_urtts, 
who was driving by, and told 
him ·or the 'incident. · Curtis 
said he went to the Johnson's 
Wax builging, ' eontacted a 
guard, and went up. on top of 
the building, but could find 

. nothing. ..· ~ 2~~~~ 
Woman Hears Noise 

. Along with the Earrs, Curtis 
1
: 

drov'e)own the 16Q~ block on .; . 
Mead. St •. ; They stoppe~ and 
talkecfto Mis.' James McWllor- ' 
ter,o'f .1639"'Mearst0, who had 
come out of her house. Mrs . . 
McWhdrter said . that she had 
been lying' in }?ed reading when · 
she heard a· ·_:strange noise 
shortly'·'before 2 a.m. The 
woman .•described . the .noise 
inuch _ in the . _mjlnne~ that_ .. the 
Earls had~qiie~~ .and_, w)lir
ring. _ She said i~_)ncreased in 
intensity; and S1Jddenly fade 
away. . . ·, ::,~-- -~." .' '· _ 

Mrs. ' McWhorter said she 

I had not gone: · outs_i~e wh~ 
she heard the . noi,se · beca~.se 
she was afraid. ·. · · · . - · t 

. Patrolman Curtis and the 
Earls said there we.re , several 

; r;si~~~-ts. 'i.n' tpe ar~a who had 
; apparen.tly been awakened by 
1 a noise,•but no~e rep<?r,ted ,~ay7 
ing seen anythmg t~,: tlt-~ .Sky. 1 

, ~~~~~~e~~:fJ .. ~t:r'~u~~~ . .i!rj'· 
})ad no: reports ;of aircr~ft lf.l 
the ·Racine area~ ··. The 'w'eather 
bureiu· in Milwaukee said. tlier~ . 
was little chance th'at"a ·weath:-' 
~r;_:ballc:~9P' te§@f11i~2!ie.:ii~ · 
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6 July. Baniar~ Papua, New Guinea. 

A falling star? (See report below from Australian government files) 

. '·opy Sub-District Orf1ce, 
Baniara, 
Milne Bay District. 

7th July, 1959. 

Al'PENDUM •ro 31-1-4/11 · 

As stated in the attached report, the original 
object was night siRhted from the 4th July onwards. The 
planet Venus howeyer was visible. 

During the early eveming of Monday the 6th of 
July, I watched ror the original object between the times of 
its previous appearances. The planet Venus was visible at this 
time only. However, I awoke durin~ the ni~ht at 0050 hrs., 
happened to look at the sky and notiaed a very bright light. 

On observing this li~ht more closely, I was 
convinced that it was the same one as aeen between the 27th 
of' June and the 3rd or July. Venus was not visible. The 
object appeared to be lower in the sky than on previous 
occasions and closer to the point of observation. The hronze 
was not evident on this occasion. 

Af'ter watchin~ it f'or fif'teen minutes, and object 
like a f'alling star seemed to come !'rom near the base of' the 
object and shoot earthward at x tremendous speed and at about 
f'orty five degrees to the o:round. Af'ter about t'i ve more 
minutes this procedure was reveated by an~ther similar object, 
but this one went to the other side. It is realized of' course 
that these objects could have been shooting stars, and could 
have come !'rom some distance behind the object. 

After observing the object for almost an hour, 
it moved away in a similar ai~ection to before (westerly) 
although when first ai~hted it was more to the south than on 
previous occasions. 

F0 rwarded for your inf·orrnation please. 

(S~d) R.L. Smith 

! 
Cadet Ftrol Officer. 
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6 July. Ladd, Illinois. (about 10:30 p.m.) 

Object hovering over highway junction. (See clipping below) 

. SighiiSii=ang~'~lflfuig 
Ohje.ct·in Bufeau Co . 
. ... _ .. ,· ··~(;~~· -·.' . . .. -~ . ' . .. . . ·-:~ J' .. ~ : ·:. _: , ... . · ~- ... _: i .: : 

.• ~rlt¥stg\~".Fly\ng saucers" w~s · nprthw<.!st df lrinceton. 
a gam . .. · bout. , .10:30. . p.m. · Fmall1 it .headed south. which 
Monday, the , Bureau. · County · was . the . last · time .it was re-
sherlff's office was notified by ported~ .· ;. . . . .. 
telephone . ot an . unidentified .' LpCal'and stat~ Jaw enforce;; 
llylng . object : hovering over.· . ment.< bWi:ials spotted the ob
the· ju~ction of ... ·hlgh:ways .6 . Ject :;:h.ere .: ·.f.ro11\ ... tl)eir .. rsars. 
and· 89 south .of tad d . . ·Aitl:- State :JPotlce ··· heaclctuaners i!" 
tude was given at , aoout 1,000 .· Rock:' Island said th;it the Mo• 
.feet and it appearl!'d CIS a u!rge , .line :airP.Oi:'t had • re!)orlcd there 
while · light · with · a· small · red · were :~no pla1ii!s In the nrcll In 
light to the side. ' •,. ' .. ·~ tro(ibir~ 1·: :•· ;' ·.: >'· . . .. . .•: 
· ·Shortly· therenfter ·~ . The(:< .. t\\~o · · ea'sfern ' county 
~ policr. ~ald . they-li'i(l !a~.~J;S. ~who f,ollow~d the ob
~nolifiC'd about ,the. same ject .- A~ far : 11s Pdnccto11, and 
e>l'.h•rt. ·It wns first spotted · ,law · • l,nfor~:ement ;officials all 
b)· a farmer Jivihg east .o! the · repo~t~d .~ thaUhe ·object made 
junction .. and M . ta\led. his ho.·n.ol.~e ·.asit traveled throug~ 
n~ighbor . and he .. h~o .· men . the :~tr . .. ~; ,; ' . . : . ·. .. . ' ·: · 
watched · .the objeet for ·some .. •. ,Th~(JWO .fim~ers . · appeared 
time. The object theri, start..: .. •. tel!ey~d. that o'thers had aeert 
ed · sloWly. west , &t)d : ~., , .short ' : 'ihe :.alle,ht .. ,aky .tr. avel.er but . not 
while later was. reporteti ove:r: ·· enough to . rive_ their namea:to 
Princeton. The, next: iigl:i.tfua. . the ''oUicer~.. . , . :: • . ·.· .· .. ·: . 

- . . . . . ·~K· AN. EE., ILL~. ·sr···AR. ~
. ·. · · · Clrc. D; 12,865 

~ · .W4, : :.? · -~~~~ .. :· 

7 July. Red Devil, Alaska. (?am.) 

In and out of a cloud. 

It was a nice day with a bright sky. Two teenagers spotted a silver-colored object near a 
small cloud. At first they thought the thing was an airplane but it made no sound. It shifted 
in and out of the cloud a number of times, and one of the times made a "U-shaped" turn. (8.) 

7 July. Burren Junction (between Moree and Narrabri) New South Wales, Australia. (7:00 
p.m.) 

Constable C.A. Taylor reported the following to his superiors at police headquarters: 
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"I mentioned the [UFO] subject to a Mr. Barton who was in charge of the stock 
[cattle], and with two young lads who were droving with him, he told me that he 
saw a strange object near the roadway on the stock route. He said that at about 7 
a.m. that morning he mentioned to the boys that, [sic] what was the big grey cattle 
float [I think this is some kind of livestock trailer] doing ~n the side of the road, he 
didn't think anymore about it, but later the two boys rode their horses within several 
hundred yards of what they thought was like a triangle on the bottom with a dome on 
top, they stood watching for several minutes and then became almost frightened, 
when suddenly the dome disappeared and then the bottom as if by magic. (9.) 

7 July. San Francisco, California 

War with Mars? 

Soviet First Deputy Premier Frol R. Kozlov took an evening w~ in San Francisco on July 71
h 

accompanied by aides, police, and American reporters. As the group moved along, the conver
sation turned to the possibility of hostile demonstrations in Detroit, the next stop for the Com
munist leader. Kozlov then mentioned how, in his opinion, Trwnan had spoiled the good rela
tions Soviets had enjoyed with Roosevelt. It was Kozlov who changed the subject again by ask
ing one of his aides to locate the planet Mars in the evening sky and point it out to him. Reporter 
Harry Schwartz, a stringer for the New York Times, filed a story that quoted Kozlov as saying: 

"A number ofyears ago a big burning object [He must be referring to the 1908 
Tunguska explosion] landed in our country. Some people say it was a meteorite, 
but others say it was a Martian rocket ship that burned up in the atmosphere. (10.) 

Reporter Schwartz scribbled this note: "A reporter suggested that if that were true a Soviet
American alliance might be needed against the Martians. Mr. Kozlov laughed and started to 
agree." (11.) 

Kozlov fmally said: 

"Perhaps the Martians are also a peaceful people. Then we should not make 
warlike alliances against them, but would try to live in peace with them. Let us 
start with dissolving the NATO and Warsaw Pacts down here and then we can 
worry about the Martians." (12.) 

7 July. Kitchener, Ontario, Canada. (daytime) 

2 flying saucers? 

A Canadian newspaper reported: 

I 

"Elmer S. Reist, 7 Indian St., was repairing his eavestrough when he was 
attraciie<i by a brilliant sparkle in the sky. 

''Near the northwest horizon he saw what first looked like two jet planes 
flying side by side. However these objects were moving high in the sky about 
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three times the speed of most jets, he sai~. 
"It took the objects about three minutes to cross the sky on a steady course 

from one horizon to the other. He said they were headed in the general direction 
of Buffalo. 

"To him, each appeared to be the size of a plane, but were circular in shape. 
They were aluminum colored and reflected light brilliantly from the sun. 

''He said he would have thought them to be some sort of plane but that there 
was no sound from them. Mr. Reist said that he has never seen such objects be
fore." (13.) 

7 July. Bremerton, Washington. (4:30p.m.) 

Mystery cylinder. 

The Bremerton Sun published: 

"A darkish brown cylinder-like object that overtook two planes in the sky 
Tuesday night [sic] is Kitsap county' s first unidentified flying object reported 
Since July oflast year. 

"The cylinder was seen about 4:30 p.m. by Harry Mdem, a salesman at 
Halvorsen Motors, who pointed it out to four or five other persons. 

"'It was a long object and at first was in back of the two planes so I thought 
it must be a target sleeve or something. But the thing then seemed to overtake 
the planes and appeared to be going faster than they were when they all disap
peared.' 

"The object wasn't extremely high in the sky, Afdem said, and the noise of 
the planes' engines was plainly audible." (14.) 

7 July. Near Burren Junction (between Moree and Narrabri) New South Wales, Australia. 
(9:20p.m.) 

Hovered over trees. 

Constable 1st class C.A. Taylor reported to the Burren Junction police station: 

" ... on the night of the 7th July !959 at 9:20p.m. I was patrolling the Stock 
route alx>ut 12 miles due South, South-East from Burren Junction in my car. I 
saw a bright red light in the sky and stopped my car on the side of the road, 
alighted and observed that the bright red light was or appeared to be an object 
of a kind. It was reddish on top and from the bottom shone a very bright to 
blood red light [sic] this came out in a cone shape from the bottom and thin
ning out in the middle of the cone [period?] it hovered over trees, [moving?] 
backward and forward, and sideways. It did not appear to be very high in the 
sky and I fully expected the object or light to pass over my vehicle at any mo
ment and in fact I had my spotlight which is powerful ready to shine on it if it 
did pass over me. Then it appeared 'to go away slowly to the West, North-West 
and went out of sight. I could see it for some distance going away." (15.) 
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Even though he had watched the UFO for at least 10 to 15 minutes, Constable Taylor found 
the object so strange he didn't think anyone would believe his story. Shortly after the sighting 
he encounter Mr. Barton and the two boys who had seen a strange object that morning. The 
law officer then made up his mind to make an official report of the incident. He also drew a 

couple of pictures. (See below) 

,·· 

f]f.{Jod· 

~ 

": .'--·. [ . 

~· 

------~---·-·····--· · · 

(?)Second week of July. Norma, New Jersey. (2:00am.) 

Two big footballs. 

A Mrs. Thomas McGrath was doing some work on her son' s boat. The craft was docked in 
a boat slip at Norma harbor. She was bent down and was looking for tacks to use when she re
membered there was some tacks on the dashboard. She raised her head and at that point spotted 
1-;ome strange objects that were visible through the ~at's winshield. 

~, ' 

fJ.. ~.,c. 
t._, 1H r 
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It was 2:00a.m. The night sky was clear, the air warm, and the water clam. There was no 
moon but the stars were visible. 

Mrs. McGrath emerged from the boat's cabin to get a better look. There were two solid 
white, ovoid-shaped, objects in the sky that appeared to be .about twice the size of a regulation 
football. The UFOs were self luminous and sharply outlined. They were also moving quite 
slow. Intrigued, Mrs. McGrath hurried to the hut where she kept her things to get a pair of 
optical glasses. The building is only 75 feet from the boat slip so she did not lose much time. 

The glasses made the objects appear much larger. Mrs. McGrath noticed a red glow com
ing from the back of the "footballs." 

Meanwhile, a third object appeared and joined the first two. Were the objects interested in 
the boat? The woman witness stated: "After the third object appeared, they circled over the 
boat in a counter clockwise direction for approximately ten minutes, then took off at an esti
mated airspeed of25 m.p.h. in formation, two in front, one in back." (16.) (See sketch by Mrs. 
McGrath on page 11) 

8 July. Pawling, New York. (5:50am.) 

"Like a round salt shaker." 

A news report said: 

"As Mrs. Rocco Natuzzi ofPawling stepped out ofher 
car at about 10 minutes of six on the morning of July 8 at 
the Pawling railroad station, she spotted a glowing cylin
drical object in the sky. It was in a vertical position, she 
reported, and resembled a round salt container, except that 
the height was about four times the diameter of the base. 

"The base ofthe object, she said, glowed brightly like 
a fluorescent light which diminished toward the top. Mrs. 
Natuzzi called it to the attention of a train engineer, who 
also saw it. As Mrs. Natuzzi watched, the object gradually 
faded until it became invisible, although it did not move. 
She said the sun was shining at the time. She was unable to 
estimate the elevation of the cylinder." (17.) 

8 July. Near Karumba, Queenslan.d, Australia (6:30p.m.) 

Crocodile-shooters see "saucer." (See clipping right) 

(Karumba, not shown on the map on page 12, is near the 
town ofNormanton) 

8 July. 40 miles east ofCloncurry, Australia. (no time) 

"4 more see it?'' 

This press cutting does not reproduce well so it is typed 

' .i 

· - - ------
''Saucer1

' ·
1 

Seen Near 
Karumba 

.' ' CAIBNS;-J;ii;. 13.-Four 
prom.lnen& AuRnlllan buol- · 
ne••men aad medical 
p....,tllmle,. retumln~ from 
a croeodll-boottn~ ex
pedition la &be Glilf 
COUDtl'7 to Calnuo, tcH!a;r 

:!~:.O~~ea-:e~ru!ba~ 
week. . 
The tour said they eaw 

what they believed to be a 
Jlyln~ oaucer lut Wednuday, 
about 20 mlleo down the 

. Norman River •trom K.ar
vmba, abortly after 11.30 p.m. 

· Tbey deocrlbed the o~eet 

~t ~r"t..."~~ o~f a f~~ 
zaoou, wltb an exbauat Ilk• 
tall. -

Tbe four men are Mr. :1. 

Nu.~~"l.kot:ra ~~a~':.~ M~~: 
W. A. Green, manal'lnr; 
director of Eagen Holdlnp 
Ltd- Dr. ·Atbol Quayle, of 
:Brilbane and Dr. t:. A. M. 
Renau, of Melbourne. 

SEEN BY OTHERS · 
They aald tbe eaucer wu 

. also aeen by a number of 

fn"c~~!Un:S~~K N:~m~:"':i.!'.,"; 
pilot, Mr. Jock Charles. 

· Tbey oald It l!ew parallel 
to the ground In a north·; 
weaterl:r direction. . 

It wu Intensely light 
qalnat tbe darkening ek)i. • 
It appeared to be a mixture 

ot yellow, red and geen lrrl· 

:::~t f~~t.._ .~~rt t!fLarkl · 
It e'ia~ed In the aky for 

about eight aeconds and then . 
disappeared completely. 

1

. 
All four aald It wu not a 

meteor. · 
It made a'l!leolUte)y no 

aound, althou~h It appnred 
to be · onb' two or tbree 
Jnlleo awa)', about 2000 feet 
up. . . . = . 

Inbabltallt.l ot Kan~mb& 
wbo aaw It 1ald there wu a 
olmllar abject In the eky 
about three .. :rean ago. 
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JUL 2 4 1959 

~ Flying Saucer~: 
Buzz Resort 

J . · . . 
Thr.y WHC oval, the ~hape and · ' 

site or footballs, and .they bu1.1.ed · 
·Ralph Clayton's docks and guest ' · ' 
cabins. 

Thnt is the latest UFO report 
·.In Lhr. Oce~n Cl:y area, tcle· 
· phoned to the Sentinc i·Lcdgr.r 
·, omcc Wednesday mornln:( by 
I Mrs •. Thomas )tit-Grath, or .Upper 
DarbY,, ·Pa., summering here aL 
12 Mornln~:sidc rd . 

" I've heard stories oC nyln g 
; snu~rs nnd phoo-p!loocd them," 
. so ld Mrs. McGrath, a . n(!'\'fSP&J>er· 

woman in the Upper Darby area. 
u.aut now. I'v€!: seen lhem.'' 

·Mrs. McGrath was at Clayton's 
marlna on Crook Horn Thorofare
just west or the 34th at. · bridge 
to Marmora, working on .amc 
leather upholstering in the bmlly 

. lboat. 
"tiv~ oC them came down 

· ·. around the · boat, and tho third 
one trailed. They then elrcleli 

• around tiM! guest cabins before 
· dlll'ppearlnJt Into the. sky," Mrs. 

, ..- 1'4C!Gra!lh ·repOrted. . . • · 
o;<.S • ';\'l'lle .lirh tint occurred around 
:,'· · .·. '· ~M,etclq Ul()l'lllnc• •ancl . 

i . ~ i'·' :=.<rttu.ou~.: . 
:~ . ; :· ,,, ' . ' )•• . . . .. 
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out for better readability. 

According to the Courier Mail: 

"They are Victorians who saw the 'object' when camped near a tree-lined 
creek, 40 miles east ofClonecurry. 

"They are Mr. W. McDonald, retired farmer ofBallarat; Cr. E. Stone, re
tired farmer ofWarrigal; Mr. L. Afford, grazier, ofHopetown, Mr. J.A. Watson, 
a 59-year-old retired traveller. 

"They were with their wives on a caravan holiday when they saw the "ob
ject" about dusk. 

"Mr. Watson who is passing through Brisbane on his way back to Mel
bourne, reported the sighting to a member of the Queensland Flying Saucer Re
search Bureau, Mr. D.H. Judge. 

"Mr. Watson said yesterday: 'The women were getting supper, and we men 
were standing about talking when Lionel Afford called out 'look!' 

" 'I swung around to the north and saw something in the sky ---a short yel
low streak ---disappearing behind the trees on the creek bank. 

"'I could see it flashing through the trees. It seemed about 12 to 20 feet 
from the ground and was descending at a ,slight angle, like an aircraft coming in 
to land. 

" 'It had three lights ... a red, a yellow, and yellow-green. We could see no 
more detail; it seemed about as far away as the horizon.' 

"Mr. Watson said he had reported the sighting because he read in The Sun-
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day Mail that a railway surveyor, Mr. Thomas 
George Cliff, had reported having seen a strange 
flying object near Clonecurry on the night of 
July8." (18.) 

The object seen in the Norman River area may 
well have been a meteor, but the news story added 
to the excitement over the Prince of Wales Island 
incident which happened to same night. 

8 July. Prince of Wales Island, Queensland, 
Australia. (night) 

Object lands, natives terrified. (See clipping 
right) (See map on page 14) 

8 July. Matanzas, Cuba. (daytime) (See 
clipping andtranslation below) 

LA ?RENSA (New york), july 9, 
1959 

Flying Saucer In CUba 

HAVANA, JUly 8 (UPI.)--Dispatohes 
from Matanzas declare that a 
group of boy scouts observed a 
strange artefact shaped like a 
top, whose surface shone brill
iantly in the light of the sun.
'J.be machine rose at great S"9eed 
and 1hen descended over the 
wide bay ot Ma tanzas. It was 
thought that it was a fiying disc. 

J 

-----· ·- ·- ... 

Nati~es Terrified by ''Saucer"-

Ht.JGE RED OBJECT 
NEAR T.l. LANDS 

BRISBANE, July 14.-A huge glowing red ob
ject is reported to hove landed on top of o hill on 
Prince of Wales Island, 10 miles off Cope York 
Peninsula. 
Na.tlvu on the Jonely laland -----

a.re t~rrl.ned a.nd refuse to ro 
nea.r the unldentllled obje<:t, 
a report re~~oehlnr Thuraday 
I.sl&nd claimed t~nlght. 

EYEWITNESS 
A native woma.n, Mrs. Na

pau Abednego, ot Tburaday 
Island, who made the report 
when she and her ta..mily re· 
turned to their home Island 
to-night, said they had seen 
tbe objecL 

She t..old a resident It wa.s 
on top ·. ot ll hill at Port 
Lihou . oo the islund's south
ern lip. 

Port Lthou Is 12 mllcs 
from Tb ursday Isln.nd. 
The object bad landed there 

on Wednesday night, th~ 
night four crocodlle hunters 
siihted an unidentllled object 
over the Norman Rl Vel'. 

The woman said the object 
on the hill could not be seen 
In the daytime but It gnve 
oft a. reddish glow at night. 

The !.,land's lnhabilanls-
12 natives-were still too 
tcrr!.Ocd to Inspect it. 

On Wcdn~sday night sev· · 
era! Thursdny Is land resi
dents repol'tcd seeing a 
green object flying low . over 
Thursday Island. On the 
same olgbt, a stra.nge object 
had also been reported a.t 
Mapoon Mission. on the west 
coust o! Cape York. 

"KEY TO FUTURE" 
CAIItN::;, July 14.-lrty

lnl:' llo.J\Ucon were or crow
In{ lmportanr.e to every
body, KOid aaucer expect, 
tnr. .Fr~d Robinson In 
Cairns t.o-<Lly. 
" I firmly believe that the 

tuture welrare and fate o! 
this world . could be wrapped 
In our understanding or this . 
growing phenomenon", ho 
added. \ 

Mr. RobinAon, Pr·Micl~nt or 
the North Quennaland FlylnJt 
Sau-o .. r" Buren•t .•ald he ha.d 
returned to Cairns to talk to 
.... , ma.ny )JfOple nR he could, 
who becllffie lntHested In 
rettlnll' \he !acts a.bout llyin~e 
aoiUcer~. 

He said report., or str11.nge 
obJect., in the sky, In receut 
days, were onl .v among 
thousnn<l3 of similar rcporl.~< 
iron• nil ov~r the world. The 
object" could not be meteor~. 
bc..:au"c meteor' did not 
travel horizontally, or 11.0 . up 
111 the air. The~e were con
trolled vcsNels with intclli· 
genr heing., on them . 
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8 July. Peoria, Illinois. (9:00p.m.) 

Strange lights/objects. 

According to the Peoria newspaper: 
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"A number of Peoria residents reported sighting strange objects and lights 
over East Peoria today about 9 p.m. 

''Ten-year-old Rickey Sinke, 313 Randolph Ave., reported to police that he 
saw an object about 10 feet in diameter flying towards Springfield Road. He 
described it as silvery with a large dome on top, adding that he had watched it 
for 15 minutes. · 

"Clair R Duncan told the Journal Star that he was leaving 102 Globe St., 
when he spotted two points of light that looked like they were playing tag in 
the sky. They would disappear and reappear in a cluster of white light, he 
said, and commented that the sky became dark when the..silent spherical lights 
disappeared. 

"On Tuesday night, July 7, Princeton residents sighted a 'strange, lighted 
and silent object' over the community." (19.) 

8 July Near North Vernon, Indiana. (about 10:30 p.m.) 

Orange lights in V-formation. 

At about 10:30 p.m. James Baker and his wife and kids were traveling in their car two miles 
from the city ofNorth Vernon, going north on Highway #7. The Baker family sighted three 
orange-colored lights, flashing approximately every second, to their left about 75 feet high and 
and only about 15 feet from the road. The lights were moving slowly (Mr. Baker guessed 15 
mph) in a V -formation. Each light appeared to be about a foot in diameter. 

Mr. Baker later told the press: "There was no sound. I think I could have thrown a rock and 
hit them they were so low." (20.) Also: "We saw these lights moving very slowly in front of 
us and we thought they were on an airplane with engine trouble." (21.) 

As the Baker family watched, the lights approached a grove of trees atop a low hill. The 
lights made a 90-degree turn to avoid the obstacle. 

Bypassing the hill, the lights pulled away from the highway but then soon turned back to
ward the Barker's car. Mr. Baker observed the lights carefully: 

"These objects [he assumed something solid was giving offthe light although 
he could not make out any shape] could not have been a plane or a balloon. A 
plane could not stay airborne moving at 15 mph. It couldn't make a 90-degree 
turn or possibly pull out of such a wooded area. I slid my car off the road so this 
plane (as we first thought) could get in on the highway for a crash landing. Then 
we saw it didn't explode or wasn't in trouble & we also saw the V -shape forma
tion spread & the light divide up in different formations. We blinked our head
lights off & on & they started returning, pulling back, making sharp turns & com
ing back along the side of the road. Still too close to the ground for even the 
smallest type of plane. There was no sound or static on the radio." (22.) 

Mr. Baker also said: "They [the lights] tried to hold a V-formation most ofthe time except on 
turns ... " (23.) 

After passing through the small community of Scipio, Mr. Baker sped up to 80 mph in an at
tempt to intercept the lights, but the lights rose about a Yz mile in the air and at the same time 
picked up speed. The lights pulled away, turned northwest, and zoomed away ''faster than any 
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jet. (24.) . 
Discussing the incident with the Columbus City police, Mr. Baker said: "I can't remember if 

we met or passed any cars but I was hoping someone else would see them ... All of us, especially 
the kids, got real excited." (25.) (See drawing by Mr. Baker below) 
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1 0 July The door closes on the Fitzgerald/Sheffield Lake case. 

The ongoing struggle over what Mrs. Fitzgerald actually saw on September 21, 1958 did not 
end until July 10, 1959. Letters had been exchanged over a number of months between the UFO 
Research Committee of Akron, General Fisher, Major Tacker, and Congressman Baumhart. 
It turned into an endurance contest. Taking weeks (sometimes months) to reply to inquiries, 
the Air Force, perhaps, hoped the civilians would quit trying. The Air Force consistently re
fused to debate details and accepted without question any judgements made by its investigators 
or evaluators. 

Rep. Baumhart, on July 10, 1959, told the Akron people that he had discussed the matter with 
members of the House Science Committee and its Chief Counsel. The Committee Chairman, 
according to Baumhart, had in turn contacted responsible officials in the Department of Defense. 
The result was the opinion the evidence available did not warrant any Congressional investiga
tion. (26.) 

10?/20? July Mt. Laurel, New Jersey. (evening) 

"Hey! Look at that!" 

An Elizabeth Lang wrote a letter to Dr. Hynek which said in part: 

"Many years ago I saw something that I could not explain. I never told 
anyone about it because, first of all, I wouldn't have known what to say and 
secondly, I was only nine years old at the time and rather suspected that the 
reaction of any adult I approached would be ridicule. But I thought you 
might like to know. 

''Our property in Mt. Laurel, New Jersey, ran exactly parallel to the New 
Jersey Turnpike (we lived on Church Road. just South of Exit 4). Whether 
this location had anything to do with the direction the vehicle I saw took, I 
don't know. 

''Of course, I can't give you an exact date. But it was not too long after 
my ninth birthday and since my birthday is July 8, I would say sometime be
tween July 10 and July 20, 1959. 

"Out behind our house was an old barn. One night several of my cousins, 
my brother and sister and I were playing hide and seek in the barn and barn
yard. My cousin, who was fifteen was the oldest and my sister, who was six 
was the youngest. Suddenly my fifteen-year-old cousin shouted, 'Hey, look 
at that!' We all ran to the fence that was around the barnyard, climbed the 
fence, and sat staring at this flying vehicle. 

"It was about the size of the moon, ovalish in shape. It looked as though 
(because of the size) it was flying fairly close to the tree tops. It was making 
absolutely no noise at all. None ofus (th,ere were seven of us that saw it) 
heard a thing. We all wondered aloud how something so close could fail to 
make a noise. 

"It was glowing white, very bright, when I first saw it. The colors pul
sated. I mean, the colors changed from whiter to yellow to orange to red and 
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then from red to orange to yellow to white. Then the pattern would repeat it- · 
self. 

"This vehicle was flying parallel to the New Jersey Turnpike and going in a 
North-South direction It appeared to pass directly over our neighbor's com 
field. We watched it until it was out of sight. We just couldn't decide what it 
was." (27.) 

"Space woman." 

CSI's Los Angeles representatives weren't looking 
forward to Gabriel Green's convention on the 11th and 
12th. It was hoped the event would come and go with 
a minimum of fuss but that seemed highly improbable. 
CSI's Idabel Epperson was keeping Donald Keyhoe 
advised. The NICAP director was concerned since the 
upcoming Los Angeles event was already attracting 
national attention. 

Idabel feared the worst. Before the convention a 
woman visited many newspaper offices in the Los 
Angeles area dressed in a "flying saucer" costume to 
promote Green's gathering. Idabel learned of some 
negative feedback on the stunt. A reporter on the 
staff of the Los Angeles Mirror-News was offended 
and told Idabel the woman should have been thrown 
out. The "space woman' managed to get on the local 
Paul Coates television show, and as Idabel noted while 
viewing the fiasco, Coates:" ... snickered openly as if 
it was more than he could stand." (28.) Idabel com
plained:" ... the entire thing was nauseating." (29.) 

10 July Superior, Nebraska (1 0:30 p.m.) 

"Whatever it was?'' 

According to the town newspaper: 

"Anyone Else See the Flying Saucer or Whatever it Was? Three Saw It." 
"They didn't get a close up view of it, and they do not claim to have seen 

flying saucer. There must be some logical explanation of it they agree, but 
they haven't figured out what it is. There certainly was something flying 
around Nuckolls county one night recently, and at least three persons saw it. 

"First to sight the strange object was Jim Chapman ofNelson. Jim had 
been at a ball game in Oak and saw it first at about 10:30 p.m. on his way 
horne just before turning west at the corner three miles southwest of Oak. It 
was ahead of him then, he said, and when he turned west, it turned too, then 
went north in front of him, and again followed him west along the road. 

"Jim said that he was just 'plain scared,' and that the first thing he thought 
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of was to turn around and head back where there were some people. On his 
way back toward Oak, he met Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Kubicek, who were on their 
way home in Nelson. The object followed them about the same as it had been 
following Jim. It changed directions several times, seemed to stop and start 
again, and finally flew off in another direction and faded from view. 

"The object was not bright, appeared to be round and several inches in 
diameter, and was at about a 30-degree angle in the sky and about a quarter of a 
mile distant." (30.) 

1 0 July Preview for the press. The Statler craziness. · 

The woman running around town in a "flying saucer costume" may not have been Gabriel 
Green's idea. She was probably acting on her own initiative. Green's approach was more 
conventional. He selected a few ofthe more "believable" convention speakers and appeared on 
any radio or TV show willing to invite him. (31.) In advance of the Statler convention, Green 
appeared on the Tom Duggan show with Dan Fry, the Paul Coats show with Kelvin Rowe, Jack 
Linkletter's "On The Go" program with Dan Fry and Dick Miller, and the "This is Los Angeles" 
show with George King, Dick Miller, and Dan Fry. 

Friday, July 1 01h, the day before the big "spacecraft meeting," a preview for the press was 
held. There was a good turnout of reporters. Green introduced some the 45 contactees that 
were scheduled to take part in the convention that was to start the next day. 

Here is some of what Ray Duncan of the Pasadena Independent wrote: 

" ... when one of the contactees told of his frequent midnight-to-dawn trips in a 
space he was asked: 

"'Are you a drinking man?' 'Does your wife know about these trips?' 'Do 
you tell her where you've been?' 

"'I do,' said the contactee, 'and she understands and believes me.' " (32.) 

Another contactee at the press preview was Kelvin Rowe, a 51-year-old bulldozer operator 
who claimed to be the number one contactee because he had been given a ride in a flying saucer 
no less than 350 times. Dan Fry was also introduced, apparently because he was one of the 
more "believable" persons making claims. He only claimed a single ride in space and was 
somewhat abashed. Fry commented within earshot of reporters: "As a matter of fact, I'm pretty 
much out of my class here." (33.) 

Not to be left out, Green told newsmen he had arranged the convention because: "I was told 
to do so by the space people." (34.) 

Donald Keyhoe was greatly annoyed and sent a telegram to Green: 

''NI CAP is emphatically opposed to your Los Angeles program which focuses 
attention on unproven and often absurd claims of contact with spacemen. Many of 
these claims are known to be false and all are regarded with suspicion .. . 

"Your carnival approach to the subject ofunidentified flying objects is sure to 
cause public ridicule, offsetting serious work by the NICAP and other reputable 
groups." (35.) 
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Dr. Leslie Kaeburn, NICAP member and professor on the medical faculty at the University of 
Southern California, backed up Keyhoe: "The Los Angeles chapter ofNICAP is in no was con
nected with the upcoming convention and any impression created to the contrary is false." (36.) 

11 July Saturday session. Los Angeles Contactee Convention. 

"We're coming into the upper bracket." 

Of all the many news stories on the Green gathering, the following is a classic: 

"Tales of personal interviews with men from Mars, Venus and other distant 
planets regaled listeners Saturday. 

"The occasion: the convention of the Amalgamated Flying Saucer Clubs of 
America Inc. It continues though Sunday. 

"Almost everybody present agreed on one thing: somebody up there is 
watching us. But there wasn't complete unanimity of opinion. 

"Said one delegate, Dan Martin of St. Louis, Detroit and Mexico, as he 
pointed his finger at other delegates, 'They're 99 per cent fakes.' 

"Martin, 61, said his wife divorced him, then tried to have him committed 
to a mental institution for his beliefs. He admitted he has never seen a flying 
saucer. 

"'But I rode in one,' he quickly added. 
"He described it as a vehicle from Venus with a crew from Mercury. They 

entertained him, he said, with a luncheon of fruit salad and wine. 
"Martin challenged other convention speakers to prove their saucer claims. 

He said he could verify his. 
"'The public is tried of all these fantastic stories,' he said. 
"Another delegate, Orfeo Angelucci of Glendale, Calif., noted that the con

fab for the first time is meeting in a hotel instead of at Giant Rock in the desert. 
"'We're coming into the upper bracket,' he said, 'Let's face it, a few years 

ago we were just a bunch of crackpots.' " (3 7.) 

(List of convention speakers and reproduction ofthe cover ofthe souvenir program is shown 
on pages 21-23) 

U.S. Conference ofMayors. 

Another set back for Keyhoe and others wishing Green and his crowd of kooks would just 
vanish, was the U.S. Conference of Mayors. A newspaper story tells us that another gathering 
was being held at the Statler-Hilton the same time as Green's, a Mayor convention: 

"Incoming delegates to the mayor's convention which is meeting adjacent to 
the space fans at the hotel seemed a bit puzzled by the goings-on. Mayor Poulson, 
who was on hand to greet fellow mayors, said that 'I'll admit the mayors may be up 
in the air. But we're not up in space! The only saucers we know about are the 
brickbats people throw at us." (38.) · 
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Amalgamated Flying Saucer Clubs of America, Inc. 
FIRST NATIONAL CONVENTION JULY 11th and 12th, 1959 

HOTEL STATLER-HILTON, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
LIST OF SPEAKERS 0 

1. CARL A, ANDERSON of Fullerton, Calif. Author of "Two Nights To Remember". 
2. ORFEO ANGELUCCI o! Glendale, Calif. Author of "The Nature 0£ Infinite Entities", 

" The Secret Of The Saucers" and "Son Of The Sun". 
3. BESSIE ARTHUR, Research Unlimited, P. 0, Box 1493, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
4. MICHAEL V. BARTON, Futura Press, P, 0, Box 38594, Los Angeles 38, Calif. 

Author of "Flying Saucer Revelations" and "Venusian Secret Science". 
5. TRUMAN BETHURUM, Sanctuary 0£ Thought, P. 0, Box 102.8, 'Prescott, Arizona. 

Author of "Aboard A Flying Saucer", "The Voice Of The Planet Clarion" and "Facing 
Reality" . 

6 . LARRY BOREN, World Of Tomorrow Foundation, 1862. Glendale Blvd., Los Angeles. 
7 . LEE CHILDERS of Detroit, Michigan. 
8. RILEY CRABB, Dir., Borderland Sciences Research Associates, 352.4 Adams Ave., 

San Diego 16, Cali£. Editor, "Round Robin" and "Clips, Quotes, And Comments". 
9. EUGENE H. DRAKE, Dir., Fellowship Of Golden illumination, 962. S. Park View St., 

10. 

11. 

12 . 

13. 

14. 
I 5. 

16. 
17. 

18. 
19. 
zo. 

z 1. 
22. 
23 . 

24 . 
25. 
26. 

27. 
zs. 

Z9. 
30 . 
31. 
32. 
33. 

LOll Angel!!! e, C:U.if. Editor, 11Golden. Lightll. Author of 11 Life On The Planets" and 
"Visitors From Space". 
WILLIAM FERGUSON, Pres., Cosmic Circles Of Fellowship, Inc., 
1400 Massachesetts ,f.ve., NW, Washington 5, D. C. Author of "Five Hours With The 
Oligarchs Of Venus". 
MARIANNE FRANCES, Co-Director and telepathic channel of Santa Barbara Spacecraft 
Research Society, P. 0. Box 1551, Santa Barbara, Calif. 
DANIEL W. FRY , Founder-Pres., "Understanding", 2527 E. Tamerson, West Covina, 
Calif. Author of "The White Sands Incident", "Alan's Message To Men Of Earth" and 
"Steps Tv The Stars". Editor, "Understanding" Magazine. V. Pres. and Design 
Engineer of Crescent Engineering, El Monte, Calif. 
CALVrn Gffi.VIN of North Hollywood, Calif. Author of "The Night Has A Thousand 
Saucers" and the forthcoming book, "In Search Of The Saucers". 
OZZIE A. GONZALES of Anaheim, Calif. . 
GABRIEL GREEN, Dir., AFSCA, 2004 N. Hoover St., Los Angeles 27, Calif. 
Editor, "Thy Kingdom Come". 
DR. JOHN HOPKn.l'S of Berkeley, Calif. 
DANA HOWARD, P. 0, Box 68, Palm Springs, Calif.· Author of "My Flight To Venus", 
"Diane, She Came From Venus", "Over The Threshold", "Up Rainbow Hill" and 
"The Earth born Venusian". 
RALPH R . HUFFMAN o! Monrovia, Cali! . 
NEVA DELL HUNTER of Detroit, Michigan. 
ZELRUN W. KARSLEIGH, channel for Universariun Foundation, 3620 S. E . 27th Ave., 
Portland Z, Oregon. Asso. Editor of forthcoming book, "Voice Of Universarius". 
DELLA LARSON of Oakland, Calif. 
DR. JOSEPH LARSON of Pasadena, Cali£. 
GEORGE KING, Chairman of The Aetherius Society, 7 57 Fulham Road, London, S. W. 6, 
England. Editor, "Cosmic Voice". 
HADI Kn.l'G of Downey, Calif. Channel for Capt. Aura Rhanes of the Planet Clarion. 
ELAN A LANE of Whittier. Calif. Channel for Ash tar of Venus. 
GLORIA LEE, Cosmon Research Foundation, P. 0, Box 55, Palos Verdes, Calif. 
Author of "Why We Are Here". 
DAN MARTINo! St. Louis, Missouri. 
LAURA MUNDO (MARXER), Co-Dir., The Planetary Center, 247ZO Carlysle St. , 
Dearborn, Mich. Co-Editor "The Open Letter''., Author of "The Visitor's Plan". 
DICK MILLER, The Solar Cross Foundation, P. 0. Box 3082, Van Nuys, Calif. O 
WILL & EVELYN MILLER of Los Angeles. Authors of "We Of The New Dimension". 
REV. W. S. MOWERY of Tipp City, Ohio. . 
MRS. MARIAN E. NIGL of Sayre, Penna. . . 
REV. MARKE A. NORMAN, Universal Fellowship, 614 McBride Blvd,, Ste . Z, New' 
Westminster, B. C., Canada. Author o! the !orthco~~g book, "Many Shall Be Called". 

Page 2, 
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34 .. MARK & IRENE PROBERT, Kethra E Da Foundation (Teachers of Light), JU'N 2 4 1965 

• 35. 

36. 

G1. 
38. 

39. 
40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 
45. 

931 -- 26th St., San Diego, Calif. d 
LEROY ROBERTS, of The Dalles, Oregon. Channel for Universariun Foundation, 
3620 S. E. 27th Ave., Portland 2, Oregon. 
KELVIN ROWE, Universal Brotherhood As;sociation, P. 0. Box 875, San Jacinto, Calif. 
Author of "A Call At Dawn". 
WINOGENE SAVAGE, Omniverse Associates, 11184 Carson Dr., Lynwood, Calif. 
REINHOLD SCHMIDT, P. 0. Box 22&1, Hollywood 28, Calif. Author of "The Kearney 
Incident And To The Arctic Circle In A Spacecraft". 
ROBERT E. SHORT of Lo's Angeles, Calif., 
RAY STANFORD of Corpus Christi, Texas. Co-Author -t>f "From Out 0! This World" 
and "Look Up". 
REV. WILLIAM W . . SUTHER, JR., Interplanetary Fellowship, 1810 N. 5th Ave., 
Melrose Park, nlinois. 
GEORGE W. VAN TASSEL, Dir., Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc., P. 0, Box 458, 
Yucca Valley, Calif. Editor, "Proceedings". Author of "I Rode A Flying Saucer", 
"Into This World And Out Again", and "The Council Of Seven Lights". Host of Six · 
Annual Spacecraft Conventions at Giant Rock, · Calif. 
HOPE TROXELL, Pres., Pasadena Understanding Unit II 12, 315 E. Las Flores Dr., 
Altadena, Calif. Author of "Wisdom Of The . Universe". 
JAMES VELASQUEZ o! Santa Ana, Calif. 
LEO E. WAGNER, Pres., Edifice of Creative Mind, 10804 Luitweiler Ave .. , Whittier, 
Cd.lif. Author of "Rhyme And Reason 11

• 

AFSCA CONVENTION INFORMATION 

CONVENTION THEM,E: WORLD PEACE THROUGH CONSTRUCTIVE ACTION. 
HOTEL LOCATION----The Los Angeles Statler-Hilton Hotel is located at 930 Wilshire 

Blvd. at Figueroa Street, just one block south of the 6th Street Harbor Freeway off ramp 
when heading south. 
_ \'R.EGISTRA TION----All advance registrations are to be called for at the AFSCA 

1 '!gistration desk. To speed processing time, please show the receptionist the address label 
on this bulletin. She will hand you your name tag which will admit you to lectures and 
demonstrations. Late registration at the convention is $5.00 per person for the 2 day event. 

NO SMOKING----No Smoking allowed in lecture rooms. Please cooperate. 
PROGRAM CHANGES----Not responsible for last minute program changes. 
SPEAKER INFORMATION----Each speaker will be introduced by a Chairman, as 

indicated on the program. Speakers are requested to adhere rigidly to the allotted speaking 
time of 45 minutes . Chairmen are asked to give 5 minutes warning time to speakers for the 
conclusion of their messages. 

AFSCA accepts no responsibility tor speaker 1s statements. In the democratic spirit of 
free speech and freedom of ideas, it provides Flying Saucex- Movement speakers with an 
opportunity to be heard. You be the judge. 

COME AT YOUR BEST---- The hotel is entirely air conditioned. Coat and tie attire is 
requested. 

BRING THIS PROGRAM TO THE AFSCA CONVENTION. 

"THY KINGDOM COME" 
Issue No. 9 Published By May-June 1959 

AMALGAMATED FLYING SAUCER CLUBS OF AMERICA, Inc. 
(A non-Profit Philanthropic, Educational, Religious 

and Scientific Research Organization) 

GABRIEL GREEN, Editor 

A bi-monthly publication. 12 iuuu !or $3. 00 includes AFSCA membership and benefits. 

U
,All subscriptions received in 1959 will start with iuue *8 and continue through 1119. Back 
ssues #4, 5, 6, and 7 are available for ZS¢ each. World Copywrite reserved. Quotations 

permitted if source is acknowledged. Please address all correspondence and inquiries and 
make all contributions, donations, wills, bequests, and AFSCA membership dues payable 
to: "Amalgamated Flying Saucer Clubs of America, Inc.", or to "AFSCA", 2004 N. Hoover 
Street, Los Angeles 27, California. Phone: NOrmantly 1-9341. Cable Address: "Utopia". 
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It is well mayor Poulson had a sense of humor. He no doubt appreciated the last event on 
mayor convention agenda that Saturday, a trip to Los Angeles' Griffith Planetarium for a 
lecture/show titled, "A Trip to the Moon." 

One can imagine people at NICAP and APRO slapping their foreheads. 

Mystery over the Pacific. 

An even worst development took place Saturday morning when a spectacular meteor flashed 
by a number of Pan American and commercial planes flying from the West Coast to Honolulu. 
The meteor broke up into pieces during its passage and gave the impression of making an abrupt 
turn when it exploded. Headlines in the newspapers told of''mystery objects" and "flying sau
cers" over the Pacific. Green was delighted: "The timing of the sighting with the convention 
couldn't have been better. Untold numbers of Sunday newspapers carried reports ofthe UFOs 
side by side with reports of AFSCA's convention." (39.) 

Green had good reason to consider the convention a success. He apparently craved attention 
and he got plenty of that. He boasted: ''No complete tally of the publicity generated by the con
vention has been made, but AFSCA's officials estimate 100 news stories in Los Angeles County 
alone and a world-wide total possibly ranging into the thousands. Clippings have been received 
from all over the United States and many foreign countries to date." (40.) 

As for Keyhoe, his telegram of protest was quoted in news stories about the convention but 
one wonders if it had any real effect. It sure didn't slow down Mr. Green, and just being men
tioned in the same news story with Green's crackpots probably hurt NICAP. 

Coral Lorenzen kept a low profile concerning the convention. It's interesting to think that 
perhaps APRO didn't want to scare off Private Irwin. Irwin was around somewhere and Coral 
wanted desperately to contact him. 

12 July Seymour, Indiana. (5:00p.m.) 

Paper, birds, or UFOs? (See clipping right) 

13 July Blenheim, New Zealand. (5:30a.m.) 

"There were two men in it." (See clipping and sketch 
on page 26-27) 

Dr. James McDonald traveled to New Zealand and 
interviewed Mrs. Moreland. The woman impressed him 
quite favorably. (41.) Others who investigated the case 
came away with the same opinion. She claims not to 
have, "worried about UFOs one way or another." (42.) 

'&range Objects Seen 
{u Sky Over Seymour 
· Hundreds of silver-like ~ 
objects were reported sigh ted 
in the sky above Seymour by a 
number of local residents Sunday 
around 5 p . m. 

The strange flashing objects, 
which reportedly were at high al 
titude and appeared to be about 
the size of a bird, were seen in 
the south over Seymour fo r a - I 
bout 10 minutes before disappear- : 
in g. 

It was believed by a number 
of residents that the strange glar
ing objects were either bits of i 

! paper or a large flock of b i rds. ·~ 
SEYMOUR, IND., TRIB UN 

Circ. 0 . 6,044 · 

JUL 13 1959 I i 

A report that seemed to support Mrs. Moreland's story was made by a Mr. Roy Holdway. 
The information was provided in a letter to Harold Fulton, president Civilian Saucer Investi
gations, from a Flight Lieutenant L.G. Young ofthe New Zealand Air Force dated July 21, 1959. 
In a response to a request for information made by Mr. Fulton, Lieutenant Young wrote: 
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WENT TO MILK COWS: 
THIS IS WHAT BLENHEIM 
WOMAN SAID. SH~E: SAW 

"A saucer-shaped glow with two indented green lights in the 
bottom descended. The air beca~e very warm. Two rows of jett shoot
ing out orange flames appeared to revolve in opposite directions. Th,. 
thing was about 20 to 30 feet in diameter. It hovered at about roof 
h • ht II J e•g . 

That waa bow a Marlboroqb woman yetterday 
de1crib.d to an "£venin1 M.il" reporter what the aaw 
.arly on tba momin1 of July 13 when aha w•nt out to 
milk her cowa. She. ia Mn Frederick MO..alaacl, of Old · 
Renwick road, Bleaheim, who live• with bar bu.bud aad 
'tin mildrtn Qn 1 uint-151't fwmlt& wbi~ nw nint mn. 
At waekancll aha aerva u ·a aUI'H aJd at the Uat• Hoe
pi tal. Her huabaDd it emplo)oecl at the Woodboume 
1tation ol the Royal New Ze.lud Air Force. 

. .Thl"' Ls the fuU 1tory lold to a 
"MaH" reporter by Mn Mor .. 
land: 

"At 5.30 a.m. 011 Moaday, July 
13, I went &CJ'OM U.. ~*!dock to 
f!l1lk the cowl, I notJeed a IJ""D 
~(JW In the cloucia. AI thert wu 
no moon I wondered what Jt wu. 
When I wu .halt way acrou lhe 
vaddock tWO larJe tp"een thlnp, 
like eyes or blc l&mpi, appear•d 
above me and drop~ towarti» 
the "round. 

Horrid Sort Of Colour 
"I noticed that I wa1 bathed 

ln 11 "reen liiht and that all the 
paddock wa1 ireen, too. It wu 
& h<n·ritld sort of colour. My 
tiut thouJht wu. "I ahouldn'\ be 
here,' llnd I made a dive tor the 
t.reea (a atand ot plnet on the 
oihe1· aide of lilt three-ac~ pact.; ' 
dock). 1 atood and watched. 

"A lllUcer-&haped &low with 1 

two lndtmh:d 1reen Uihtl 1n tbe · 
bottom deieended.. The air be· 
came very · warm. Two rowa ot 1 

jeu around the middle .-hot out 
oranjce..COloured 1!ames. They ap. 
peared to revolve Jn oppoalt.e 
dtreetlona. 1'ht thl~ wu about 
~0 t'o 30 feet Jn dlametu. It 
hovered· at about roof he~ht. 

"The jet" atopped and a ~ht 
wu swltt:hed on In what ap. 
peared to be a perape~ or 11M~ 
roo! or dome, which &lowed. The 
~ttom appeared to be ot a ~)'· 
t.h metal colour. There WN a 
t&im hum 1n the aJr u It 
hO\'t'!Cr.l. 

Two Men 
"There were two nll'n In It, 

'drtaa~ In fairly clo~e·fit ling 
suits pl shiny mati'J'ial. The onl~· 
thlnjl' I can think ol to descrlbt! 
It Is aluminlulll !oil. Opnqu,, hcl· 
mcts fOlie from lhl'lr shoulders. 
I could I\ (I t S\.'e ttwt r in r v:.. 

•·ono ot the nwn st c;,d u p a nn 
put two hand£ in !runt ,,( h im u,; 
It leaning over tu look down
warda, He then .aat down und, 
after a minute or tw9, the Jets 
atarttd otr &i&ln and, tiJtlng 
sllehtly at first, · the thing shot 
up vertically at 1reat ipeed anrt 
disappeared Into thl' clouds. 
When It did thl• It mu.de a ao!t 

, but hlih•pltched IIOUnd. 

· · Dumbfouded 
"I waa ao dumbfounded ·that I 

atood In the tree• for a moment 
not know ina whal to . do. "nlero 
wu a •rnell of 110methln' which 
re~~ernbled pepper In the air. At 
J':~t I decided to continue '~tllng 
In and mllklni the cows. 

"While 1 wu.1 mllklng I kept 
wandtt•lng and felt a bit lhl'kton 
and pu~Jed, and did not quite 
know what to do about H. I then 
went Into the house and woke 
my hu~ban'd who did not laugh 
at me u I had feared, but ~id, 
'Have you rung the pollee or th<' 
Air PeJ>«rtment 1' I · told him 1 
had not · and . he then telephoned 
the .pollee, The poUe. and an 
Air Foret rep~ttntaUve came to 
tht farm · and questioned me. 
They appeared to believe me." 

Sketching The 
()bject I 

Mra Moreland told the H!J;;o rtc r 
that a youn1 Air Force ol!lcrr 
vlalted her )'e.tterduy and he went 
awuy 1<1 draw an urti.,\'~ lmprc,
alon of It from the dclicription ~ h e 
aavr him. 

She had re~;alled the uutl1ne ~ nu 
ahapf' t.'t the object nnd was a ble 
to ilve him a detailed description. 
•he aaicl. 

The reporter later saw a <.iraw t n ~; 

which had bllen mudt' by Mr Do • · ~ 
Tbynnt, aircraft engineer ~ tnpluy · 
ed by Strata Air l''rc t ~ht ~; ~pre >-> . 
who had alae bl:'~ll tu , .., ,. ~1 r .,; 

Morelund tor a dts<:n>Jl ion of \1 " · 
object. M r Thymtc said to tile ro:·
portor th;,t he was "willi11~ t c.: be
lieve that there might be some· 
thlnJ In it. Mo•L ot the people ht'rc 
are interested and ha~·e an UIJ<'n 
mind on 11. Thoy don't scot! ~ nc! 

are willin~ to conside r it ,' ' he ~J ici . 

OPEN Mf~DS 

Meaara R. Hoaley <operation~ of . 
tlcer) at S.A.i'.E. and F. S ml 0hun 
(pllt.t) .. ld they had open m ind.; 
about the report. Mr John r en n 
(rl&aer> commented: ''I see r.o r~;; . 

10n to doubt htr." 
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Witness: 

Mrs. Frederick Moreland, Old Renwick Road, 
Blenheim, New Zealand. Married with five 
children, she lived on a nine acre farmlet. She 
worked as a nurses' aide at the Lister Hospital 
and her husband was employed at the Wood
bourne Station of the RNZAF. 
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"At approximately 0430 to 0500 hours. on the morning of the 13th July, he 
got up for a drink of water and after returning to bed was lying awake when he 
saw a bright light shining through the window. As car lights of vehicles ap
proaching along the road shine through his window, he idlely waiting [sic] for 
the sound of the engine. The light which appeared to be of a whitish orange 
[Emphasis mine-- L.E. Gross] colour became brighter until they reached a high 
intensity and then gradually faded away without any accompanying sound. The 
light was travelling from east to west." (43.) 

The trouble with the account mentioned above is that it differs in an important way from a 
news story in the Nelson Evening Mail which quotes Mr. Holdaway: 

.. •I thought it was a car coming from the east,' he said. •Then I thought it 
was a funny colour for a car light, agreeny [Emphasis mine-L.E. Gross] 
colour, and much brighter than car lights and there was no noise. It did not 
pass as car lights do, and I could see it travelling from east to west toward 
Blenheim.'" (44.) 

The color green is critical. To leave it out and to substitute another color requires a lot ex
plaining by the New Zealand Air Force officer. Mrs. Moreland mentioned green lights. 

Lieutenant Young adds a "P .S." to his letter to Mr. Fulton: 

"For your information, it is advised that in spite of rumors to the contrary, 
the grass field where the incident took place has not become discoloured and 
and has not been ploughed since the event nor has Mrs. Moreland been unwell 
since the incident." (45.) 

It is not known if the New Zealand military did any follow up, but UFO investigator Peter 
Hassall ofNew Zealand interviewed Mrs. Moreland some time afterward and was told there 
were after-effects that probably were due to the UFOs' visit. She said she suffered from pains 
and small blisters on the left side of her fuce and her left hand, both were parts of body most ex
posed to the UFO. Also, a couple of trees in the center of the paddock died, and when cut 
down it was found the center of each trunk had turned to a dark ash. Moreover, the top branches 
of the Walnut tree at of the end of the paddock died. (46.) 

13 July Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. (10:00-10:30 p.m.) 

Astronomers see UFO. 

Norbert Gariety had the best available translation of this South American news story. In his 
October bulletin he reported: 

••At 10:00 p.m., the astronomers Luis Eduardo da Silva Machado and Mario 
Dias Ferraira, who are in charge ofValongo Observatory on Conceicao Mountain, 
told the press they had observed an odd aerial body with unusual characteristics, 
which had come down from the stratosphere and moved away to the southwest. 
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"Capt. Silio Vaz, of the Army Techni~al School, told the press he was with 
the astronomers making routine observations when he too saw a luminous body 
with a steady light. 'We ran to the telescope,' the Captain said, 'and tracked 
the trajectory of the body which disappeared from our view in some fog on the 
horizon line. 

"'It was shaped like a Maltese cross and had green lights around it. A ray of 
red light could be seen on the upper part ofthe object.' 

"Capt. Vaz added that the UFO was seen at the height of the Crane constella
tion at 10: 10 p.m., near the Indian constellation at 10:20 p.m., and at 10:22 p.m. 
was passing by the Southern Triangle and Southern Cross. Finally, at 10:30 p.m., 
it vanished over the Southwest horizon." (47.) 

14 July Pampulha airport, Brazil. (7-8:25 p.m.) 

The bomber and the UFO. 

This report was recorded on the Pampulha airport logs and then transmitted to the Brazil
ian Air Force. A Commander Hulvic Brant Aleixo passed the information on to J. Escobar 
Fario, co-editor of the UFO Critical Bulletin: 

"On July 14, 1959, at about 8:25 p.m. the tower controller at the airport 
ofPampulha saw a light hovering in the sky, azimuth 270 degrees. In order 
to be sure it wasn't a balloon, he phoned the Meteorological Institute, which 
answered that no balloons were up. Then he radioed to the commander of a 
military plane who was asking permission to land: 

"'Please make a 180 degree tum, and then put the nose of your plane at 
270 degrees. Please confrrm or disconfirm the appearance of a luminous 
object on that course.' 

"The commander, an officer piloting a Brazilian Air Force B-26 north 
toward his base at Natal, immediately did what was requested. Then he 
landed quickly and confirmed the sighting. 

"The controller was disappointed that he had landed so promptly. Tak
ing a signal pistol, the controller aimed in the direction of the light and gave 
intermittent signals in green, yellow and red. Just at that moment, the UFO 
began to change color from amber to intense green, then back to its original 
white. Then it darted up and di5aP.peared in the darkness of the night. This 
startled the controller even more, and he decided to phone the pilot who was 
already in the canteen. He told the pilot he was surprised by his indifference 
about the strange phenomenon, and his avoidance of a closer investigation. 
The officer replied that he didn't want to get closer to the UFO, but on the 
contrary he wanted to escape from the aerial object which had followed his 
plane for almost an hour from the vicinity ofPico do Couto. 

"Twenty minutes later the officer asked the controller for permission to 
take off without any lights on his medium bomber, to avoid pursuit by the 
UFO. The B-26 was heavily armed and carried a crew of five." (48.) 

14 July Salisbury, North Carolina. (8:22p.m.) 
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Lights, TV s go out. 

NICAP learned: 

"A revolving UFO, elliptical in outline and making an oscillating high
frequency sound, was seen moving from east to west at 8:22p.m. by Larry 
Godwin. As the UFO passed, the Godwin family's TV set blanked out com
pletely. Six other families in the neighborhood either heard the sound or re
ported interference with their lights and TV." (49.) 

(about 14 July) Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico. Gust before 10:00 p.m.) 

The wind was strong. 

According to an APRO report: 

"Sgt. and Mrs. (anonymity requested) ofHolloman observed an unusual aerial 
object near and over this southern New Mexico missile development center for from 
30 to 45 minutes. Just before 10 p.m., the couple went outside. The wind was 
strong, 30-35 miles per hour from the north, temperature about 75 degrees. Looking 
west, they saw three white lights through the veil of heavy dust. The sergeant com
mented that he thought there was a plane coming in for a landing and that it was in 
trouble because, although the middle light was steady, the end or 'wing' lights were 
wobbling. The object approach very slowly until almost overhead. Long before it 
reached overhead, however, they realized they were watching a strange object. It 
was on a west to east heading and traveling very slowly. As it approached, it appear
ed to be rising, then it turned to the north, into the wind, and disappeared slowly, as
cending into the sky. While it was overhead it appeared to hover for some time. 

"The couple decided the object was not a plane, for no motors could be heard, 
and it proceeded at a speed too slow for a plane. They also ruled out the possibility 
that it might have been a helicopter. The sergeant, a 12-year serviceman with the 
Air Force, said the lights were not the correct color for any conventional craft, and 
pointed out that he is familiar with aircraft external lighting. Planet, meteor, and 
'fireball' explanations were excluded because of speed and direction, as was bal
loons, because the object pursued a steady course cross-wind, hovered for about 15 
minutes and the proceeded into the heavy north wind." (50.) 

14 July "Terror." 

On the 14th the remarkable UFO incidents that occurred a week before finally got a big play 
in the press. The report by two prominent businessmen and two doctors who saw something 
while crocodile hunting near Karaumba, Australia, made the front page; as did the "landing" on 
Prince of Wales Island with its story of terrified natives. 

15 July The Aviation Department ''wakes up." . 

News item: Brisbane, Australia, July 15- The Civil Aviation Department has called for a 
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departmental report on alleged 'flying saucer' sightings in the Gulf Country and the Torres 
Straits." (51.) 

. ·' , 
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15 July Congressional hearings gathering momentum? 

Rep. Edgar Hiestand inserts some remarks in the Congressional Record. (See page 32) 



"PresSing for Flying Saucer Inquiry 

EXTEXSION OF RK'IIARKS 
OF 

HON. EDGAR W. HIESTAND 
o~· CA LIFOR~IA 

I:\ TilE HOC~E OF REPRE~E:"TATlYES 
Wednesday, July J.j, 195.? 

!vir. HIESTAND. l\lr. Speaker, 
under leave to extend mv remarks 
in the HF:cono, I inchide today 
the first of three articles by the 
well known and highly respected 
commentator, Mr. George Todt 
of the North Holhwood (Calif.) 
\'allev Times. · 

l\1!:. Todt's subject, ' Flying 
Saucers,' is one that has held 
public attention for several years. 
It has drawn the interest of many 
of our colleagues also. It has 
become a. verv conh'cversia.l sub
ject and reac.tion to it runs the 
emotional gauntlet through 
humor, fear, and a healthy de
~e for more information and 
knowledge. We are indebted to 
Mr. Toclt for his penetrating 
analysis of this matter: 

PRESSI1\G FOil FLYI:\G SAUCER 

INQUIRY 

The drive for open hearings in 
Congress relative to the flying 
saucer mystery seems to be gath
ering momentum these days. 

According to the June issue of 
the UFO Investigator, publication 
of the National Investigations 
Committee on Aerial Phenomena 
(NICAP, 15.36 Connecticut 
Avenue NW., Washington, D.C.: 
Maj. Donald E. Keyhoe, director), 
many highly regarded solons on 
Capitol Hill have expressed 
serious desires to get to the bot
tom of the controversial matter. 

· There is little doubt,' said 
Senator STUART SYMINGTON, 
former Secretary of the Air 
Force, to a NICAP affiliate in 
New York City recently, 'that the 
American public has sound reason 
for being confused about the 
existence and nature of these 
phenomena. I am certain it 
would be in the interest of public 
understanding if a current and 
objective evaluation of this situa
tion were issued. 

'The public should be given all 
information which would not 
adversely affect our national 
security. There are undoubtedly 
some objects observed directly 
and on radarscope which are not 
subject to positive analysis.' 
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Prior to this, Senator SYMING
TON had urged the Senate Space 
Committee, according to the 
U.F.O. Investigator, to make a 
careful study of the UFO subject. 
A decision on hearings is still 
pending. 

The interesting publication 
also listed statements of other 
prominent Members of Congress 
made to NICAP board members, 
advisers, affiliates, or individual 
members. Here are a few sam
ples: 

Senator BARRY GOLD
WATER, of Arizona, himself 
a jet brigadier general in the Air 
Force Reserve: 'Flying saucers, 
unidentified flying objects or 
whatever you call them-are real. 
. . . The Air Force has a project 
to investigate these reports, but 
when you ask about them they 
clam up." · 

Senator LEVERETT B. 
SAL TON STALL, Massachusetts: 
' As a member of the Senate 
Armed Services Committee, this 
is a problem in which I am 
decpl~· interested .... \\'e must 
consider the genuine security 
necessities, as I am sure you 
appreciate, but I think there are 
many cases in which more infor
mation should be made available 
to the public.' 

Senator GEORGE SMATHERS, 
Florida : ' The subject of flying 
saucers is one in which we all 
share a great interest.' 

Representative THO?\,IAS L. 
ASHLEY, Ohio : 'I share your 
concern over the secrecv that 
continues to shroud our · intelli
gence activities on this subject, 
and I am in complete agreement 
with rou that our greatest 
nationa need at this time is the 
dissemination of accurate infor
mation upon which responsible 
public opinion can be formu
lated.' 

Representative WILLIAM H. 
AYRES, Ohio: ' Congressional 
investigations have been held and 
are still being held on the prob
lems of unidentified flying ob
jects. . . . Since most of the 
material presented to the com
mittee is classified, the hearings 
are never printed. When conclu
sions are reached, they will be 
released, if possible.' (NICAP 
note : This confirms our claims of 
official secrecy. Our goal is the 
holding of open congressional 
hearings.) 

Representative DANTE B. 
F AS CELL, Florida : ' There are 
many areas where unrealistic 
policy keeps vital information 
from the American people. Cer
tainly, accurate information con
cerning so-called unidentified 
flying objects, within the proper 
bounds of national security, 
should be made available imme
diately to the American public.' 

Representative FRED MAR
SHALL, Minnesota : 'There has 
been growing interest in the re
lease of military information on 
unidentified Hying objects. . . . 
The subject has been discussed 
with appropriate committees of 
the Congress.' 

Representative WALTER H, 
MOELLER, Ohio : ' I cannot 
help but feel thal there may be 
some justification behind some 
of the UFO reports ... I have 
every confidence that the Ameri
can people would be able to take 
such information without hysteria. 
The fear of the unknown is 
always greater than fear of the 
known.' 

Representative RALPH J. 
SCOTT, North Carolina : 'I 
quite agree with you that the 
general public should be allowed 
information thus far known about 
flying objects. . . . If this infor
mation could be presented to the 
American public in such a way as 
to appeal to reason , and not to 
emotion, I think it would be a 
good thing.' 

One Congressman who may 
allow his name to be used later, 
stated as follows according to the 
UFO Observer : 

'The public is not getting the 
straight story. We (Members of 
Congress) are told one thing in 
closed-door sessions. Then the 
public is told something entirely 
different.' 

What is the real story behind 
the flying saucers, anyway?" 
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By a "coincidence" the Air Force released another fact sheet. (See below and on page 34) 

IMMEDIATE RELEASE July 15, 1959 NO. 7913-59 
OXford 7-5131 

AIR FORCE REPORTS UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT 
SIGHTINGS DECREASE 3Y FIFTY PERCENT 

Over twelve years of investigating and evaluating unidentified 
flying object sightings has provided no evidence to confirm the 
existence of the popularly termed "flying saucers", as interplanet
ary or interstellar space ships. The total number of sightings 
for the first six months of 1959 was only 143. This is in sharp 
contrast to the previous six months total of 296 or a little more 
than a 50 percent drop in reported sightings. 

As in previous compilations, the astronomical category accountro 
for the hiehest percentage of sightings at 45 percent of the total. 
The unidentified category amounted to only three cases or 2 percent 
of the total sightings for the period. 

A statistical tabulation for the six months period follows : 

UFO Report Evaluation - By Category and Percentage Breakdo~m 

Balloons 
Aircraft 
Astronomical 
Other (Birds, Hoaxes, 

Searchlights, etc.) 
Insufficient Data 
Unidentified 

Total Reports 

7 
23 
65 
19 

26 

m 
UFO Evaluations - Category Breakdown 

- 30 June 1959 

Ba ll- INSUF 
~ U£. ASTRO OTHER DATA 

Jan 0 3 15 4 5 
Feb 3 5 12 2 5 
Mar 0 3 15 4 3 
Apr 1 4 10 4 3 
May 3 3 7 4 4 
June 0 _2 _§ -l _§ 
Total 7 23 65 19 26 

% 4.89 16.09 45.45 13.29 18.19 

4.89% 
16.09% 
45.45% 
13.29% 

18.19% 
2.09% 

by Months 1 January 1959 

UN !DEN-
TIFIED TOTAL :! 

0 ~~ 16.88 
1 19.58 
1 26 18.18 
1 23 16.08 
0 21 14.69 
Q _1§ .!b.22 
3 143 

2.09 100 
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The Air Force,assigned the responsibility for the Air Defense 
of the United States, will continue to investigate all reports of 
unusual aerial sightings over the United States, including objects 
that may become labeled Unidentified Flying Objects. The services 
of qualified scientists and technicians will continue to be 
utilized to investigate and analyze reports, and periodic public 
statements and releases will be made as warranted. 

END 

-2-
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"A function of time." 

Herbert Strentz, in his Ph.D Dissertation, wasn't very impressed with the Air Force's method
ology when they summarized UFO reports for their fact sheets: 

"BLUE BOOK performance has been enhanced by its bookkeeping system. 
Probably and possibly explanations ofUFO reports-at the outset defensible and 
realistic-were advanced to 'defmitely established' status simply as a function 
of time. Perhaps many Unknowns were listed as distant possiblies to begin with 
and then advanced to known status within the year. 

"The analysis does raise questions about press performance, particularly 
about the acceptance and use of questionable Department of Defense statistics. 
Since newsmen frequently visited BLUE BOOK and had access to virtually all 
the information reported here, it is noteworthy that there has been no noticeable 
reference in the press to the probably, possibly procedures outline here. Perhaps 
the upgrading-through-time procedure was encouraged by the acceptance of the 
statistics by the press." (52.) 

16 July "Fewer saucers." 

The fact sheet makes news. (See clipping) 

16 July Douglas Edwards news program. 

We can't say there was any "silence group" 
machinations, but it seems incredible that Dick 
Miller (with his spaceman Mon-ka recordings) 
and Kelvin Rowe (the bulldozer operator who 
claimed 350 space rides) were important 
enough to get air time on the Douglas Edwards 
show on the 16th. The convention in Los An
geles had been over for four days but there they 
were, Miller and Rowe, on the network news. 

- . . -- -- ~ ------------···· - -. 

·Fewer -Flying · Saucers 

I H7~~t:<}f rom, A.F Reports: 

I 
WASHINGTON l.fl - There,'flying saucers' as interplane

apparently are fewer Clying tary or interstellar space ships. " 
saucers around these days. At Astronomical bodies or natural 
least, the Air Force &aid I phenomena accounted for the 
Wednesday It ia hearing less , highest percentage ot sightin"s 
about them . · ' in the period covered by the 

.Th• number o! mystery ob· latest report. Sixty-five objects' 
j~ls , reported llghted ln the were identifieo a~ astronomical. ! 
first six months ol this ve11r w~~ Airct·a(t accounterl for 23 ~ight- · 
only 143, compared to 296 tlur- ings, balloons '!or 7 anti birtl• ' 
in~~:. th• previous hall year se;~rchlig-ht~. anti ho~xu ~r: 
pertod. · petratcd by prat)ksten ao- • 

A.• in the previous periotlic ~ounterl for 19. . : 
repor~s .. lh" Air Force ~~tit! it.• ThP. Air For~e <nirl 26 rer><wt• ' 
mve$tig,ation of unir!entifietl fly- inclfir!etl insufficient <iat" to per
m~ · object• has "provir!ed no mit any ~onclusion anrl thAt only 
evJdence to confirm the exist- t:h,·ee reported objects co!Jir:l not 
ence of the . popularly termed be itlentified. 

Idabel Epperson had a fit and informed Keyhoe: " ... the Doug Edwards news program inter
viewed Dick Miller and Kelvin Rowe, and Miller played a portion ofMon-ka, etc. on a coast to 
coast broadcast! We began to wonder if this 'nightmare' was just going on and on." (53.) 

16 July Stockton, California. ( 1 :25 a.m.) 

"With a sort of intelligence." 

Our source states: 

"Six sheriff's deputies, Stockton airport personnel, and many residents re
ported sighting two round, blinking UFOs 'with a sort of intelligence' early to
day. First noted at 1:25 a.m., the UFOs remained in the area for over an hour. 
They blinked about once per second and varied in hue from white to dull 
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orange. Deputy Elmer VanSant, who kept a continuous watch, said, 'Once a plane 
flew over; the blinking speeded up as though the objects may have been connnuni
cating with each other.' Local authorities ruled out aircraft and balloons and could 
offer no explanation." (54.) 

16 July Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. (night?) 

UFO crashes high society party! 

This is a good one: 

"A circular aerial object stopped over Avenida Atlantics, at 2740, the ad
dress of an apartment building where Sr. Osvaldo Santiago lives. Numerous 
people on the seashore avenue were bathed in the powerful blue-green beam of 
light which emanated from the UFO. Inside Sr. Santiago's apartment, a young 
genius on the piano, Assis Brazil, was being honored by a group of people when 
the glow of the UFO suddenly appeared. The noted Brazilian playwright, Juracy 
Camargo, who was on the terrace of the apartment at the time, told the press: 
'The people were shaken by such an amazing and majestic apparition.' 

''The apartment had been lavishly illuminated by the strong light from the ob
ject. Afterwards, the UFO was seen to move out over the open sea, disappearing 
over Rasa Island. Witnesses in the apartment said the UFO came from the di
rection ofLeme District at fantastic speed, giving the impression that it would 
collide with the building. Instead, it stopped nearby hovering in mid-air, then 
threw out the blue-green light. It wobbled slightly for a while, revealing an oval 
shape with several orange luminous markings, then sped away leaving a trail of 
orange-colored light. 

''Numerous people on the avenue saw the UFO, but the persons in the apart
ment can be accepted as reliable witnesses: Joracy Camargo, noted playwright; 
Sr. Helio Fernandes; Sr. Augusto Menezes, his wife and daughter; Sr. Humberto 
Stramandinoli, Sra. Alice Menna Barreto de Assis Brazil; the young pianist Ass is 
Brasil; (13), who was being honored; Lady-teacher Cinira de Menezes; Sra. Alba 
Assis Brasil; Sra. Nadir Camargo; Sr. Joao Carlos de Camargo Eboli; Lady-tea
cher Cecilia Strarnandinoli; Sra. Roseli Strarnandinoli; Sra. Tiza Santiago, and 
several others." (55.) 

. 
17 July Air Force connnents on Ruppelt's rewrite. (See pages 37-40) 

21 July Lima, Ohio. (8:30a.m.) 

A report stated: 

"A disc-shaped object which moved from north to south across the sky was 
reported at about 8:30a.m. The witness, Doris Bankerd, said it ftrst appeared 
spherical in shape. After coming out of a cloud, the UFO turned and revealed its 
disc shape." (56.) 
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DI:::PAnTMI::NT OP THE AIR FORCE 

WASHINGTON 

17 July 1959 . 

Dear Ed: 

Following our telephone conversation this morning I am 
inclosing a copy of the comments to your manuscript. These 
were accrueu auring its coordination. 

The three chapters have been forwarded to Tim Seldes at 
Doublrlay. They have been cleared for publication just as 
you wrote them, with no amendments. 

The comments are sent to you just for your information and 
useJ if you see fit. They revolve about several minor factual 
inaccuracies. You are in no way required to make any changes in 
your manuscript no n rCAltlt of these comments. In several 
instances you have inferred ATIC knowledge of cases. ATIC lmo 
no official knowledge of these cases. There is no record of 
them in their files. 

I hope you can drop by the office during your next trip 
to Washington. 

Incl 

Mr. Edward J, RuJ?pelt 
1911 Josie Avenue 
Long Beach 15, California 

Sincerely, 

\ 

! . 

~~-)J~~ ~- SUNDERMAN 
Major} USAF 
Chief, USAF Book Program 

' Office of Information Services 

I 

i 

l 
1 
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REVIEW AND COMMENT ON 
MATERIAL SUBMITI'ED 

FOR RUPPELT BOOK 

CIIAPI'ER 18 

In Chapter 18 Mr. Ruppelt bas repeated a pattern tbot was present 
throughout the first edition of his book. He cites case ,after case in 
detail. However, many of the cases be cites were not brought to the 
attention of"the Air Force end ATIC has no record of the occurrence. 
The net result would be e flood of letters requesting the Air Force con
clusion on such end such a case, mentioned in Chapter 18 of Ruppelt's 
book. Obviously, the Air Force cannot answer those on which it has no 
record. 

In the 1ntereAt of AccurAcy: On pAgP. 3, there 1.a An 1nfer~ncP. thnt. 
S~ringfield wee officially designated or appointed by the Air Force to a 
position as a volunteer worker in the UFO program. Nothing could be further 
from the truth. There is no evidence to support this inference. As e 
metter of feet, ATIC has in its files a letter from Stringfield in which he 
requests clarification of his status in the program. Since ATIC was unaware 
that be ever bad a statue in the program, the motive for this letter is in 
doubt. There is no doubt that he was e member of the GOD. Any arrangements 
between him end e Major McKinzie, however, were not approved or concurred in 
by ATIC. lluppelt refers to Stringfield eo a level heeded "saucer expert." 
A study of Stringfield 'a writings end operations will refute that statement. 
ne heeds en organization of sorts named CRIFO -- "Civilian Research, Inter-
planetary Flying Objects." The very use of the word "Interplanetary" __ _ 
~etebliehes e pre-conceived belief that every UFO not immediately identified, 
{e an interplanetary vehicle. This eliminates him es en unbiased end un
predudiced observer and snelyst. Moreover, he published a bulletin called 
"Orbit" which parroted others who have pre-conceived ideas about UFOe. We do 
not know the exact profits that accrued to Mr. Stringfield as e result of the 
e~le of hie publications. It is obvious that a person whose bias is proved 
by hie organization nsme would not be given an official statue with en Air 
Force scientific UFO program. 

It appears strange and odd that the Hutchinson Nevel Air Station would 
immediately notify the Kansas Highway Petrol that they had en unidentified 
target on the radar. This is not military procedure. This inference eppesre 
on page 9, Chapter 18. 

On page 11 1 Chapter 18, line 4, the word solve is in quotes. The obvious 
inference is that the ceeee were not solved. -----

On page 12, Chapter 18, it is stated ·~ech pilot 

This is absolutely not true, no metter who told Ruppelt. A bit of logical 
and serious thinking will refute this statement. To accept this statement, one 
must ~elieve that every unidentified flying object is identified sa friendly end 
a conventional object before the scrAmble is me~e, and that the scramble wee . 
made just for the fun end training involved. Anyone who knows the ADC Mission 
knows better. 
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Chnptcr lG 

Page 2 - No case in the ATIC files for 23 August 1955, in the 

Cincinnati area, and no case on or about this date duplicates the 

circumstances described in the manuscript. 

Page 3 - Leonard H. Stringfield never had an official position 

other than QOC observer . , . No direct phone line to ADC Filter Center. 

No code name . 

Page 4 - No record of the 23 March sighting in the ATIC files. If, 

as Mr. Ruppelt writes, this case had been brought to the attention of 
I 

the Air Force, then the ATIC files would have some recoru. 

PaRe 5 - No record of the sighting 25 November 1955, by Gene 

Miller and Dr. Leslie Ward of California. 

No record of the sightOg from a Pan American airliner which took 

place 22 January 1956. 

Page 10 No photographs of this object ever reached the ATIC. 

Page 12 - Statement concerning scra~bles is misleading, this infers 

that the unidentified object is in fact identified prior to the scramble. 

Page 23 - James Stokes to a technician and not an ene;tneer. 

Po.gc 2) - More sighlingo in 1952 than 1957 

1952 - 1501 

1957 - 1178 

Page 29 - 1501 cases in 1952. 

Page 30 - Specific reference to the ATIC files and the quotes 

should be omitted. 

Found no violations of security 

\ 
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On pa!es 1~ to 18 ftuppelt gives adequate treatment to Keyhoe and hie 
organization. 

CHAPTER 19 

The author hae givl!n good treatment to the "contact" group euch ae 
Adamski, Betburum, Fry, et el. 

CHAP'I.'F.:R 20 

The author doee a good job of defending the Air Force in thie chapter, 

I checked Ruppelt's revised edition and found that no changes were made. 

Revised edition: 

"Hutchington" page 248 line 29 
"solve" page 249 line 37 
"Each pilot" page 250 line 35 
"23 August 55" page 244 line 36 
"Stringfield" page 245 line 13 
"March 23" page 245 line 36 
"25 November 55" page 246 line 23 

"22 January 56" page 246line 31 
''photograph" page 262? line 33? 
"scramble" page 250 line 27 
"Stokes" page 256 line 27 
"1178" page 2581ine 5 
''918" page 260 line 20 
"Rock Raven" page 260 line 30 

These points are minor when compared to Ruppelt's Lubbock moth explanation, or even his description of 
of the Levelland case when he fails to make reference to the witnesses' statements that the UFO "sat" on the 
road or that the headlights and engines failed on cars other than Saucedo's ---L.E. Gross. 



20?-25? July Bellevue, Washington. 
(exactly noon) 

Orbiting disc. 

Mrs. Millard Petersky, a fomter teacher 
who had earned a B.A. at New York's 
Hunter College, was relaxing in her yard 
late in July. She does not remember the 
exact day. She was eating a sandwich for 
lunch and leaned back in her chair. The 
sky was a cloudless blue, very bright and 
clear. She spotted something high over
head and slightly south of the sun. The 
thing was a "metallic-appearing, silvery 
shining disc." There was no breeze of 
any consequence but this disc was moving. 
How far away the disc was she found 
difficult to estimate. About 1,500 feet was 
her guess. For about a half minute, Mrs. 
Pctcrsky watched the disc fly in an elliptical 
orbit. One very odd thing about the object 
\Vas that it appeared and disappeared in the 
same strange manner, "instantaneous like 
flicking on a light switch." (57.) 

21 July Bremerton, Washington. (10:30/ 
11:30 p.m.) 

Disappeared, suddenly reappeared. (See 
clipping right) 

21 July 5 miles southwest ofthe New 
Orleans airport, Louisiana. (night) 

"Flying ball." 

A brief report mentions a flying ball 
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. P'RfSS CLIPP~::·;~:~~ .i~ I 
115 Church Street - New York : 

BR~~ERTOH, WASH. 
SUH 
D 20.889-

JUL 2 2 1959 
-,·········.-··---·····-···=., 1----------
Loeal Residents See 

/ 

Odd Flying Objects 
Skiea over KitS6p county wcrc j The UFO si~htcd by Napper and 

infested with unidentified llyinJ:!his two son~. David, 14. and Mike; , 
objects lor a couple !I ' ' 11. from the yard nl their 17th 1t •. 

. lhomc. alxo appeared snd r~· 
First nlficiat report c~nw to thr ' ~ppcarcd. 

paval •hipyard watch office at ! "It was about the same size ¥ 
~0 o'clock from Kenneth Flint or ' • star lind was moving ~ a '1re~ 
liZ( Bu!'well ,t., followed by a rate of speed,'' Napper ~a i4. "It 
report at JO:JO from Jack . D. croued the sky in about oDe 
Napper of 14·1~ 17th ,I.. ann ad ~inutc _from the Kitsap Jake dlree' . 
II: JO hy one from Wavn., West, i11 on gomg toward Seattle. About 
16, and !.loyd Rurrows. 17. Olym-ilwo minutes later another one IOI· 
pic Drive. jlowed. and a minute later there 

: Flint said he spotted .his UFo fwas another one. They were a 
. while sitting out on his back porch!light orange·red, and resembled 

with his wile, star-gazing with iSputnik when we saw it, but the 
binocular.< . (Continued on Page _l, Cel. I) 

"My wire, said, what's that, and ' 
I aaw the lights going throuch 
like a hat out of heck. They were 
really !raveling. II wa• either / • 1 
long off-white ti~ht or • string of . 
several lights in a row. 

"We timC!d them, :~nd cvrory 20 
minutes the~· popped ur> In the 
~amt plncc . somrw hr.rc soulhwcst 
of Port Orchard. II only took "about 
three or lour seconds lor them to 
go across the sky. circling and go· 
ing west. They'd mnke a left turn 
and disappear. snddrnly reapp~ar· 

l
ing in the ~arne place we lir!t 
saw them exactly 20 minutes later. 
We watched them lor nearly two 
hours. There IMIISn't a •ound of 
an kind." ,., ·• ;_ · 

GDQ FLYING 

OBJECfS SEEN 
(Continued From Page I) 

light didn't flash orr and on. It · 
was absolutely silent ." 

The West and 13urrpws boys he
came so excited about the light 
they saw a t II: 30 while sleeping 
out ncar !heir homes that they 
went to the nearest neighbor's 
house on Olympic drive where a 

about two feet in diameter. The ball was observed traveling northeast 
to southwest at an estimated 20 mph. The altitude wa<; estimated to 
he 2,400 feet. The thing changed color as it moved along, turning 
red-orange, then white, and then red-orange again. A "smooth" sound 
was heard similar to the soft: buzz of a hummingbird's wings. While 
in view the ball made a 180 degree turn and passed out of sight on a 
southwest to northeast course. The duration ofthe ~ighting was about 
10 minutes. (58.) 

'11lght was burning and tried to 
point il out to the resident there. 

"He couldn't see anything, but 
It looked ju!t like a star," West 
ltid. . 
, "The first time it came from the 
northwest, golng southwest, way 1 

up and going real last. When we ; 
first spotted it it was just sitUnc : 
I till, like a star. then "it took oft. 

i It catne back lour times from the 
east, going west. We were pretty 
concerned about it the fourth time 
-It was right overhead." 

The navy accepts reports of un· 
Identified flying objects but doea 
not substantiate them, a naVlll 
1hipyaro official ~ald. 
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The Rev. Gill sightings. The news spread~. 

Its hard to track the flow of information during these days in the South Pacific. Reports were 
coming in from all over and "saucer excitement" was running high. 

In Papua Rev. Cruttwell had been out of touch for quite awhile since he had been visiting the 
Mission stations in the high country. When he finally returned to the lowlands where commun
ications were better, he heard rumors about Father Gill seeing a "manned flying saucer." Rev. 
Cruttwell's reaction was: "I could not believe they (the reports) were true, and dismissed them as 
the sort of wild tales which often get around by 'bush telegraph.' and in which there is often 
little or no substance oftruth ... " (59.) 

Shortly thereafter a fat envelope of typescript arrived from Father Gill. The material contain
ed all of the amazing details of the series of sensational sightings. The envelope also contained 
a cover letter written by Father Gill, which said in part: 

"Here is a lot of material-the kind you have been waiting for, no doubt; 
but I am in some ways sorry that it has to be me who supplies it. Attitudes at 
Dogura in respect of my sanity vary greatly, and like all mad men I myself 
think my grey cells are OK. I am sorry you were not here with your telescope 
-the naked eye can be a hindrance when detail is essential." (60.) 

On July 21st the Port Moresby newspaper, the South Pacific Post, published something which 
probably referred to Rev. Gill: 

" ... a missionary in the district claimed to have seen a weird aircraft. It 
had portholes in the side and people looked through them as it travelled over
head at a snail's speed .... the missionary reported seeing the object hover al
most stationary overhead." (61.) 

The Reuters news agency picked up the "weird aitcraft" story and sent it world-wide. The 
Sydney, Australia, Sun, carried the item on July 21st and added: "Many people in the Papuan 
port ofSamarai are convinced that flying saucers are flying over town. A Native Affairs of
ficial said that, on several occasions in the past month. residents had reported seeing strange ob
jects in the sky a night." (62.) 

21 July Menapi, Papua, New Guinea. (9:15a.m.) 

The Menapi object. 

When Rev. Cruttwell returned from the Daga Country in mid-July, he found everyone dis
cussing UFOs. There was much work to do. He had to collect the many reports that had ac
cumulated, the most important being the Gill material. 

Shortly after his return, Rev. Cruttwell missed by seconds seeing a daytime manifestation 
of a circular body. Unfortunately he was a bit late performing his usual work routine and was 
still indoors when the UFO appeared. It seems that on the morning ofthe 21st, a crowd of 
school children were entering the church for an early service when a bright point of light 
emerged from behind a hill to the west, attracting everyone's attention. Two teachers and ap
proximately 100 children watched as the light moved on a course that took it in their direction. 
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Rev. Cruttwelllater learned the following from the two teachers: 

"As it drew nearer it appeared elongated, and became larger until it was 
clearly seen as a shining metallic disc with a dark ring round it. Teacher 
Augustine reckons it was a 'little smaller than the sun.' 

"It passed to the north of the station at an elevation of perhaps 30 degrees, 
travelling 'faster than an aeroplane' and making no sound whatever. There 
was no vapour trail at all. As it receded it made a slight wavering movement 
(as though affected by the wind) and dwindled rapidly away in the north
eastern sky, dropping behind the coconut palms." (63.) . 

Rev. Cruttwell wrote: "My disappointment at missing it so closely knew no bounds." (64.) 

There would be no time to dwell on disappointments. The very next day the Mission's handy
man wanted to speak with Rev. Cruttwell. The New Guinea native was ''trembling and breath
less with excitement." 

22 July Fortaleza, Brazil. (no time) 

Disc hovers over airport. (See clipping) 

A translation says: 

"Flying Disks were seen. 
"Rio, 22 (T.P.) Dispatches from Fortaleza announce that 

'flying disks' were seen over the Ceara capital. The chief of 
the personnel who work in the control tower of the airport, 
Pingo Martins, in speaking to the press declared that one of 
the 'disks' hovered for a long time over the airport and that 
the flying object could not be confused with a comet or other 
astronomical phenomenon. Different persons in the city saw 
the object and confirmed the strange appearance of the phe
nomenon. The commander of the air base of Ceara was 
notified about the strange appearance. It is said that several 
pilots confirm the appearance ofthe 'flying disks' in the 
skies ofF o rtaleza." 

22 July Porayebayebera, Papua, New Guinea. (daytime?) 

Something with a dome. 

': . .. ~ ~- . f . .. .. 
RIO, :12 (T. P.) Notlclu de 

Fortalm anunc:l&m' , que dl .. 
· coa volldoru.. toram :vwoa ~ 

bra a capitaL ceuense .. 0 ch~ 
te do peuoal, que tnibalha ' na 
tllrre cle control• do uropcirto 
Pinto · Martins~ · falando ' a J.m.. 
pren.sa, declarou qu• urn_ doa 
cdtacoao. act.eve durant• : loli-
10 tempo pa.rado 16bra o . ae-

s roporto • qu~t< d objeto 'vO.:dor 
, nlo poderla .. · Mr c:ontundldo 
. com cometa ; ou qualqum te
e n6meno · utronOmlco. V~-

P'ONOft& na. cld&de vlra.m o obje\ 
, to e · confinnanun · a ~·' 
, ·~~o do tenOmeno. 0 ··eo
' mando da base ' urea do Cea
, nl tol notl!leado sllbnt o ax
' tranho aparecl:'l'ento .. · Intor
' ma-u que vtrl~ avtado!"N 

conflrmaram d. , 1 a~mento 
, de cdl.coc 'toadonP ..Obre o• 
.-cfu. _ de_. Fort:a.laa.; 

George Taunaven was employed by the Anglican Mission at Menapi to do odd jobs. He was 
called a ''workboy" but he was no boy. He was an adult and was considered extremely intelli
gent by Rev. Cruttwell who had known the man for 8 years. George had never been to school 
but Rev. Cruttwell valued his judgement and powers of observation. When George told Rev. 
Cruttwell on July 22th he had seen something startling, the missionary was willing to listen. 

About a mile east from Menapi Mission is Arorara bay. A headland about 200 feet high 
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screens off this bay from the beaches at Menapi. It seems George was fishing alone on the shore 
of Arorara bay when a large object came flying over the hills at a very low altitude and then 
headed out to sea. The untutored Papuan knew nothing about UFOs and was frighten by the ex
perience. Rev. Cruttwell questioned George carefully: 

"He [George] describes it as 'like a ship' but round and disc-like, dark be
low but with a round dome (he used the word 'head' making a gesture to in
dicate a round shape) on top, lit up as if by windows, and on top of that a bril
liant white light 'like a Tilley lamp.' Although he couldn't see men, he was 
convinced there were men in it, because it was so obviously a vehicle design
ed to carry men. It disappeared out over the sea at a low altitude in a few 
seconds. 

"I asked him to draw it, but being uneducated and not used to drawing, he 
could not make a go of it. He drew a large circle with a smaller one on top, 
but it was obvious that perspective was too much for him." (65.) 

23 July Dabora, Papua, New Guinea. (night) 

Greorge's credibility was given a boost when a report came in the very next night from Da
bora, which is just six miles east ofMenapi (and just five miles from Arorara bay). A Medical 
Assistant said he saw a light, changing from green to white, move out over the sea. ( 66.) 

24 July Menapi, Papua, New Guinea. (night) 

Rev. Cruttwell missed another chance to see something on July 241
h. He was indoors when 

he heard shouting outside and within seconds he emerged from the building to scan the sky. It 
seems some natives in the Mission compound spotted a brilliant white light zoom overhead. 
The thing was gone before Rev. Cruttwell arrived. (67.) 

25 July Gaiawanaki, Papua, New Guinea. (about 7:30p.m.) 

The testimony of the mountain men. 

The more primitive Papuan people live at the higher elevations but occasionally the mountain 
men leave their territory and visit the coastal regions. On July 251

h three natives from the high 
country decided to travel to Menapi. "rhe trio walked a mountain track that led to Goodenough 
Bay. The path ends when it leaves the jungle at Gaiawanaki. At that place the three men laid 
out their sleeping mats on the beach and set up camp for the night. This is what happened next: 

"They were lying down on their mats, when they became aware of a brilliant 
light shining down on them from above, lighting up the whole place like daylight. 

"Above them they saw a huge circular object moving slowly across the sky, 
just above the coconut palms. They all emphasized its great apparent size." (68.) 

According to Rev. Cruttwell, the object appeared to be very large to the natives because it 
was so close. There is more to the story: 
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"In appearance they said that on one side it was like 'the bottom of a buck
et.' By this I understood them to mean that it was concave, with some sort of 
rim. This side was dark. The other side was convex, with a sort of bulge or 
dome. This side was brilliantly illuminated and was the source of the light 
pouring down on them. 

"They spoke to me of course in the native language. In order to get it 
clear, I took a plate and a cup, and holding the plate upside do~ placed the 
cup upside down on top of it. 'Yes,' they said, 'just like that, but not like 
that, like this,' And they turned my arm round until I had the plate vertical, 
standing on edge, with the cup projecting sideways. I confirmed this by draw
ing it on a piece of paper. The object was a round craft, hollow beneath with 
a dome on top, but turned on its side and travelling with the illuminated dome 
leading. 

"The object was coming from the sea, and travelling inland in a westerly 
direction. It soon disappeared behind the tree tops." (69.) 

There were other reports during this period Rev. Cruttwell wanted to confirm.. For example, 
some Koyabagira outstation schoolboys reported seeing things they called "boats in the sky" a 
number oftimes. (70.) 

30 July Assonet, Massachusetts. (10:30 p.m.) 

"I felt a strange tingling down my entire spine." 

The witness (name deleted from BLUE BOOK files) claimed to be a pilot with 500 hours of 
flying time so he apparently knew something about planes, quirks of the weather, and things of 
that sort. His experience was so strange, however, he reported directly to Wright Field. 

It was evening and the sky was clear and full of stars. The witness was standing on a hillside 
alone. He noticed a large light on the horizon he first thought was the moon. The light was a 
yellow-white, but it then changed to a blue-white and moved in his direction. As the light 
moved slowly toward the witness, it changed to a dull red color. The approach so unnerved the 
witness he began to run down the hill. He stepped in a hole, fell, and rolled until he reached 
level ground. In great pain, the witness looked up a saw that the ''thing" was still approaching. 
He headed toward a road overpass since it seemed to offer some projection. As he covered the 
short distance to the overpass, the witness said: "[I] ... felt a strange tingling down my entire 
spine and nervous system and parts of my body felt like 'pins and needles." (71.) This sen
sation lasted while he made his way to the overpass. The feeling may have been due to the fall 
he took but the witness made no more mention of it. Here is the rest of the report: 

"I made it under the overpass, and the UFO stopped directly over me, I could 
tell it was still there because a white light part of the red color system of the object 
moved around as I huddled there looking out at the road. 

"This light finally went out, and I had a feeling that the UFO had left. I waited 
a few minutes by my watch then I came out limped up the road to where my friends 
were visiting. I told them about it, but they did not believe my story, so I did not 
report to any public official at the time." (72.) 
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? July Jane Lew, West Virginia (night) 

Man and woman paralyzed? 

The town with the odd name of Jane Lew, located about five miles north of Weston, West 
Virginia, was the scene of a very different UFO "sighting." In fact, no object was actually 
seen. A sound was heard, the witnesses experienced a weird physical reaction, and a ground 
trace was left. All three, it was believed, apparently had some connection with a UFO. The 
incident involved a Mr. Robert Ward who: 

" ... was awakened one night by the barking of dogs. He couldn't go back to 
sleep, and soon became aware of a peculiar high-pitched sound like a motor of 
some sort which seemed to get louder and louder. It seemed to be over the house. 
Upon attempting to get out of bed, he found he couldn't move. He nudged his 
wife, awakening her, and she heard the noise also. She became frightened, tried 
to get out of bed to go to the children, but couldn't. Finally Ward was able to 
roll out of bed and crawl to a window out of which he could see a glow outside. 
He was afraid to go outside to investigate. As he looked out the window, he saw 
and heard a heavy truck approaching on Rt. 19 which runs close to his house, 
and suddenly the high-pitched noise decreased rapidly as if it were leaving and 
fading into the distance. Next morning Ward went out and searched his one-
acre lot to see if he could find out what had been in the area. He discovered a 25 
-foot area (oval in shape) where the grass was withered." (73.) 

UFOlogist Gray Barker and APRO investigate: 

"Subsequently the grass died. Later new growth began showing through. 
Ward and Gray Barker, who notified APRO of this incident, dug down into the 
withered area and got a bag of soil and some vegetation. When first dug the 
soil had a vile odor while still wet [increased bacterial activity due to heat?] ; 
normal soil was the typical soil of that area, and not black and cinder-ish like 
the soil in the oval-shaped spot. Normal soil furnished APRO appears light 
brown and of the usual texture for the area." (74.) 

30 July NICAP's EM Subcommittee. 

The rash of electro-magnetic reports in late 1957 and occasional ones during the months after
ward, reinforced beliefs among researchers UFOs could effect electrical circuits. People like 
like C. W. Fitch of Cleveland, Ohio, began to catalogue stories of car-stallings and similar events. 
However, a real effort to understand the phenomenon required more than one person. NICAP, 
even though suffering from the lack offynds and manpower, did more than lobby Congress. In 
the summer of 1959 the Washington D.C. group established a special EM Subcommittee. The 
first meeting was convened on July 30, 1959. The Subcommittee had six members: 

Richard Lechaux, Chairman 
Tom Shelton (Research Analyst) 
Jack Brotzman (Electronic Scientist) 

Jim Stowell (Research Analyst) 
Eli Bernzweig (Attorney) 
Richard Hall (Editor) 
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At the outset the Subcommittee recognized the repeated association between UFOs and 
events like car-stopping: "Any other interpretation would imply a chain of coincidences of 
such magnitude that it would be more incredible than accepting the fact of car-stalling UFOs." 
(75.) The Subcommittee then decided on its first objective: 

"Not having a uniform body of data, our fust task was to assemble as many 
reports of EM effects as possible. This required a search of the UFO literature, 
cross checking of sources, and verification of the factual accuracy of news re
ports whenever possible. The Subcommittee sought fust-hand testimony in im
portant cases. However, probably due to the controversial nature of the subject, 
it was not often possible to obtain the full cooperation of witnesses." (76.) 

The Subcommittee would file a report on its study in June 1960. 

1 August Flintstone, Maryland. (8:30p.m.) 

A Mr. Robert Huff was driving a tractor when he spotted five white-colored objects in the 
sky. The objects, in V-formation, approached out of the southwest at a low altitude (he guess
ed 200 feet). The objects circled a nearby hill and then left the area on a western course. Within 
seconds a another group of five appeared out of the southwest, circled the same hill, and sped 
away to the west. This second group traveled in a single-file formation. (77.) 

2 August Lake Echo, Nova Scotia, Canada. (8:00p.m. A.S.T.) 

Cigar with a dome. 

This case has more than one witness. All of the following people were college students: 
Robert Beazley, Ellen Hackett, Norbert MacEacher, and two unnamed Germans in the U.S. 
on an exchange program. 

The students were returning from a beach picnic, driving on Highway #7, when the UFO ex
perience began. Robert, who filed a formal report, states: 

"We were about 12-14 miles from Dartmouth. I was sitting in the front 
seat, next to the right window. I noticed a very bright light in the sky, and 
mentioned it to the other occupants of the car. The driver replied that he had 
noticed it previous to my mentioning it, and had been watching it for a few 
seconds. I realized that it was much too bright to be Venus (for at first it 
seemed to be at approximately the same position as Venus). We watched it 
for about a minute as it came closer, but to our left. I then asked the driver 
to stop the car in order to get a better look. Out of the car we watched the 
object come closer (but still off to our left), and it began to take on a defmite 
shape. It was long and cylindrical, and looked very much like a blimp, ex
cept that it appeared thinner than a blimp. As far as I could tell it had no 
winds, nor the usual blimp gondola. From the point at which it was closest 
to us it appeared to have a dome or rounded projection of some sort on top. 
It was silver in color, an I concluded that the bright light seen at first was 
merely the reflection of the setting sun. It was moving very slowly. I do 
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not see how it could have possibly been an airplane, due to its slow speed, for 
it took from four to five minutes to pass out of view from the time it frrst came 
into sight. It seemed so much like a blimp, were it not for the (apparent) dome 
on top and the absence of the gondola underneath. Its shape remained con
stant (blimp-like) except for the bright light effect when first sighted." (78.) 

2 August Bolling AFB, Washington D.C. (0528Z) 

"Emphatic it was not an airplane." 

An Operations Command officer stationed at Bolling AFB spotted a white-colored light 
moving along the northeast approach corridor to Washington National Airport. It was a clear 
starlit night with good visibility. The officer and the five others in his party thought the thing 
was a satellite as they observed it moving in a straight line, blinking irregularly, but then it: " ... 
stopped instantly. It then began behaving erratically, moving rapidly in circles, making darting 
motions, and fmally dimmed gradually to extinction as though climbing." (79.) A check was 
make with Andrews Operations but they reported no helicopters in the area. No radar contact 
was reported and Bolling tower operators said they had observed nothing unusual. A comment 
made in BLUE BOOK files says: "Observers emphatic that it was not an ordinary aircraft. Rate 
of speed and absence of engine noise rule out helicopter in opinion of observers." (80.) 

3 August Johntown, New York. (10:00 a.m.) 

"As big as a garage." (See clipping on page 49) 

3 August Silver Springs, Maryland. (12:50 p.m.) 

An amazing demonstration. 

Some residents of Silver Springs, Maryland, viewed an amazing demonstration on August 3rd. 
According to a 36-year-old housewife who made a formal report to the Air Force, this is what 
took place: 

"My sister, my children and I frrst saw the objects while eating lunch. At 
frrst I thought they were kites because they were so large and then we noticed 
they were being guided very exact so we watched for about 5 minutes from my 
kitchen window. The two silver ones [UFOs] were doing all of the traveling. 
They appeared to have a moving motion as if they were spinning and what ever 
path No.I took No.2 did the same. No.I would move up and No.2 would take 
the position No.1 had before as ifNo.l was guiding No.2. I called my neighbor 
and asked her what she thought it was and we all stood and observed it for about 
ten minutes. Then we saw the larger one standing in one position very high up. 
It was glowing iridescent red in color and larger in size than the two silver ones. 
We watched the two silver ones travel across the sky to the red one. And when 
they were in position under the large red one, they went up and out of sight." 
(81.) 
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This is what the neighbor wrote: 

"About 12:00 p.m. my neighbor called for me to come to my back door and 
I saw there were two shiny objects hovering high in a northwest direction. When 
they moved, with great speed, one would move over, then the other would move 
in the same pattern. Then they would move up. They would hover for awhile 
then they would repeat the same pattern going north and higher all the time. Then 
we saw a third object of the same shape and size if not larger. It was hovering 
very high. It was flashing an iridescent red like a light from within. We almost 
decided while watching that it might not be a light at ali but the sun reflecting on 
the red metal of [the?] object as it tilted in the sun since the sun was very high and 
to our backs. It waited till the other two objects followed their pattern across and 
up till they were directly under it. They no longer traveled in a horizontal pattern 
but went straight up till they were just specks, then out of sight. 

"My neighbor and her sister and small children saw these some minutes before 
she called me." (82.) (See drawings by both women on pages 50-51) 

5 August Briarcliff Manor, Westchester County, New York. (9:30p.m.) 

Country Club sighting. 

A member ofCSI ofNew York had a friend that passed along a strange sighting. Here is 
what the CSI person reported: 

"Witness had been having dinner with friends, at the country club where her 
friends were members. She had been to the power room and on her way back she 
turned in the wrong direction (the arrangement ofthe rooms was unfamiliar) and 
instead of going back toward the dining room she found herself on an open terrace 
looking- she thought toward the south, but wasn't sure- off into an unlighted 
area. As she was about to turn around and go back into the building she saw a 
shooting star falling. 

"But instead of falling and going out, as shooting stars usually do, it got larger 
and brighter as it fell, and seemed to be coming closer. The color was orange
pink. 

"It was completely dark in the direction she was looking, so that the witness 
couldn't tell anything about distance. But the luminous object seemed to stop on 
the ground some distance away. She couldn't distinguish any defmite outline but 
got the impression that it was a solid object. 

"The color was the same, but the object was pulsating, growing dimmer 
and then brighter again. She thought she could see trees at some little distance 
from the object, by the light that it gave off. 

"By this time she was so fascinated that she started off across the grass to
ward the object though the darkness. But the grass was wet and she started to 
take off her evening slippers. But then she thought of snakes and didn't want 
to walk in her stocking feet, so she went back to the terrace and sat down on the 
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edge of a bench, and watched the object, still fascinated and bewildered by it. 
There was no sound- she was sure of that, and also sure that she could have 
heard motors if they had been running, because the terrace and the field - or 
the golf course, or whatever it was that she was looking out across - were 
quiet. There was no change in the appearance of the object except the con
tinued pulsating of the light. 

"After some time the object suddenly rose straight up and disappeared out 
of sight; witness thought it was about half an hour. 

"When she returned to the dinner party her friends ~d become worried 
about her- she had been gone almost 15 minutes. She told them what she had 
seen, but they were politely uninterested." (83.) 

5 August. Parayebayebara, Papua, New Guine"" (no time) 

The continuing New Guinea flap. 

According to Rev. Cruttwell: 

" ... a star-like light was seen from Parayebayebara, one mile east ofMenapi. 
It travelled in a curve from inland out over the bay and changed colour consistent
ly in the order red-green-white, also changing its speed. It finally disappeared 
over Boianai direction. The witnesses were -another Medical Assistant and sever
al village people." (84.) 

8 August Biniguni, Papua, New Guinea. (6:30p.m.) 

"It suddenly took off." The mystery "star." 

Patrol officer R.L. Smith was aware of UFO reports being made in Papua. On the 3rd at 
Mapouna and on the 4th Wakawapu, officer Smith had seen an impressive star-like body to the 
north. The light remained stationary while being viewed, so he could not claim a "good" UFO 
sighting. The light was not seen the next two nights. This is what happened on the 8th: 

"On Saturday, 8th August, I was at Biniguni, at the foot ofMt. Maneao, and 
most westerly point of my patrol. 

"I was sitting in front of the rest house with some Papuan natives, when the 
object appeared again. The time was 6:30p.m. This time it appeared to be 
much closer, perhaps two miles away and 5,000 feet up. It seemed to be in a 
roughly north-east direction. 

"I pointed it out to the natives and asked if they had seen this light before, 
'Oh yes, Taubada (Sir.),' they said, 'It often comes. We have seen it on and 
off for the last month. It comes up about this time and stays in the same place 
place till about 9 o'clock, then it goes off over the mountains."' (85.) 

Was the light was a star? Officer Smith was determined this time to keep an eye on this 
"UFO" light. He would wait until9 o'clock to see what would happen. The light was still 
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stationary in the night sky at 9 o'clock. Smith maintained his vigil. He writes: "I kept it under 
observation until ten past nine, when sure enough it suddenly took off and went away to the 

east, disappearing over Mt. Maneao." (86.) 

9 August. Tierra del Fuego Island. (7:54p.m.) 

"Sshhheeeeooooo." 

Mr. and Mrs. Armando Uribe of Santiago, Chile, told Coral Lorenzen about their UFO ex
perience. Coral later included the incident in one ofher books: 

"At the time this incident took place, Mr. Uribe, a petroleum engineer with 
the National Institute of Petroleum Development, was stationed at Terra del Fugo 
Island off the southernmost tip of the South American continent. Part of the is
land is Chilean and the other part belongs to Argentina. Uribe's wife and family 
were with him. 

"On the 9th of August, 1959, Mr. and Mrs. Uribe left the camp where they 
lived to go to Sombrero, the main camp of the installation, to pick up supplies. 
They were returning home at about 7:30p.m. when the pickup in which they 
were riding stalled unexpectedly. Uribe, on investigation, found that he was 
out of fuel. The particular type oftruck he was driving was powered by butane 
gas. He realized that he would have to wait for another vehicle to come along 
and give them a lift back to camp, so he and Mrs. Uribe settled back to wait. An 
eleven-year-old girl, employed by the Uribes to help in the house, had accom
panied them. Uribe, nervously pushing and pulling the button controlling the 
lights, turned them on and off several times. 

"At about 7:54 the little girl spotted a light to the right and ahead of them 
and said, •1 see a light. Somebody is coming.' The trio watched, thinking that 
it was another vehicle, and that their ride home was approaching. Shortly, how
ever, they realized that the light could not have been from a car; it was swinging 
with pendulum-like motion, as it came closer to the ground. 

"Uribe described the light as bright blue, like an arc welding light; it appear
ed to scintillate, 'like a jewel.' Uribe speculated that it might have been a lan
tern hanging on the saddle of a horse, and then, having to discard that idea, he 
decided it might be from a helicopter. The latter explanation was also discarded 
shortly, as there was absolutely no sound coming from the light. 

"As the light moved closer, the shape behind it could easily be seen. It ap
peared to be a large metallic egg 'standing on end,' with two shafts of white 
light projecting downward from the bottom and angled slightly outward. These 
lights gave the appearance of spotlights, and illuminated circular patches on the 
ground below. From the top of the 'egg' protruded chain, ending in a rose
colored megaphone-shaped device, which rotated or 'swept' around continuous
ly. 

"When the object reached a distance which Mr. Uribe felt was uncomfort
ably close, he got out of the truck. At the instant that he closed the truck door 
the object moved quickly through an arc of30 degrees, putting itself behind the 
truck and to its right, in a position to observe Uribe ---who had been out of sight 
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of the object when he got out ofthe truck. . When it moved, the only sound heard 
during the whole episode was made. Uribe described it as a 'whooshing' sound, 
something like this: 'sshhheeeeooooo.' 

"The quick movement of the object startled Uribe, who walked to the back of 
the truck. The object then resumed its original position, exactly opposite the 
truck, and began to move closer. Thoroughly disturbed at this maneuver, and 
hearing the frightened sobbing ofMrs. Uribe and the girl in the truck, Uribe 
reached into the back of the pickup and grabbed his rifle. As he raised the weap
on to his shoulder, the object immediately began to recede. It was completely 
out of sight within seconds." (87.) 

10 August. Baniara, Papua, New Guinea. (3:50a.m.) 

Sphere and a disc. 

Australian official R. Orwin was stationed Baniara. His wife was the first to noticed the 
UFOs on the night of August 1Oth: 

"She happened to be wakened by her baby crying at 3:50a.m., and saw a 
brilliant light in the sky. She woke Mr. Orwin and they both watched it. He 
went down into the garden, but she remained at the upstairs window. 

"They fust saw the light through the coconut trees, but as it ascended, it 
came out into the clear sky (The residence is on a slight rise, completely sur
rounded by coconut trees, whose tops rise somewhat higher than the hill, and 
clear for 50 yards or so from the house). Mr. Orwin estimates its elevation as 
about 20 degrees, and its direction south-east. It was very white in appearance 
at first, but began changing colors at regular intervals. Mrs. Orwin describes 
the order of colors as white, green, orange, bronze and red, changing rapidly 
all the time. 

"The object was spherical in shape, but appeared to have another smaller 
but equally bright spherical light on top of it. This light did not keep a con
stant brightness, but fluctuated greatly, though without changing color. It 
was in contact with the main sphere but quite distinct from it. At times there 
seemed to be a beam of white light which stabbed upwards from it, but only 
for a moment. There was also below the object a small bronze disc which 
followed every movement of the object, keeping always the same distance (a 
hand span at arm's length) 'as if attached to it by an invisible wire.' Its out
line was blurred, not clear. 

"The movement of the object was fantastic, up and down and sideways, 
abruptly changing direction, but always gradually gaining height. At one 
period it moved to and fro like a pendulum, sometimes it zig-zagged, and 
sometimes seemed almost to dance. 

"Twenty-five minutes after the appearance of this object, i.e. 4:15a.m., a 
second similar object was noticed to the east of the first object, lower in the 
sky, and a full five fmgers span from it. It had the same appearance and was 
equally bright, though the bronze disc was not visible beneath it. 

"Both lights seemed to move upwards and away from the station, main-
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taining their respective distances from one another. In both cases the same 
alternating colors, described above, were emanating from the objects. The 
second object followed much the same motion as the first. As the objects 
ascended, the white light (on top?) became much brighter in each case. The 
second object faded out fust, the original one remaining, and continuing to 
rise until the sky was quite bright (perhaps 5:30a.m.) when it too seemed to 
fade out. 

"The final angle of sighting was about 35 degrees. At the time ofthe of 
the sighting there were many stars, no clouds and a bright moon." (88.) 

11 August The odd Prince Neason. (See clipping right) 

12 August Salvador, Bahia State, Brazil. (no time) 

"War tank?" 

J. Escobar Faria, one ofthe editors ofthe UFO-Critica/ Bulletin, 
wrote that he intended to check into this story: 

l?APER UHKNO'ilN 
Au~;u~ u:. UlS9 

ODD PLACE •. ODD TALlt 
Pasadena, Caii!.-IUPD-Amat-:· 

gamated Flying Saucer clubs: 
of America today announc~d 
that Prln .·e Neason, billed as 
a man from another planet, 

; will · give a public lecture 
: Wednesday. The place: Odd 
· Fellows hall. . · 

"An odd report of a strange, unidentified vehicle seen crossing the swamps 
ofCanavieiras came from this city [Salvador] newswires on August 13th. The 
serious and discerning newspaper '0 Estado de Sao Paulo' in the Brazilian 
Capital printed the wire, which said a 'vehicle exhibiting unconventional char
acteristics and resembling a war tank' had been seen on the swamps. The 
director of the Fisherman's Colony in the area stated that he had photographed 
the vehicle from a distance, and would send the photos to military authorities." 
(89.) 

12 August Memphis, Tennessee. (8:10? a.m. CST) 

"Mommy, there's something outside!" 

If young Miss Thornton was telling a fib, she must have had a real good imagination. But if 
she was making this up, what made the high frequency sound? Another interesting point is that 
Kay claims the "red wires" pointed in the direction of the Army depot. A crude map drawn by 
Kay shows the depot to the west, across the street next to a railroad line. She said she was in the 
bathroom when she first saw the object. We might assume then, the bathroom was in the rear of 
the house with a view of the backyard fence. Apparently the backyard fence fronted the street 
which gave a good view of the depot. (See clipping and Kay's drawings on pages 56-58. The ad
ditional information was obtained from a NICAP UFO report form. (90.) 

13 August Freeport, Texas. (about 9:30p.m.) 

A main object and two small lights. Car motor stalls. 

There were stories in the newspapers, but an APRO investigation uncovered much more in
formation about the "strange doings near Freeport on August 13th. Coral Lorenzen's UFO 
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Have Been?-,· .. 
I '. ~·l~l Said . lt· ~~~6o:k~d , 
1

1 Lrke a Mu,~h~<m\, 1 

· An' or. ange color~oom 
·vis ited . the earth ~y in 
. a multicolored 21-inch ·egg. 
i "I ' heard my daughter Kay · 
I call me ·around s." said ~ , 
j J.~ o on 2 Cha an ; 
R . -. ommy, ere s some

·outside, " said 9-year-old 
y ' ' ' . 

· Kay was in the bathroom . 
looked out the window, and saw ' 
what she described ~ "an e · 
shaped thing standing 15 . l1l . 

e all', wjth three lmob§ ori it." 
· ''A lid opened out o!· it and 

an orange-colored · t:hlng came 
out," Kay said. "It WaS shaped : 
like a mushrOom~· · ·; ·.· . · . . 

·Mrs. Thornton ~· .itlllin the j 
kitchen cooking breakf~t. "I · 
didn't think it w<u( anything un- ; 
usual," she said ... ... · · . , 

Mrs. Thornton . said she · heard 
a . high. frequency soun.d,. but 

·didn't pay any attention to it. 

/

" My father and so'?e neighbors 
heard it, too," said Mrs. Thorn-

l to~ay s~d it wa~ _pUrple , ~eri 
l
and ye.llow. '.'Two lights lit up 
on it, and the mushroom-shaped 
thini came out again. . Then it 
was gcioe," she .aaid. . . 

A prank? "Maybe so,'! said 
Mrs. Thor:nton, " but we still 

!can't explain the noise." ' ' 
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UFO bulletin published this: 

"Orville Shanks, of Houston, was driving with his fiance and two other girls 
on Highway 332 about two miles north of here at about 9:30 or 9:45 p.m. when 
they noticed a bright object approaching at a low altitude to the left of their car. 
As it neared the car the motor stalled and the lights went out. In addition to the 
UFO itself, the witnesses noticed two lights---apparently not attached to the 
main object. These lights seemed to circle over the road and then move to the 
right, maneuvering over the field, lake, and woods. The main object followed 
and then it and the two lights appeared to land in the wooded area. During all 
this time, Shanks said, the UFO appeared to be continually changing colors or 
varying the intensity of its light. Shanks said that the object gave off so much 
light that he could not determine its shape. 

"Shanks stated later that he had wanted to stay and watch, but that the girls 
protested, so they drove on and went swimming a few miles away as they had 
originally planned (The automobile lights came back on and the motor started 
nonnally as soon as the object ha crossed the highway). 

"About midnight they returned by the same route and, much to their surprise, 
saw the UFO still in the same place. This time Shanks stopped the car and told 
the girls he would get out and walk toward the object to see if he could determine 
what it might be. No sooner had he started from the car than the object began 
glowing brightly; the two lights reappeared; and a low but penetrating sound 
came from the direction of the UFO. Shanks was thoroughly frightened, and 
hastily retreated to the car, where he found the girls in near hysteria, mostly from 
the weird sound. They drove off inunediately, all having the same urge---to get 
away as fast as possible. They then decided to report the matter to the sheriff's 
offiice and/or the Freeport police. When they returned with the officers the UFO 
had disappeared. Present, however, was Randy Chandler of Freeport and his 
girl friend, Miss Leslie Ann Fowler of Surfside, who had apparently seen the ob
ject leave. Their account seemed to support the description given by the Shanks 
group." ( 91.) 

For additional information not found in the APRO publication see page 60. 

? August Skiatook, Oklahoma. (2:00p.m.) 

"My God, what in the world is that?'' 

A car-stopping case was also reported in Oklahoma during the month of August. The person 
making the report could not recall the exact day: 

"It was about 2 p.m., one hot August day in 1959. The temperature must have 
been around 1 04 degrees. My father had been living with my wife and me in Tulsa, 
Oklahoma. His own home was in Hominy, about 40 miles northwest. To get there 
we had to go north on Highway 11 to Skiatook and then take Highway 20 west from 
there. I had reached a point about 300 feet from the bridge when my car sputtered, 
then died completely. I had seen that there was a car across the bridge and a man 
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was outside the car with the hood up as though he was having engine trouble. 
"When my car came to a stop we were sitting about the center of the of the 

bridge. My father was looking to the north, up the creek. He said, 'My God, 
what in the world is that thing down there over the water?' I saw a huge round 
object, hovering across the middle and, from where I was sitting, looked per
fectly round. There was a dome that started about three feet from the edge all 
around. By looking at an aluminum hat you can tell what the shape was. There 
was a hose or something reaching from the bottom of the machine to the water 
that appeared to be about six to eight inches in diameter. It looked to be a 
flexible metal hose. 

"Dad was getting nervous, but I did not, or could not move. The car 
wouldn't start and I didn't want to get out. I felt safer in the car. We must 
have sat there for five minutes, and the more I looked, the more I felt at ease. 
It was as if we were watching a horse graze in a pasture, but this was much more 
fascinating. Dad knew that I had been reading UFO books and he said 'That 
looks like one of your flying saucers down there.' Then the hose started rising 
from the water, being drawn into the machine. Without making any sound, the 
object started to rise. When it was ten feet from the water it sort of glided 
north, leaving the water badly disturbed. It moved slowly and soundlessly. The 
water seemed to part until there was a ditch in the water about a foot deep ... as 
though there was a great force blowing on the water. The machine finally rose 
above the tree tops and went out of sight. 

"I found that my car would start after some grinding of the starter. I went on 
across the bridge and stopped near the other car. I told him to see if his would 
start. He turned the switch and the motor started right off." (92.) 

14 August Puuwaawaa, Hawaii. (5:36a.m.) 

"Going like a bat out of hell." (See clipping on page 62) 

Mid-August Weston, Ontario, Canada. (11 :30 p.m.) 

"90 degree turn." 

David Shapcott had attended a movie in the town of Weston (near Toronto) and began to 
walk home. It was 11 :30 p.m. There was no moon but plenty of stars. While walking down 
Maidstone Street, David noticed a brignt light, much brighter than any star. The light rose 
upward until it was directly over Weston. The light seemed to be at a high altitude, but David 
could still see that it had a round shape so he assumed he was observing a solid object. The 
thing stopped moving for about 45 seconds, apparently hovering above Weston. 

Suddenly the object shot away at a 90-degree angle from its previous course, "like a ball hit 
by a bat," said David. (93.) 

? August Sudburg, Massachusetts. (10:30 p.m.) 

Meteors? Satellites? 
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Mr. and Mrs. Donald Aiken reported to NICAP: 

"The following is an attempt to give a more complete picture of the sighting 
than can be given on the standard form. The area of observation was a large 
open field and adjacent road with which my wife and I are very familiar. As the 
the sighting occurred in a close proximity to our respective family homes and 
because we know the entire area it is unlikely that the UFOs could be explained 
away as a local phenomenon. The first sighting was of a single object passing 
extremely fast high across the horizon. We explained this away as a 'falling 
star.' The second sighting was of a multiple nature. Several objects traveling 
at very high velocity, higher than any object we had ever seen or for that matter 
could even imagine, passed horizontally across the sky directly over head and 
then moved away from the Earth along a vertical path. This was accomplished 
by a 90 degree turn without any apparent decrease in velocity. The third sight
ing was also a multiple observation. In this case two objects moved across the 
sky directly toward each other turning upward only at the last moment to avoid 
a head-on collision [This head-on, dare-devil stunt, I call the "Farmington ma
neuver" ---L.E. Gross). The second and third sightings dispelled any thought 
that the objects were •falling stars.' 

'The fourth and fmal sighting was different than the others in that the ob
ject came much closer to the Earth's surface. I had entered my wife's home 
--at the time we were not married-and we had explained our sightings. When 
I stepped out their side door to walk to my home a much larger object passed 
directly overhead. Because the home itself is in a pine grove with a limited 
view the period of observation was much shorter than the others. The object 
was of the same general configuration so I assume the greater apparent size was 
due to its proximity to the Earth. 

"All of the objects, including the larger or closer fourth object, were irides
cent green in color. There also appeared to be a more intense white light emit
ting from the center ofthe objects. At no time did the objects change their 
spherical shapes, neither did they change their color. 

''The objects. although traveling at great speed, gave off no noise. Their 
motion was without any apparent effort as there were no signs of any form of 
exhaust exiting the structure of the objects." (94.) 

15 August Isle of Wight, England. (no time) 

"Unscheduled objects." 

A note found in CUFOS files apparently from a news service (an unidentified news service) 
states: 

"August 15; Isle ofWight, England-A spectacular report of'mystery satel
lites' was announced by the British Interplanetary Society. Eight observers at 
the Isle of Wight Moon watch station, while setting up some equipment, were 
astonished to see a series ofUFOs---five in all-speed overhead on two sepa
rate tracks. Three UFOs, apparently points of light like satellites, moved south 
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[and were] visible for about two minutes, following almost exactly the same track. 
One of the north-bound UFOs was timed for about three minutes. Both tracks 
were at an elevation of about 35-45 degrees. Moonwatch officials said the ob
jects did not appear to be meteors and had no explanation. A search for 'Unsched
uled objects' was recommended." (95.) 

Mid-August Damarisctta Lake, Maine. (night) 

A circle of lights. 

The NICAP bulletin carried this brief story: 

"A Naval Reserve officer and his wife saw a large luminous object apparently 
hovering over the lake at night. The UFO was roughly spherical in form, and 
glowed with a pale light. A number of very bright smaller lights circled around 
the equator ofthe UFO as if it were rotating on a vertical axis. The object bobb
ed around erratically, but maintained the same relative position above the lake." 
(96.) 

? August Gifford Pinchot forest, near Troutlake, Washington. (about 10:45 p.m.) 

A circle of lights. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Doerter's first day on the job in June as smoke watchers at Troutlake was 
marked by an unusual occurrence. A "pale blue oval mass" was seen hovering over the look
out tower as the Doerters arrived for the beginning of the fire season. The two forest service 
employees were greatly puzzled but they were not quite sure they were in UFO country. A 
month later another ''visitor" was more convincing. 

Mr. Doerter does not recall the exact day, but one night in August at about I 0:45 p.m., while 
on fire watch, his attention was drawn to a bright light in the sky in the direction of Mt. Hood. 
The light grew so large so fast Mr. Doerter called for his wife to come and take a look. The light 
was apparently approaching the lookout tower at high speed. Within seconds a solid shape 
could be discerned as the thing passed within one mile of the lookout tower before veering off in 
the direction ofMt. Adams. The object was a dark mass ringed with red and white flashing 
lights. The UFO was a complete circle with the lights around the perimeter. Its dimensions, as 
best as Mr. Doerter could determine, appeared to be in the range ofJ00-500 feet. 

Air traffic was noting new to the Doerters but this object was something quite different. Mr. 
Doerter wrote in his report on the sighting: "The most frightening thing was its absolute silence." 
(97.) 

Two UFO sightings in two months so fascinated Mr. Doerter he began to collect accounts of 
strange events reported by Forest Service workers, especially by frre tower lookouts. Lookouts 
shouldn't see UFOs. Personnel manning the towers are carefully selected. Many such people 
have impressive academic backgrounds and are very emotionally stable because they are re
quired to work in isolated environments. The lookouts are also well briefed on possible visual 
anomalies. Still, without much effort, Mr. Doerter collected 33 UFO reports. A few told of 
traumatic effects when UFOs came close to lookout towers. One man hid in his sleeping bag. 
And in another case, the lookouts fled the tower and refused to return for two days. A third 
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incident described a lookout so shook up by a visitation of a ball of light he failed to report in the 
following morning and had to relieved because he was unfit for duty. (98.) 

Mid-August Mukawa!Moibiri Bay, Papua, New Guinea. (7:00? p.m.-8:30p.m.) 

"The end of the world has come." 

Back on August 81
h Patrol Officer R.L. Smith had seen for himself the mysterious aerial body 

that would take up a position in the evening sky around 7 p.m. and remain stationary until about 
9 p.m., when it would "go over the mountains." It was said the object had appeared from time 
to time for over a month. On the shores ofMoibiri Bay where this UFO was more easily seen, 
the natives became terrified at the repeated visits by the huge thing "like fire in the sky" which 
was "bigger than the moon." The simple people who lived in the villages in the area thought the 
end of the world had come. 

In mid-August Smith happened to be on the beach near the Government Rest House at 
Mukawa when he sighted the mystery object a second time. He was prepared to observe the 
UFO until it left the area. Nothing of note took place the first 30 minutes. The object stayed 
in one position. After a half hour the object moved around in an odd triangular pattern. This 
activity lasted only a short time. The object stopped its movements and became stationary 
again. At this point something dramatic occurred. Officer Smith states: 

"At about 8:30p.m. it descended quite rapidly, and it seemed to be over 
the sea in Collingwood Bay, near the mouth (probably) of the Kwagila River 
in Moibiri Bay. It remained in this position for about five minutes, and then 
it turned to an orange color, expanding rapidly until it was about the size of a 
florin [a coin?]. Suddenly it seemed to explode in a blood-red flash and dis
appeared. This process took no more than 50 seconds. 

"I was astounded to see this enormous thing explode in the sky and make 
absolutely no sound." (99.) 

When the Rev. Cruttwell heard of Officer Smith's amazing story, he suggested an explana
tion:" ... could it [the UFO] have been some guided unmanned observation craft, which, having 
served its purpose, was destroyed by remote control, as we blow up our erratic rockets?" ( 100.) 

The suggestion was nothing new. Back in 1946 the Swedish High Command came up with a 
similar theory about a self-destruct system to explain the "ghost rockets" explosions. A mention 
might also be made about something similar in regards to the 1957 Brazilian Ubatuba magnes
ium case. 

16 August Brisbane, Australia. 

"Illuminated men." 

In mid-August the Rev. Cruttwell in Papua, New Guinea, forwarded Father Gill's 8 page 
report on the sensational encounter with some "illuminated men" to a Mr. D.H. Judge of 
Brisbane, Australia. In a letter accompanying the Gill material, Rev. Cruttwell expressed his 
astonishment with the UFO activity in Papua: "Unidentified flying objects are being seen all 
over the place." (101.) Mr. Judge, a member ofthe Queensland Flying Saucer Research 
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Bureau, released some of the details of the Gill sightings to the press. The story was quickly 
picked up by other newspapers in the region like the Sydney Sun-Herald. Reuters sent the 
story world-wide, but it didn't get a lot of attention in the United States. 

Gill's story and Adamski. 

The news out ofNew Guinea wasn't a total plus for serious UFOlogists. The reaction of 
American UFO researcher Norbert Gariety of Coral Gables, Florida, illustrates this quite well. 
Gariety could be considered a conservative in the UFO field but the Gill case seems to have 
affected his reasoning. Gariety wrote in his UFO bulletin: _ 

" ... I wonder how our friend Donald Keyhoe will accept this one. It's 
authenicated by sufficient number of witnesses, and certainly the chief witness 
--a Missionary and Man of God-should be above suspicion, as far as fabrica
tion a hoax is concerned. Will Keyhoe carry this story and the others coming 
in a parade from below the Equator, in the next issue of the UFO Investigator, 
or will it be buried in file 13 along with other stories that smell too much of 
'contact ism.' 

"Yet the description ofthe mother ship and smaller craft-men walking 
about on the top of the large craft, all seem to back George Adamski and his 
Inside The Spaceships. The more we learn about this the more George Adam
ski seems to be borne out. Or as one of my subscribers puts it, "Every time I 
read Adamski's books-he seems to get smarter." (102.) 

17 August The state ofMinais Gerais, Brazil. (night) 

UFOs and power-flow interruptions. 

Brazilian authorities considered the effect on electrical devices by the proximity ofUFOs 
highly classified information. Their concern was justified on August 17m when a UFO, ap
parently, shut down part of the nation's power grid. 

James McCampbell examined the Brazilian EM case in his book UFO/ogy: 

"On August 17, 1959, the automatic keys at the Uberlandia power station 
suddenly disconnected power to all four trunks. A technician at a substation 45 
miles away immediately telephoned to report that all the keys at his location had 
been automatically disconnected as a UFO passed overhead, traveling in the di
rection of the generating station along the lines. The chief engineer then man
ually reset the keys at the main station but they all automatically turned off again. 
At that moment he ran outside and saw a bright object in the sky approaching at 
high speed, later calculated to be I ,500 mph. As soon as the UFO passed, the 
entire system returned to normal." (103.) 

McCampbell noted: 

"The critical point in this report is that operation of the relays at the substation 
occurred when the UFO was directly overhead. Those at the main station, clearly 
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out of range of influence from the UFO, detected an abnormal condition and ap
parently responded properly. A two-stage mechanism for this interference 
would involve first the induction of a surge in the lines and then corrective ac
tion by the relay. Instead, it appears that the influence of the UFO was exerted 
directly upon the relay itself without any intervening process. Design details 
of these devices assure that they would be sensitive to stray radiation. The 
heart of the induction-type relay is a small, circular plate of metal with a spindle 
rigidly attached at the center. Bearings at the ends of the spindle permit free 
rotation, and under normal conditions, the metallic disc is held in stationary 
balance by a spring acting against electromagnetic forces. that are derived from 
the conditions on the line being monitored. In the event of an undesirable con
ditition, rotation of the disc closes the contacts for taking corrective action. 
Clearly, high-frequency electromagnetic radiation from a UFO would induce 
eddy currents in the disc, disrupting its delicate balance and actuating a circuit 
breaker. Induction of stray currents could also operate a plunger-type relay 
that is in common use, essentially a solenoid like an electric door bell, although 
these devices should be more resistant to interference than the others." (104.) 

18 August Pontiac, Michigan. (7:50p.m.) 

"Bonus show at the Drive-In." (See clipping on page 68) 

19 August Shelton, Connecticut. (9:10p.m.) 

Satellite in trouble? 

A construction crew witnessed the passage of an unusual object the evening of the 19th. A 
letter was sent to the Air Force which said: 

" It was suggested that I write to your group explaining a strange object 
which was sighted over Shelton, Conn. Aug. 19th by six adults of average in
telligence. 

"At 9:10p.m. EDT looking at the sky in a southeastern direction, we 
sighted an object moving rapidly in a northeastern direction. After viewing 
it for a minute or so, we came to the conclusion it was not a shooting star or 
jet. We thought possibly that it might have been an artificial satellite or 
spent cone, as it wobbled or spiraled at all times. Length oftime sighted was 
a good three minutes until it vanished into the horizon. Its brightness and 
color was that of a 1st Mag. Star and orange. After it had passed overhead 
the color seemed to tum to a bright orange-red. 

"Altitude was hard to determine, but comparing to the stars it seemed to 
be among them. 

"Sketch of what it looked like in motion." (See below) (105.) 

--~0~----JQ~---~-~·-· --·~ 
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Give Bonus Show at Drive-In 

Flying Discs Seen in Area 
/T-wo yellow discs hovered over!' ing for the show to _begin whileJother and they stoo--d--there drifting 

the horizon and streaked across our three children were at the in place. _ .. _ _ _ 
1 

the sJ..-y leaving a flaming trail of drive-in playground up front. llj ,· · ".\11 of -.- s~dden the IO\ver 
red and pink vapor. wasn't quite d~rl; yet Hnd ~uddenlY! ·, one took off in a. straight up· 

Reports of sightings of the uni- my . husbnnd_ told me to look at I: ward movement and became a 
dentified flying objects came from _those two thmgs ln the lower hor· i \'ery thin disc with a long y.ellow 
all over the Pontiac area. Wit- 1zon. jtall with a bit of red In it mak· 
nesses say the objects first ap- "We saw the people in other ;ing It look like a fire streak, 
peared at e.bo~t 7:50 p.m:. la~t car$ watching, too, and some got ~ ;Then:'S(f'secondS!ater, the sec· 
mght and cont_mued their eer1e out of their cars to look. ond one moved up and over and 
performance w1th a purpose" for . . · 1 · 
b t ?Q · t b t - h' "There were two yellow dtscs m down m a perfect arc, eavmg a 

a ou - mmu es e ore vams mg. the sky, not in the heavens. but in yellow trail behind it. 
There is no telling hO\V many our own ntmosphere.' The two ob- "It disappeared completely while 

saw it, but Wanda Bieri, 405 Lin-. jects fAced each o~hc!-; and ··for the first disc continued to go 
da Vista Dr., was "enthralled" about eight 'ri-linulrs thcv· ,:tr.cd per- straight up, then .leveled off and 
with all the others_ at the Water- fectly still. --~;;cr r} i -!~51' '':·h·::!'f_ you

1 
began flying pe:tectly straight for 

ford ·Drive-In !Ho\le last night. looked ar tl1em vcrv ch·cly they•about three mmutes, trailing to 
When it was over, she turned to looked li!~e the~ '~'P.!'~f'l.·:iti,g with~~he right .with a stream of yellow-

her husband, Kenneth, and "in the wind ;wl mndn;: ~li:~htly. Jsh, redd~sh yapor thal' faded to 
seriousness because I was scared * * * . . pmk as It . disappeared. · 

' · · ., · · "As the first one faded, the sec-
~?Ddeath ttho _mkent10n 1t ldahske_d h1m, "!hey moved separately an~ of ond ;!lying object came back into 

o you m . we cou a•e seen the1r own accord. There wasn t a . d 1 k d l'k 't ming 
what is termed a flying sau$.2:~ I cloud in the sky and I couldn't \vtrJeaiw ~n to e . 1 h~ 1 ~as t~o th 

Here is Mrs:'Bfei'rS"'aCCoimt of find the moon ~ g t a h~sh, ng un reder -..e 0 . -

h h I 
, · . · er one w 1c reappea .. gam. 

w at s e saw. 'For about the next three mm- T.h both h d t th r like 
· · · h · d h' h th th ey arc e oge e , 

"We were s1ttmg ~~ _e.car Walt- utes one~-~=~--- -an_ . e they were making a' big U-turn and 
streaked away for the last time. 

h "The objects had very distinct 
lines except when they moved In 
a bl~ed flight. They were very 
distinct in .their movements, not 
)ike something Just falUn~ to 
'earth, We were agog. It was UD· 

believable. 
l..Tflere was a human intelligence 

about the whole thing . , • or super-
· human!" ·. · , 

The pictures that played last 
night at the drive-in movie on 
Elizabeth Lake road and Scott 
Lake road were "Alias Jesse 
James" and "All Mine to Give." 

Local · observatories and police 
could give no explanation for last 
.night's _occurrerce .. _ . , ·:~ 
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27 August Yakima, Wenatchee, and Bremerton, Washington. (8:45p.m.) 

Confusion in the Pacific Northwest. (See clipping on page 70) 

27 August OffPrince Rupert, British Columbia. (night) 

Meteor? Any connection with the activity in Washington? (See clipping on page 70) 

31 August Near Hammerfest, Norway. (no time) 

Mystery cylinder. (See clipping on page 70) 

31 August Barstow, California. (about 9:30a.m.) 

44A funny feeling." Huge discs over Bartow. 

The APRO Bulletin printed: 

44Charles Hamilton and Felix Torres, out practicing on the Police Pistol Range 
between 9 and 10 a.m., observed four huge, brilliant disc-shaped objects. They 
were watching a high flying jet north of the range which left a contrail and made 
a made a sonic boom, and as they watched they noticed four objects to the north
west flying in a vertical diamond pattern with one object above, one underneath 
and one to each side. They appeared to be of an elongated oval shape as they 
approached. Over the first range of mountains near Camp Irwin Road's first 
summit, the four object abruptly changed course at almost right angles and swift
ly disappeared. 4They were huge,' said Hamilton, 'and it would take almost a 
city block to sit one down, judging from their appearance. They gave off a bril
liant reflection and seemed to almost sparkle. As they turned, I could notice the 
disc shape and the under surface seemed to be a series of concentric rings one of 
which, toward the center, was a dark circle---it was strange and gave us a 'funny 
feeling.' 

"Torres said the object moved at tremendous speeds and 'sparkled like bright 
glass.' Both men were in agreement on all major details of the sighting and were 
hesitant in telling their story because ofthe 'ribbing' they might get." (106.) 

? August Moscow, Russia. (no time) 

4'Atmospheric disturbances & optical illusions. 

A brief note from behind the Iron Curtain informs us: 

4'The radar system at the Vnukovo-Moscow civil airport records three saucer
shaped objects near the town at about 800 m. The Air Force sends up planes after 
them but they are unable to make contact. Officially it is said that atmospheric 
disturbances are the cause ofthe optical illusions." (107.) 
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14-fri., August 28, 1959 THE WENATCHEE . DAILY WORLD 

" ·,;, ·, 

r·Moving Mystery 
( · Lights Sighted 

ll_ ~~ast !:.~~~!and § ~~~ ~~ news- l 
men stood under a clear, starry sky Thursday night and 

_1

1 
· watched the mysterious light which has aroused Yakima 

I 
and Bremerton residents sweep across the horizon. c 

. Road, told the Dailr World that used, told the Daily world Friday 
Estel Elmer, Old Rock Island It 

he had been observ.mg for about that she, her husband, and sev-
a month the same hghts reP?rted era! neighbors have observed the , n 

.

1

. Thursday ·by the ~~~ted lights. She, like Elmer, said there ~ 
Press. It appeared agatn, r1ght were some times three lights. u 

1 on schedule, about 8:45. p.m. · ed th I' ·1 · 1 
(
, . / , Thursday.- ,11 "il 2.7 She_ad~ e 1rst CQ or note tn a 
r The single light, yellowish white the s1ghUngs around Wenatch~e, s. 

in color, appeared in the eastern however. Red, orange ~nd white ! 
i. sky, sped rapidly to the west and were the hues her family noted. 

disappeared. At tiines, Elmer At times there were eight per· ~ 
said, there are two lights. Once sons at Cashmere watching the 1 
there were three. strange objects, which usually ) 

The light which gleamed stead· flew from east to west but were 
1 
j 

ily in its path over Wheeler Hill. observed ,~nee going from west' 1 
began blinking rapidly as it to east. >a ., . . 1 

~ :' grew smaller in the distance. The group also saw the li~hts J 
• . · Elmer said he and his wife and Cly straight up and hover before j 

t several neighbors have observed continuing on course. I 
~· the object each night from their j f 

l ,. 

I· 

l 

lawn. It has become so eommori ine group also remembered 
I · · I h 1 seeing them about an hour after 1 

P ace; m act, t at E mer has the big earthquake in tho • North ! 
stopped watching it regularly. Central Washington area. The I 

He said he called the Daily 1 
World only after seeing the re- last sighting was Tuesday. 
port in Thursday's paper. · The Federal Aviation Agency jJ 

A newsman and a photographer ofCices in Ellensburg and Ephrata I 
waited with Elmer Thursday told the Daily World Thursday , 
night, however, and confirmed his night that they had no records 
report. of planes in the area of the sight-

Elmer has not been alone In ings at the time. West Coast Air- I · 
his sightings over the Wenatchee lines at Pangbo.m Field said a 

1

. 
area although other persons have flight had taken off near that 
been more reluctant to make time but it headed in the oppo-

' their findings public, site direction. · . 1 
Chelan County Deputy Sheriff The Associated Press reported 

• Darwin Townsend said a school the Air Foree had also disowned 
t teacher in the Sunnyslope area the lights ... , 
I· described strange lights in the . _ ... ~--·-·~ ......... .J, . ... ·- , • • • ~ • : • ~ 
/ · · skies but Townsend said he fell 
t' these- objects were conventional 
I aircraft flying so high. they were 

r
.. catching reflections from the set· 

· ling sun although it was dark 
1 here. . 
t Another deputy, Clyde Mikel· 
1 ,son. said he had received a reo 
t . . port from a Cashmere boy of a 
1 &imilar sight. . 

L · A Cashmere houSewife, whO : 
asked that her Dame DOt . ' 

.'-.-.J-~· ·r-- , .. ~....-.-:: ... .i.¥..;.• • .• ·: " · t:_.rur,~. :...,.,J-. 

~Reports 
·Eerie Sigh't 

.. . v 

SEATTLE (A.P.) - Stranger 
sights than the northern lights 
were seen off Prince Rupert, B. 
C., August 27 by a couple of 
ship captains homeward bound 
from Alaska, one of them re
ported today. 
' A pillar of blinding light 
plunged s t r a i g h t downward 
from ·the n ight sky, said Capt. 
Otis D. Treiber of the cruise 
y a c h t Sea Otter . It appeared 
just as the watch was about to 
change, he said, and Capt. Arne 
Monson was beside him in the 
pilot house. 

The greenish-yellow light fad
ed, continued Capt, Treiber, and 
from its base "a black disc about 
a fourth the size of the moon" 
hurtled away at right angles. 

"It was is if .gravity had re
pelled the object," he said . " It 
was lighted in front by a cres
cent shaped greenish light. T here 
were yellow streamers of l ight 
extending back from the d isc." 

The sight lasted 10 to 15 sec
·onds. 

Ketchikan Daily News. 

Ketchikan, Alaska 
17 November 59 

. SIGHT UFO - '"-'i g I 
HAMMERFEST, Norway <CPl 

A mysterious object-silent, cyl~ 
' indricnl and about 10 ·feet ln di
. :~meter-hovered Monday above 
· the bows of the Norwegian vessel 

Aida near here, Capt. Kaara 
· Eakariasscn reported to Ham· 
· merfest radio today. The cap

tain, who was alone on board at 
the time, said the object re
mained for five minutes before 
rising rapidly .out. of sight; .· 
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? August A discussion with a Russian. . 

A George Van Heeke of Westfield, New Jersey, wrote Norbert Gariety about an encounter 
with a Russian aeronautical expert: 

"I recently visited the Russian Exhibit of Science and Technology in New 
York City. I spent so much time in the Space Tech area that inevitably one of 
the Russian guides came over and joined my two colleagues and myself. He 
described himself as an aeronautical engineer and during our conversation, 
the subject ofUFO's came up. 

"I had expected the usual dirisive [sic] smile but instead, was amazed by a ser
ious discussion of why the Reds believe that we are responsible for the strange 
things in Russian skies. (An admission ofUFO manifestation[s] in the Soviet). 
When my friends convinced our Russian that my interest in UFO's was mostly 
serious, he covered his ideas, and the general consensus of people with whom he 
had talked concerning UFO. The general theme went as follows: Russia feels 
that UFO's are some sort of super spy devised by us. They feel that their bases, 
etc., are under surveillance, but to cover up this invasion of Soviet Air space, our 
official policies deny the existence ofUFO's. 

"For the next two hours, in a lounge area, I talked with this man, finally tak
ing him to Inspiration House and buying for him Ruppelt's report on Project 
BLUE BOOK, and Jessup's Case for the UFO, which he promised to take back 
to his colleagues for analysis. I know he was not 
convinced, probably feeling that I was as gullible as 
anyone else in the field. I did labor out of him an im
plied ideas that the UFO are most active in areas of 
electrical or atomic development, etc. That they are 
numerous in Siberian areas, that they must be un
manned because oftheir speed and maneuverability. 
Also that they are probably electronically controlled 
from our fleets in the Mediterranean or from Japan, 
along with a good deal of nonsense that argumenta
tion could not supplant. It wound up an impasse as 
far as convincing proof, but it is nonetheless curious." 
(108.) 

-
? August "Two of our humans are missing." 

•t .... 

'. 

' . 

' ,. :. ~ · - :' 

This news clipping/cartoon was found among items 
dated "August 1959." Also, the date: "August 1959" 
is typed across the top of the clipping. The identity of 
the newspaper of origin is not given. (See clipping right) 

3 September Ballston Lake, New York. (night) 

"It kept going away and coming back." (See clip
ping on page 72) 

About that story on Cadet Ric.har? <?o,x 
you · ran not long ago: We had ·a srmrlar 
case here in Yuma about four or .five years. 
ago when a couple vaitished from the mid
dle of the·desert with.out .)caving any trace 
after .the light plane in which they. . · 
flying ran out of gas. It happenc.d .m the 
middle of a hot, dry summer, wrth noth
ing in si~ht' for miles. l.'ve. ,lived all !llY 
life in Anzona and I belreve,tlrat a Ayrng 
saucer invaded the desert area. and ·pleked, 
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4 September. Near Petaluma, California. (afternoon) 

"Made me so mad." 

A Mr. Allen of San Francisco wasn't too happy with the Air Force's UFO expert. Writing to 
NICAP, Mr. Allen introduced his sighting report with this: 

"I have just finished reading a book entitled, Flying 
Saucers and the US. Air Force, by Lt. Col. L.J. Tacker. 
Chapter six entitled 'Listen to the Experts' made me so . 
mad I decided to write to you of my own particular ex
perience of two years ago. If one cannot tell the differ
ence between a ping pong paddle and a grapefruit with
out having a Doctorate in Physical Education and/or 
Agricultural Studies, this world is in a sorry mess. The 
word layman is a stigma attached to anyone with a differ
ent point of view from the speaker. Following is an ac
count of what I, my wife, and small daughter saw on our 
trip to the Russian River Resort Area." (109.) 

His report: 

"Time: Friday [September 4th] before Labor Day 
( 1959) in the afternoon. 

"Climate: Dull, Overcast, with dark clouds. 
"Location: On the freeway outside ofPetaluma, 

California, approximately 20 miles from Hamilton Air 
Force Base. 

"Story: 
"My family and I were traveling to the cabin for the 

three day holiday. We were disgruntled because of the 
adverse weather and were looking thru the windshield 
hoping to see some blue patches of sky. I suddenly 
noticed what I thought was sky writing. Thinking what 
a waste of money for advertising on a day like this. I 
tried to make out words and see the plane. Following 
the rather rope-like (sort of twisted like a hawser) white 
material I saw a very large object drift down and settle 
in an almost perfect 45 degree angle. Once in place 
there was no further motion or omission of this white 
exhaust. If it had not been for the exhaust we would 
probably never spotted this thing because it settled 
[eventually?] behind a dark cloud. However once seen 
it was very clear and distinct being of such magnitude 

SCHENECTADY, N.Y. ~ 
GAZETTE .Y3 
D. o46,20SEP 4i 1959 

Flying Saucer , 
·{ . 

Reported Over .. , , 
Ballston Lake 

··--, ' ' _·. •. ' ' .. . '/ .·· . ' . 

I w:i~e ~lf · .. ,air.--4. l:'t~Pt &f 
the first fJxing a&Jl,!O.er to be 
•potted In' thiS area In quite a 
•pell. drl!ted ·Into the Gazette 
office la.st , night. · 
i No :little men In green• (or 
-&ny other'color·for· that matter) 
invaded .Ballston· Lake last night, , 
but resident. were "dazzled'' for ! 
,.bout ,15 minutes by a large f 

. object which lighted an area o! : 
the northern sky about 10 feet 
in diameter. · · 

'~~ .Ernest Root of Ballston· -Lake 
;.aid that·the eaucer would ~ace 

· :a circular mQtion, ·stop f_or a 
~nlnute, ·And then .shoot · off in 

.:one.'directlon "faster than a jet 
·ever thought of going." 
·,.,,:· Root, who ·said he ·used to 
· work in the aviation field, said 
the saucer·appeared to be about 

·30,000 teet ott the ground. The 
:· object. was yellow in color, had 
a fl&me o! light around Its cir
cumference and emitted a bright 
glow at one point that resem- . 

·: bled a jetstream. ; 
~> "It kept going away and com- . 
·ing back," he said. Root com- · 
·men ted tha:t he wasn't the only : 
. observer of the strange object. 

· His family and the Carpenter · 
and Hey families were also out ' 
)n ,their yards Watching the dis- ! 
'play, he said, "It Jet~ . just a.s : 

~t~tly u it--~~P~~re~·':'l ; , 

. .. .. -~ 

and symmetry. There were no windows, gondo~ fins, etc., but there did appear 
to be somewhat of a faint ribbed effect. It was shaped like a panatella cigar and 
of (to this layman) beautiful proportions and lines unlike anything I have ever 
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seen. There were no lights or noise. The. color was a dull silver. I called 
my family's attention to the object and we looked at the object for a good 
ten minutes having slowed down to approximately 30 miles per hour. The 
thing did not move within that time but rather seemed intent on watching 
the traffic below. There was nothing exciting or sinister about the object 
so we kept on going." (110.) 

4?/5? September Glasgow, Illinois. (between 10 and 11:00 p.m.) 

Flight pattern filled with variations. 

In a letter written by a Miss Nancy Holdane is this account of something she and her family 
witnessed during a clear September evening: 

"Their flight pattern was filled with variations. When I first saw them 
[white lights, brighter than the stars] they were flying southeast and in a 'V' 
shaped figure. They then broke away and each flew separately directly out 
straight from their position in the pattern. [She made some dots in her letter to 
illustrate the "V" shape formation mention in the first sentence. The dots are 
reproduced below and to the left. My interpretation ofthe formation break up 
is shown below and to the right-Loren Gross] 

-

""V ... _1 .. ~--'~. jCJ••rr--r---,-' 

I . ., ·• ~-. : . ·--} 
- I .... )l 

"They were very erratic for a few minutes and turned-sharp angles, switched 
directions and suddenly went into their formation [the same one?] but immedi
ately went the opposite direction or northwest. After about a half ... [? page cut 
off] they flew very rapidly out of sight." (111.) 

5 September Naha Air Base, Okinawa. 

Two rows changing into a V-formation. 

Nine military men stationed at Naha Air Base observed some round, flare-like objects, with a 
tail similar to short contrail. The objects were white in color and the size of a U.S. five cent 
piece held at arm's length. The objec!s appeared at about 10 degrees above the horizon and 
traveled south to north, moving in two rows of three abreast and then changing to a 'V' of five. 
They then disappeared one at a time until only one remained. 

Two more military witnesses a mile from the intersection of Highway 24 and Highway 16 
said they saw the objects came into view flying on a level course north to south, but shortly after 
passing nearly overhead, the objects began a rapid climb nearly straight up out of sight. The 
lead object climbed five seconds before number two. All eyewitnesses were radar operators 
assigned to the 313rd Air Divison. (112.) 

5 September. "Ice saucers." 

An article in the September 5th issue of the Saturday Review by Donald Robey suggested that 
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ice cometoids enter the earth's atmosphere and undergo ablation through spinning and melting 
until they take on saucer-like forms. These "ice saucers" might explain some UFO reports ac
cording to Robey. (113.) 

When Donald Keyhoe and Richard Hall at NICAP heard about the idea they thought it was 
silly. Apparently many others thought so too because no one paid attention, with one exception. 
The semi-official magazine Air Force reprinted the article. The theory was so feeble, however, 
even Major Tacker eventually had to admit Robey's "ice saucers" were not being seriously con
sidered. ( 114.) 

7 September Lexington, Kentucky. (night?) 

Made a 70 degree dive and then hovered. 

An ex-Air Force pilot with a command rating and over 4,000 hours flying time observed 
round glowing objects in the sky some 10-15 miles north of his home in Lexington. He was 
unable to determine the size of the objects. No exhaust was seen, or noise heard. Up to five 
objects were visible at one time. For 25 minutes the witness watched the mystery objects ma
neuver: "All objects would fade and grow in magnitude, travel East and West and back, make 
sharp changes in directions, and speed up to several thousands of miles per hour." (115.) On 
one occasion one of the objects:" ... hovered at 15,000 feet, and then made a 70 degree dive to 
5,000 feet and hovered." (116.) 

7 September Wallingsford, Kentucky. (about 2:30a.m.) 

Ground trace case. The Ogden story. 

Adding some interest to the Lexington sighting was a possible connection with our next 
incident. 

Walter E. Ogden, a 64-year-old rural mail carrier, lived in Wallingsford, an unincorporated 
community near the town of Cynthiana. Mr. Ogden was a man of excellent reputation. Friends, 
neighbors and townspeople considered the popular postal worker honest, sincere, and reliable. 
(117.) 

About 2:00a.m. Monday morning, September 7th, Mr. Ogden suffered a mild asthma attack. 
Choking, he got out ofbed and went outside to get some fresh air. The weather was muggy and 
warm. Near the back door was an old cistern covered with wood. Half awake, Mr. Ogden sat 
down and leaned against the well top to get comfortable. He may have dozed off for a minute 
but wasn't sure when asked about it later. The view from the rear of Mr. Ogden's home extents 
beyond the backyard. Bert Hamm's farm was visible, and on that property is a pasture in a 
small valley surrounded in part by high hills covered by trees. 

Without warning a bright light made Mr. Ogden open his eyes. About 40 feet above the trees 
in the direction of the pasture, was a glowing, ''pumpkin-shaped" object with no superstructure. 
(118.) The thing was hovering. Questioned about the object's appearance, Mr. Ogden said the 
thing was a: " ... sort of grayish color, only all around this thing, which had a funny shape, there 
was a bluish light, as if the thing were giving it off. I remember I could plainly see fences, 
bushes, and so on within a few hundred feet of it, so .it must have been giving off quite a bit of 
light." ( 119.) Investigators learned the glow seemed phosphorescent: "Tree tops could be 
seen 150 feet away by the light given off by the object. The light was such that it did not bother 
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Ogden's eyes. It was described as being like a light given off by a radium dial on a watch or 
clock." (120.) For a minute or so, Mr. Ogden stared at the object as it remained parked in the 

air. And then something happened: "All of a sudden a blaze of fire of a bluish nature streaked 
from the bottom of it and the thing rose about 500 feet." (121.) Moreover: "The object left in 
its place above the trees a perfectly formed [blue] smoke ring, apparently formed by the sudden 
acceleration, and which remained for minutes and then disintegrated." (122.) When the object 
reached 500 feet, it zoomed away horizontally. As Mr. Ogden described it, the thing:" ... moved 
toward the east so fast it was out of sight in the 'snap of a fmger.'" (123 .) And it: " ... made no 
noise except a sort of'poof-- like gunpowder ignited in the open." (124.) Finally: "Upon 
leaving, the object assumed a brilliant blue illumination." (125 .) 

Later that morning when Mr. Ogden was up and around in the light of day, he told friends 
and neighbors about his experience but no one took him seriously. He became the butt of 
friendly jokes. ( 126.) 

The rest of the Wallingsford story would be played out beginning September 13th. 

11 September Ward Kimball interview. 

"Let's kill the flying saucer stories." 

A director of TV productions for Walt Disney, Ward Kimball, was known to have an interest 
in UFOs. While working on films for the Disney Company that dealt with space, Mr. Kimball 
had met reputable airline pilots and rocket scientists who had seen objects they could not ex
plain. And some of his friends, whose judgement he respected very highly, had also "seen 
things." 

When Mr. Kimball did a charity gig (his hobby was playing in a band) for the Ventura Assis
tance League on September 11th' a local UFO organization approached him for an interview. 
Probably the best part of the interview concerned a southern California newspaper: 

"Kimball told the story of the now-defunct Los Angeles Daily News, which 
was at first very good about publishing UFO reports. 

"'I have a friend who worked on the newspaper-he now works on the Los 
Angeles Mirror-and he said that when they started publishing the UFO reports 
that came in on the teletype, their PX board was so swamped by calls from 
people wanting to know more about them that they became a nuisance, and con
sequently the managing editor said, "Let's kill the flying saucer stories, because 
every time we run something, our telephone lines are jammed and the boys can't 
even call their wives; they have to go down to a phone booth."' 

" 'And it became a real nuisance,' Kimball continued, 'especially because 
most of the reports, ifthey involved investigations of jet pilots from the Air 
Force, there was an immediate blackout of additional information, and the news
paper was subsequently unable to follow up with any explanation. They were 
more or less standing there, as you might say, with "egg on their face." Even 
though UFO reports still came in on the teletype as much as ever, they were 
forced to cut out publishing them."' (127.) 

12 September Norris' letter to authorities about Rev. Gill. 
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If we can bring ourselves to believe Australian authorities were that lax, it was through the ef
forts of a civilian UFO group, the Victorian Flying Saucer Research Society, that the Directorate 
of Australian Air Force Intelligence learned about the spectacular UFO sightings at the Boinanai 
Mission. Mr. Peter Norris, the President of the Victorian organization, wrote a letter to Canberra 
on September 121

h that read: 

"Dear Sir, 
My Society has been undertaking investigations into the alleged sightings of 

unidentified flying objects reported by the Rev. W.B. Gill ofBoinanai Anglican 
Mission, Papua, New Guinea. _ 

"Since Father Gill and his many witnesses reported exchanging signals with 
humanoid beings aboard the object, these sightings, once established as authentic, 
appear to furnish the much-coveted proof that the UFOs are intelligently guided 
machines. 

"Accordingly, I respectfully submit your Department the following questions, 
trusting that you will see fit to assist us in our inquiries: 

"1. Has the Department initiated inquiries into Father Gill's claims? If so, 
has any conclusion been reached as to the veracity and accuracy of these witnesses? 

"2. If the reports are regarded as genuine, has the Department arrived at any 
conclusions as to the nature and origin of the objects described therein? 

"3. If the Department has not, in fact, investigated the reports, is the Depart
ment satisfied that these incidents do not constitute the infringement of Australian 
territorial jurisdiction by aircraft emanating from an alien earth nation? 

Yours truly, 
(signed) Peter E. Norris, LL.B. 
Hon. Pres., Victorian Flying Saucer Research Society." (128.) 

13 September Wernher Von Braun. 

"Seven Mysteries of Space." 

The dawn of the Space Age produced such a flood of mail to the desk ofthe Army's top 
rocket scientist, he made arrangements with the editors ofthe weekly newspaper supplement 
This Week to publish answers to the seven most asked questions. The one that interests us, of 
course, is: "What is your opinion ofUFOs?' Braun's reply, although reflecting the official 
position on UFOs, is better than anything to come out of Major Tacker's office: 

"During the last 10 years, official U.S. investigators have tabulated about 
6,000 sightings. They could account for all but two per cent. 

"I cannot account for that mysterious two per cent, either [at least it called 
it "mysterious."] But a lifetime spent with the testing of guided missiles has 
taught me to be extremely careful with eye-witness accounts of the behavior of 
flying objects. Of three experienced observers questioned after a rocket-launch
ing mishap, one would swear that he clearly saw a part coming off before the 
rocket faltered; a second would deny this but claim that the missile oscillated 
violently before it veered off the course. A third one saw neither a part coming 
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off, nor an oscillation, nor any veering off the course, but would insist that the 
rocket was flying perfectly steady until it was abruptly ripped apart by an inter
nal explosion. 

"Such contradictions are the rule rather than the exception. And yet we are 
dealing here with experienced observers who not only had seen many firings be
fore, but who had the great advantage of being mentally prepared for the immi
nent test. 

"To those who, either through personal observations or through hearsay, 
still insist that objects of extra-terrestrial origin are roaming through our atmo
sphere, I can only say that I have never seen such objects and cannot believe in 
their existence until I do." (129.) 

13 September Wallingsford, Kentucky. 

The official investigation. 

On Sunday, September 13th, Ogden's next door neighbor, W.F. Lee, had a family reunion. 
Mixing with the crowd was the "saucer-sighter." According to Ogden: 

" ... while we were eating a picnic lunch several people were kidding me about 
the flying saucer. A group of young fellows decided to go up into the field and 
look where it had been. When they reached the spot they yelled for the rest to 
come up there. We did, and there was a large circle burned right into the ground. 

"The circle was 12 feet, three inches in diameter. Not everything had been 
burned, only a narrow ring nine inches wide leaving the center normal in appear
ance." (130.) 

Someone at the reunion phoned the Kentucky State Police. Sometime after that State 
Troopers arrived. The officer in charge seems to have been Trooper Kenneth Egg em. ( 131.) 
Some interesting comments have been attributed the State Police by the APRO investigator: 

"Upon observing the location of the UFO's hovering, they questioned Mr. 
Ogden as to why he had not reported it and informed him that they had standing 
orders to report such incidents to Air Force Intelligence immediately. Mr. Og
den sat in the State Patrol car while they radioed headquarters [in the city of 
Morehead] and were put through to Wright-Patterson Airfield in Dayton, Ohio, 
which in turn ordered the Air Force agents to Ogden's home." (132.) 

Meanwhile, Sheriff Bob Stokely and some of his deputies reached the scene and patrolled the 
area. (133 .) 

14? September The FBI, the Air Force, and the Army show up. 

There is some confusion over who investigated officially and when they arrived. It seems 
that the Sheriffhad something to do with the appearance of the FBI: 

"Sheriff R.L. Stokely stated that FBI Agent Joseph Mooney, Resident Agent 
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at Cynthiana, Kentucky, interviewed the sheriff at the latter's office a day or two 
after 'authorities' were notified. Mooney did not go to the site but advised 
Stokely to call a number in Louisville, which he did. Two men then went to the 
site, where they took soil samples, photographs and measurements and made 
tests for radioactivity. They identified themselves to Stokeley as Stark from 
Lexington, and Thomas from Louisville ... " (134.) 

Who were these two men? Mr. Ova J. Gulley, who lived directly across the road from Ogden, 
was certain that at least one person who took pictures ofthe site was a U.S. Air Force investiga
tor (135.) A story in the Fulton Leader said: "The Army officials who visited the scene Monday 
questioned Mr. Ogden and others concerning the incident and took extensive pictures and mea
surements. (136.) An APRO investigator mentions "two AF agents and several other people." 
(137.) The APRO man tells it like this: 

"Two AF agents arrived, giving their names as Mr. Thomas from Louisville 
and Mr. Stark from Lexington (the photographer), as well as several other people 
of whom Mr. Ogden was told was an FBI agent [ agent(s)? None ofthe accounts 
mention uniforms]. They requested the County Sheriff to have the area roped 
off and guards stationed around the perimeter. The agents had a Polaroid Land 
camera and a Speed Graphic [a much superior camera] with which they proceed
ed to take pictures from all angles. They built a small fire and with the Polaroid 
they took a picture, passed it around and then burned it. The number of pictures 
taken with the Polaroid is not known, but amounted to more than one roll. Pic
tures taken with the Speed Graphic were kept. Witnesses and APRO's investi
gator suggested the Polaroid was used to determine correct angles for areas and 
other places. The surrounding area was thoroughly searched but apparently 
nothing additional was found," (138.) 

Lowell Denton, editor of the Flemingsburg Gazette, was less certain than Mr. Gully the 
photographer was Air Force. He published that the official investigators included:" ... an FBI 
agent and an AF or Army photographer from Lexington ... " (139.) 

The Wallingsford case file in Air Force BLUE BOOK records was prepared by an Army out
fit, "Region V, 109th CIC Group, Louisville, Kentucky." (140.) The report was on loan but the 
loan was rescinded and the material apparently became a permanent part ofBLUE BOOK. (141.) 
Its possible no Air Force people were ever at Wallingsford. 

"Told to get out." 

This information about the Army is interesting in light of what NICAP investigator William 
Leet told Keyhoe: 

"One of the Lexington FBI agents told me this Morning [29 October 59] 
that his office made a preliminary report to FBI Headquarters on the Sept 71

h 

Wallingsford sighting and was told that the FBI has no jurisdiction in such 
cases, exclusive jurisdiction being in the OSI at Wright-Patterson; that the CIC 
sent in a man on this sighting and he was 'told to get out."' (142.) 
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Gray Barker asked Ogden if he was questioned. The Postal worker replied: "For two 
solid hours, just like Philadelphia lawyers. I have never been through such a cross-questioning 
in my life." (143.) 

The "ring hoax." 

What attracted a lot of attention was the smell. The Fulton Leader published a: " ... very 
peculiar odor resembling gas and toxic fumes." (144.) The APRO investigator described it 
this way: "A very strong odor resembling that of sulfur." ( 145.) Mr. Ogden liken it to "gas
oline." (146.) Ogden's son-in-law, Charles Faulconer, said it reminded him of"fuel oil." 
(147.) The Army CIC report in BLUE BOOK files said the burned area: " ... smelled ofa fuel 
product similar to kerosene." (148.) 

Apparently it was the smell of some conventional inflammable liquid that made the Air Force 
evaluate the whole case a hoax. Unfortunately, although soil samples were taken, no mention 
was made of any test to confirm the presence of a fuel product! 

Mr. Lowell Denton, publisher of the Fleming Gazette, told the NICAP investigator over the 
phone he:" ... did not notice any [smell] when one of them [official investigators] held a sample 
of soil under his nose." ( 149.) Moreover, Mr. Denton mentions an observation ofthe site on, 
or about, the 13th of September. The impression is that he made a personal visit: 

" ... the pasture in which this existed was mostly in weeds and wild grass
very little Bluegrass-and that the burned ring was not black and charred, as 
though caused by a grass fire, but was burned only brown, the way a weed 
killer might leave it ... " (150.) 

During a trip to Wallingford in November Leet was shown the ring site by Mr. Ogden. Leet 
wrote: 

"He showed me a crimson band on the pine trees about 30 yards from the ring. 
The band is about 25 yards long and about 4 feet deep [My emphasis-- L. Gross] 
It is horizontal and not parallel with the ground, which slopes. If it is a prank it 
would have been very hard to accomplish." (151.) 

NI CAP investigator Leet has even more to add. Early in 1960 he and an engineer named 
Pat made a second trip to Wallingford to take a look at the site. Leet wrote Richard Hall: 

"Your letter of January 281
h with the information that A TIC considers the 

Wallingford case a hoax, is very interesting. Pat Riddle and I went over there 
again last Sunday and surveyed the area again as his notes on the previous 
survey disappeared. The ring is a definite depression in the soil about 1-1 
112 inches deep which has been noticeable to Pat all along, and which could 
not have been caused by the burning of fuel oil or gasoline." (152.) 

There is also the possibility we have two events here. One could be Ogden's sighting, and 
the other a "ring hoax." 

Wallingford and Socorro. 
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One thing that suggests Ogden may have l?een telling the truth was how he describes the ob
ject's departure. Here is the Army CIC version, which is like the press accounts, but has some
thing to say about long the flame was seen: "The object rose perpendicular to the ground at a 
tremendous speed to a height of 400 to 500 feet. The flame went out [ My emphasis -L. Gross] 
and the object traveled horizontally to the ground in an easterly direction out of sight." (153 .) 

Was this thing rocket propelled or not? 
Compare Ogden's sighting to the famous April24, 1964, Socorro, New Mexico, report. The 

Socorro object rose straight up on blue flames, the flames cut out, and then the object zoomed 
away very fast horizontally. (154.) 

15 September. Trenton, Ohio. (7:00p.m.) 

Hovering disc? 

This is a quote from a NICAP bulletin: 

"Trenton, Ohio-A disc-shaped UFO which hovered over northeastern Delaware 
county for nearly two hours after 7:00p.m. was seen by 
several residents. Ray Wright, South Condit, observed 
the UFO through binoculars at 7:00p.m. and reported it 
to the sheriffs office. He described it as round and flat 
with two lights and a dark space in between. Alerted by 
Wright, a group gathered to watch. All said the lights 
blinked out each time a plane passed nearby, then came 
back on again." (155.) 

17 September. Rochester, Michigan. (2:45p.m.) 

Circling disc. (See clipping right) 

19 September. Sydney, Australia. 

"I saw men in a flying saucer." 

Father Gill had left New Guinea and was now in Austra
lia. It was very important to have the_Anglican missionary 
tell his story in person if the fantastic events at the Boianai 
were to gain any credence. Only he could supply the many 
details missing in news accounts and correct any errors in 
circulation. But most all, it was Gill the man that carried the 
day. Everyone that interviewed the missionary was very 
impressed by his sincerity, powers of observation, and note 
taking. 

20 September. Jakarta, Indonesia. (2:00am.) 

"We were scared." 
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A report from the Indonesian military: 

" ... at 2 a.m an Air Force patrol witnessed a UFO over the city of Jakarta. 
M/Sgt., now Chief Warrant Officer, Abdul Hakim told me [See footnote #156.]: 
'We were driving westward on Sultan Agung Street when I ftrst noticed an ob
ject to the fore and the left ofus. At ftrst I thought it to be an aircraft because 
it hovered and was shaped like a disc. I and the other patrol members did not 
have time to watch it however, because all of a sudden the object radiated an 
immense brightness as if it were exploding. Without a sound, the object ac
celerated straight into a northwesterly direction. The ne~m-like light was so 
bright that it literally lit up the sky, telephone poles and then cast a shadow on 
the ground. Frankly speaking, we were scared when the object suddenly lit up 
because we really thought it was going to explode."' (156.) 

21 September. Portsmouth, Virginia. (about 5:30p.m.) 

"Do you see what I see in the sky?" 

According to a press account: 

"Three school girls en route from a nearby store, claimed Monday that they 
saw a brightly-hued object in the sky that appeared to move downward, slowed, 
then sped upward, out of local range. 

"The girls, Jean Yen, 12, a Harry Hunt Junior High student, Reva, 8, and 
June, 10, her sister, both ofBriggs Elementary School, live at 704 Washington 
St. 

"They agreed that Jean was the fust to spot the object. They also confirmed 
her description of it. Jean said it appeared to be round until, as it dropped down
ward, it slowed its 'spinning,' then it was cigar-shaped. 

"She described it as a 'real bright silver when it was spinning slowly but, as 
it soun upward and gained speed, it turned red as fue. 

"Jean said she nudged June and said, 'Do you see what I see in the sky?' 
June then pointed the object out to Reva. 

"The girls said they had gone to the store for some milk and were walking 
eastward down County street, toward Washington. They were only a block from 
home. 

"An older sister, Genevieve Holderby, 20, said she had gone to the front 
porch at approximately 5:30p.m. to see if the girls were in sight. 'I saw a sudden 
bright red glow in the sky. As I looked upward the light or glow disappeared,' 
she said. 

"A few minutes later, she added, the sisters came around the comer and told 
what they claimed to have seen." (157.) 

24 September. Redmond, Oregon. (about 4:00am. to 7:29a.m.) 

Radar/visual case? 
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The Air Force considers this case to be two separate incidents. The first incident took place 
at the city of Redmond, Oregon, which is about 150 miles southeast of Portland. The most de
tailed account of the "visual" incident is the interview of officer Robert Dickerson of the Red
mond police department by Dr. James McDonald. The questioning took place in 1966. (158.) 
Writing to Richard Hall, Dr. McDonald says: 

"I asked him to describe the episode as he now recalled it. He said he'd 
never seen anything at all like it, before or since, and isn't sure he'd report it 
to anyone if he did see another! He was working the 'graveyard shift,' be
fore dawn, and was driving east on the highway to Princeville (Hwy. 126, he 
said). Suddenly he saw what, at fust, he took to be a 'falling star.' He 
thought it was going to go all the way to the horizon, but it stopped instanta
neously, at a point which he estimates at perhaps 200 feet above the ground, 
at a distance he puts at not over Y.. mile. It illuminated all the juniper trees 
and the ground, and looked like a glowing object rather larger than an air
liner. Longer across than it was high, but he saw no structure, just a uniform 
bright glow, comparable to a mercury-vapor light, he stated. When it stopped 
in this abrupt manner, he did not know whether to run, or what to do, he said 
with a chuckle. But he stayed, and it was stationary for perhaps a few min
utes, as nearly as he could now recall. Then the light went out, and he saw it 
climb off eastward at an angle, giving off a dull red glow and looking more 
like a red streak at this time. Since he was heading east and it went off to the 
east, he decided to drive out to the airport and see if he could find anyone 
there who had seen it and see if he could get any information out of them." 
(159.) 

When Officer Dickerson arrived at Roberts . field, he went to the air traffic communication 
station which was upstairs in the administration building. According to the Redmond station log 
Dickerson reported in at 1259Z or 4:59am. (160.) McDonald continues: 

"FAA employee Laverne Wertz was on duty and Dickerson got him out
side and the two watched with binoculars. At that juncture it was just a glow
ing white light, ova~ with longer axis horizontal. It lay off to their east. It 
made small oscillations, but did not change its general location. There seemed, 
he said, to be something like 'heat radiation waves' emanating from it. He puts 
its range at perhaps 7-8 miles then, but said this was a guess influenced by sub
sequent reports that its brightness awakened several persons in the town of 
Powell Butte, which lies at that 7-8 mile distance. They watched it for about 
30 minutes, then he decided to drive towards Powell Butte to get a better view 
of it. Before he left, Wertz contacted Seattle FAA ARTC radar and they said 
it was showing on their radar. A request to scramble USAF jets originated 
somewhere, Dickerson doesn't know where." (161.) 

The Redmond FAA log states Seattle ARTC was contacted at 1310Z or 5:10am. This is 
interesting because the Seattle log says the Redmond station contacted them at 1400Z or 6:00 
a.m. (162.) Even more interesting is an Air Force document that states two F-102s were 
scrambled from Portland International Airport to identify an unknown flying object at 1300Z 
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or 5:00am. That would mean the jets took off ten minutes before Redmond reported in!? The 
same Air Force document states the jets were turned over to the control ofMt. Hebo radar site 
at 1311Z or 5:11a.m. Ifthese times have any meaning, it would seem the scramble was for a 
radar return and not the visual report from Redmond. In any case, the jets got to Redmond 
quite fast. According to the Redmond FAA log, observers (Wertz and someone else? Mr .. 
Davis?) saw the UFO do something extraordinary: 

"We continued to observe UFO. Stayed very steady and projected long tongues 
of red, yellow and green light. These tongues of light varied in length and extended 
and retracted at irregular times. Observed high speed.ait:craft approaching from 
southeast [Portland is northwest from Redmond. Were the jets redirected?]. As 
aircraft approached UFO took shape of mushroom, observed long yellow and red 
flame from lower side as UFO rose rapidly and disappeared above clouds estimated 
14,000 feet, scattered layer." (163.) 

According to what Dickerson told McDonald, he wasn't at Roberts airport when the UFO 
shot upward. Instead, officer Dickerson was in his patrol car speeding toward Powell Butte. 
McDonald writes: 

"As Dickerson drove east towards Powell Butte, he had gone only about 2-3 
miles [along Highway 126], watching the stationary luminous object through his 
windshield, when suddenly it shot straight upwards, with almost instantantaneous 
acceleration. He emphasized the way in which it lit up the broken cloud deck as 
it passed through it, spreading a momentary whitish bright glow over the deck 
[These clouds could have hidden Venus. This is an important point that came up 
later]. He, himself, never saw jets, but Wertz informed him later that Wertz was 
monitoring traffic and heard the communications indicating that the jets were just 
approaching the area when the object shot up. Dickerson states that Wertz also 
saw the rapid ascent, from the Control Tower. He said Seattle FAA radar con
firmed its rapid ascent. Wertz told Dickerson that Seattle had it at 3,000 feet 
prior to ascent, and that it went to 54,000 feet. He said all this could be found on 
the FAA logs, but he had not seen them, himself." (164.) 

McDonald wondered if Seattle had HRI capability but the Redmond log, according to chief 
Davis, confirms, to an extent, Dickerson's claim. Prior to the object's rise the Redmond log 
says the UFO was: " ... approximately 10 miles northeast ofthe station at an estimated 3,000 
feet [note this is an estimate]. (165.) After the jump, the Redmond log says: "UFO reappeared 
south of Redmond approximately 20 miles and at an estimated [must have been a visual guess] 
25,000 feet." (166.) The next figures specify radar confirmation: "Seattle Air Route Center 
advised radar contacted UFO at 1420Z [6:20am.] located 25 miles south of Redmond at 52,000 
feet. No further sightings made at this station." (167.) 

There is a definite possibility altitude information was being fed to Seattle by the Klamath 
Falls GCI site which was controlling the jet interceptors. 

Was the UFO Venus? 

McDonald adds: 
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"The next AM, at the same time, he and Wertz checked the eastern skies. 
Although they had not noticed Venus the preceding morning, they saw it on the 
AM of the 25th, in the eastern skies, very bright [a bit of cloud could have cloaked 
it]. However, he said they were looking down the direction of [Highway] No. 
126, which provided a definite reference line, and while Venus lay to the left 
(north) ofHighway 126, they had seen the bright, hovering, oval object to the 
right (south) of 126. Also, he indicated that the object was not a circular(!) 
light like Venus; it was oblong, he said. He could not account for the fact that 
they had not been aware of Venus the preceding morning, and indicated they got 
some ridicule over this, though none in the press, apparently." (168.) 

The radar incident. Part two of the Redmond case. 

The Keyhoe puzzle. 

The director ofNICAP was not known to invent information, but the lack of footnotes in his 
books can lessen the credibility of his writings. He was protecting his sources in every case, 
one assumes. The Redmond "jet chase," as related by Keyhoe, is sensational stuff, but from 
where did he get his material? He gives no hint? The earliest Redmond account appeared in 
NICAP's UFO investigator (March 1960), a second very brief reference appeared in Flying 
Saucers: Top Secret (1960), and an extensive article was published in the UFO Evidence edited 
by Richard Hall (1964). In none of these accounts is there the sensational version of events 
Keyhoe mentions in his 1973 book, Aliens From Space. (169.) In a Chapter titled: "The Hid
den Gamble," Keyhoe asserts that the jets scrambled out of Portland were on a "secret mission," 
the purpose of which was to: " ... capture the UFO-and its crew, if one was aboard. This was 
the goal-the powerful driving purpose behind the Redmond mission." (170.) 

As the UFO shot upward, in Keyhoe's Aliens From Space version, the: 

" ... nearest pilot frantically banked to avoid a collision. As the UFO shot up 
past him another jet, caught in the churning air from the machine's exhaust, almost 
went out of control. Three other pilots pulled out of their dives and climbed after 
the fleeing disc. But even with extra speed from their afterburners they were 
quickly left behind. 

"As the UFO disappeared in the clouds at 14,000 feet, one AF pilot, guided by 
by his gunsight radar, climbed after the unseen craft. His approach apparently was 
registered aboard the disc, for it instantly changed course, tracked by height-finder 
radar at Klamath Falls. Even after the AF pilots gave up the hopeless chase, the 
radar operators were still tracking the UFO in high-speed maneuvers between 6,000 
and 54,000 feet. 

"When the pilots landed, still tense from their frightening experience, they were 
hurried into an Intelligence debriefing session. After describing the UFO encounter 
they were ordered not to discuss the pursuit, even among themselves." (171.) 

Keyhoe even adds more sensational claims: 

"Within hours, a new development upset the AF. When HQ learned ofthe discs' 
exhaust blast, it was feared that the UFO might be using nuclear power. Through the 
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FAA at Seattle, Flight Specialist Wertz was ordered to make a flying check for 
abnormal radioactivity. Using a Geiger COWlter, Wertz and the pilot of a Tri
Pacer circled at various altitudes in the area where the UFO had hovered. The 
results, teletyped to the AF, were never released." (172.) 

"Track JB-129." 

The Air Force admits scrambling jets to investigate a unidentified blip which was given the 
number "JB-129." In a letter to Senator Magnuson, the Air Force said the Seattle and Redmond 
FAA logs were "misleading." The scramble was in respons~ to the notification of a UFO sight
ing, but that there was no:" ... evidence of radar tracking of the UFO or any success of the at
tempted intercept." (173.) Moreover: 

"The radar return bearing track No. JB-129 on the Klamath Falls ground
control interception station was not an unidentified flying object. It was deter
mined by the four senior controllers on duty during the period of search that 
this radar return on the groWld station scope was a radar echo from a gap filler 
antenna located on a mountain at the 8,010-foot level. This radar return did 
not move during the entire period ofthe search." (174.) 

The way the letter to the Senator describes it, there didn't seem much to be excited about. So 
why did the Air Force go so much trouble to check out a "stationary" target? 

The 25th Air Division compiled a report on the radar/jet case in early 1960. Fortunately this 
was more than three months after the incident, because after three months recorder logs and in
tercept action reports were routinely destroyed, thus the official records that would have showed 
the speed and altitude performance of track JB-129 were not available and never would be. The 
Senior Controller on duty, Captain Gordon Poland, was also unavailable, having been transferred 
to Iceland on February 1, 1960. 

What we do know is in the 25th Air Division summary. The two F-102s scrambled at 1300Z 
(5:00a.m.) returned to base at 1420Z (6:20am.) with "negative results." (175.) We assume no 
radar or visual contact was made in contrast to Keyhoe's ''wild" story. We are then told two 
more jets were sent up at 1452Z (6:52a.m.) (176.) It should be remembered that at 1420Z 
Seattle reported the UFO was about 25 miles south of Redmond at 52,000 feet. At 1511Z (7: 11 
a.m.) Seattle notified Redmond that the UFO was 25 miles south but that the UFO was at: "var
ious altitudes from 6,000 to 52,000 feet." (177.) Orders came from McChord AFB, Washington. 
to have two more F-1 02s held in readiness. (178.) At 1529Z (7:29am.) the airborne jets re
turned to base ''without results." (179.) At 1608Z (8:08am.) a single F-102 was scrambled. 
At 1613Z (8:08 am.) the Air Division summary says: "One civilian Tri-Pacer aircraft took off 
from Redmond Airport for low altitude search. One of the crew members was equipped with a 
Geiger counter." (180.) This confirms some ofwhat Keyhoe claims. At 1655Z (8:55a.m.) 
the single F-102 aloft reports in from the area ofPauline Mountain. The pilot is making a 
visual search of the ground apparently. He reports seeing boats on a lake and a radio relay 
station. He also reports weather conditions: "scattered clouds and bumpy air." (181.) At 1718Z 
(9:18a.m.) another single F-102 was scrambled. This pilot reports clouds from 20,000 feet to 
12,000 feet. He sights a ranger station near Pauline .Lake. (182.) At 1821Z (10:21 a.m.) the 
Tri-Pacer aircraft returned to Redmond. No object sighted and no radiation detected. (183.) 
At 1823Z (10:23 am.) yet another aircraft, an F-89, was scrambled from Portland. The F-89 
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returned to base with negative results. At 1949Z (11 :49 a.m.) the senior controller at 25th Air 
Division ordered the scrambling of an H-19 helicopter from Kingsley Field. The craft con
ducted a search until2154Z (1 :54 p.m.) with negative results. At 2155Z (1 :55 p.m.) track JB-
129 was scrubbed from plotting board. (184.) The summary noted that beginning at l700Z, or 
9:00a.m., the 25th Air Division scrambles were made part of an Air Defense exercise. (185.) 
It had to be full daylight by then and would explain the single plane scrambles and the helicopter. 
Apparently the pilots of these flights were in no hurry because they were requested to check for 
any ground features or weather that might be effecting the radar beam. The Pauline Mountain 
/lake area was where the gap filler radar antenna was located. The Air Force record states: 

"Repeated passes were made by the interceptors at levels from 40,000 down 
to 12,000 feet. The interception being directed through [My emphasis -L. Gross] 
our radar return JB-129. No interceptor received a radar return on his airborne 
radar. At altitudes below 12,000 feet visual search was conducted under VFR 
conditions with negative results." ( 186.) 

With the information the Air Force provides, there isn't much of a case for a Redmond radar 
object, but there is some indirect evidence the military felt there may have been a strange craft in 
the sky over Oregon on the 24th. A press account states: "Wertz also said the Seattle FAA office 
ordered him to search the Redmond area by plane. He and a private pilot, Ben Jacques, canvass
ed a large area southeast of here [Corvallis] using a device to check for radioactivity, but nothing 
turned up." (187.) This confirms some of what Keyhoe claims and tells us it wasn't Wertz's 
idea, nor could it have been the FAA's idea. The agency isn't in the nuclear business. The 
request had to come from the military. 

Interest in the case lingered for many months because there was a hope an IGY aurora re
search camera located near Redmond, that took pictures of the night sky on a regular basis, might 
have captured the UFO on film. Richard Hall ofNICAP pursued this possibility but eventually 
received bad news from Mr. G. Sprague of the IGY World Data Center: 

"As mentioned in Professor Gartlein's letter of December 22, 1959, we 
found nothing unusual on this film, and the same is true of the inspection made 
by Wolf, and the Portland Oregonian. You should bear in mind, however, 
that the camera gives a very small image of the sky, and it is seldom possible 
to see star sized objects unless they are very bright. This is especially true of 
pictures with clouds. Venus and the moon show just before sunrise, but no other 
stars are visible." (188.) 

25 September. Leroy, Ohio. (11:15 p.m.) 

It was no barn owl. 

A press report said: 

"The sighting of a weird 'flying saucer' that flew clockwise and then counter
clockwise and lit up with a golden glow is being investigated by the Unidentified 
Flying Object (UFO) Research Committee of Akron. 
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"The strange object was spotted by Mr. and Mrs. Harold Indoes and Mr. and 
Mrs. J.M. Monchilov from Monchilov's backyard just south of Westfield Inn. 

"'We thought it was a barn owl at first. Then it got bigger,' Monchilov 
said. 'It was about 20 feet around, oval-shaped, and flare [sic] lights sticking 
out from the rim on both sides giving off a golden glow. 

" 'The thing hovered about 200 feet in the air and moved back and forth in 
the sky for about five minutes. Than it disappeared into the southwest.' 

"'We waited about 10 minutes but it didn't come back. We all got in lndoes' 
car and drove south on Route 221 to see if we could sight it again. We turned 
south at Friendsville and about a mile down the road we saw the thing in a field. 
It was spinning clockwise. Then it rose vertically right off the ground, hovered 
in the air a couple of seconds, and then began rotating counter-clockwise. Then 
it disappeared straight up.' 

"This spot was about three miles southwest ofMonchilov's place. 
"'I don't believe in flying saucers but I saw something,' Monchilov said. 'It 

was a clear night and the stars were shining brightly. All four of us saw the same 
t . hing ' 

"They witnessed the eerie something at 11:15 p.m. on September 25. They 
are convinced it wasn't a searchlight. To make sure it wasn't floodlights lighting 
up construction work on the Ohio Freeway nearby, they drove to the site and 
found it dark. 

"Monchilov called the State Highway Patrol in Medina. George Popvitch, 
director of the UFO committee in Akron, sent an investigator to LeRoy to make 
tape recordings of the UFO descriptions. 

"Monchilov is a Barberton industrialist and Indoe is an agricultural teacher in 
Wooster and former president of the Medina County Board of Education." (189.) 

The Arkon investigator learned that the object was gray in color. Mr. Monchilov was rated 
the best observer in the group. In regards to the object's movements, Mr. Monchilov noted: 
"When it revolved or spun counter-clockwise, it was hovering, and when it revolved clockwise 
it moved." (190.) As to the object's size, Mr. Monchilov, used this method: " ... judging by 
the size of the chimney as the object went behind it, it was fifteen to twenty in diameter. A 
dime held at arm's length would not have obscured the object." (191.) 

25 September. Tres Arroyos, Argentina. (7:45p.m.) 

Two luminous spheres. 

APRO's Argentina representative forwarded the following report to Coral Lorenzen: 

"Five people traveling in a car from Coronel Pringles to this locality, 
watched two flying saucers for five minutes. At 7:45p.m. a well-known busi
nessman of this locally, Senor Alargo, was driving his car in company with 
Mario Moraschi, Hugo Pergalli, Domingo Conti and his wife, when at about 
a distance of 15 miles from town, they suddenly spotted two luminous objects, 
seemingly sphere-shaped and which looked as though they were suspended in 
the sky. Senor Alargo estimates that the objects, which gave off a blinding 
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light, seemed to be at a height of3,000 meters (about 10,000 feet). One ofthe 
objects moved horizontally and landed at a great distance from them, then it 
took off and disappeared. The other one remained in the same location, ap· 
parently, and suddenly the light around it vanished and it was no longer visible. 
The observers stated that the light was very strong and of a greenish blue. (192.) 

26 September. Ruthven, Iowa. (4:00a.m.) 

Swooped over, hovered over, car. 

NICAP compiled this account from two news clippings: 

"A brilliantly lighted UFO, elliptical in shape, was seen by police officers 
and citizens for nearly two hours beginning about 4:00a.m. Roger Olsen and 
Fran Wilbur, of Spencer, told police that the brilliant object had swooped in 
from the north passing over their car, then doubled back and hovered at low 
altitude ("60 feet"according to the Spencer Times]. The couple drove into 
Spencer and reported the incident to police. Officers Ben Decker and Homer 
Runge, equipped with field glasses and a powerful telescope, watched the UFO 
maneuver around the area. Decker said the object had a shape similar to a 
fat cigar (i.e. an ellipse) and glowed a brilliant white tinged with blue on the 
perimeter. It moved erratically, hovering, going up and down, back and forth. 
Occasionally the light would dim, then brighten again." ( 193.) 

27 September. APRO warns the public. 

UFOs are hostile and dangerous. (See news clipping on page 89) 

28 September. St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada. (no time) 

"A door opened and flames spewed forth." 

According to the Toronto Star: 

"Two flying objects, one pear·shaped and one needle·nosed, rendezvoused 
over Notre Dame bay near here over the week-end, a St. John's housewife claimed 
today. 

"Mrs. Duncan McCormae said she and a companion were watching the first 
object through binoculars hovering just above a dark cloud. 'I was suddenly very 
afraid as I watched a door open in the bottom and it started to spew forth flames,' 
she related. 

" 'Then suddenly the strangest thing of all. The pear-shaped object had re
mained stationary in the sky but at that point a needle-shaped object of about the 
same size suddenly appeared and passed close to the first object traveling at ter
rific speed.' 

"The needle-nosed object disappeared over the horizon but the pear-shaped 
one was in view for seven minutes, said Mrs. McCormac. 
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Belief Hostile Beings.Fiying 
Saucers To Earth Expressed 
ALAMOGORDO- lnili:tl pul>lic, described the silflting of an un

printed declar.1tion that · · · usual object In lhe aky at 2:04 a.m. 
fied Flyief Qhjcc!,o - ong be- on 1 recent Wednesday. APRO of· 
ltevCd 10 some quarttrs to be of ficials who discussed the sil!htlfll 
utra-teri'Tslrial Ot"igin - are hos- with the enj!in~r later offered tht 
tile and dungerous to inhabitants opinion that lhe object probably 
of Earth, at least in some in· was a portion of a boolaer from 
~tancr~. is contained in the current one of the several ~atellite rockets 
isue of the APRO Bulletin, publi- thro'A1l into the heavens within 
ration of the intcmationnl Aerial rec~nt days. 
Phenomena Research OrR.tnization Stres.inR the fact that their in· 
with htad~un rtrrs here. vest i~ations are carried on a1 
Th~ statement thot, "There are I corrfulh• ond scientifically u pos

~uch thin~~ '' UAOs from other ~ible, APRO nulletin editors state 
planNs. and these thinRs from th•t 3fter "considerable soul· 
spore mny h~ve entities control- senrch in~" the Fontes report 
lin~ them th•t mean to do us ".<hnuld hr mode avnilable to 
h•rm." i~ cnntain~d in &n article everv citiun of the enrth," and for 
wriltrn bv Dr. Olavo T. Fontes, this 'rea.on the report wu includ· 
Brarilian repr'csentative of APRO, ed in their publication and made 
who has completed an exhaustive available to news media in this 
in\'esti~ation of three incidents country. 
oc:urring during the latter half_ of Font e~ drscribe~ reported "at· 
19~7. and ~'i1tch are now betng I tacks" hy IJAOs RJ:IIinst airliners 
made publtc. . I in two ~epa rate occasiona• and "a 

"The UAO situation has come viciom attack by a saucer aRainst 
to the point where it would be wise two soldiers" - ~entinels at a nra· 
for mankind to start turning the zilian armv installation - to •up
eyes and thought• Inward outer port his contention that "the exist· 
sp11ce. bec•use there is more dan- enc<' of hostile UAO• (is) sclf~vi
ger lurkin~ there thnn on the dent" and "that 'they' are tcstin& 
earth itself." Dr. Fontes con- ~ weapons aR•inst harmless civilian 
titues. addin~. "We must be airplanes as well a~ against mili· 
ready:" . . J IUV forti fications and soldiers." 

"Some type of weapon wa1 uted 
-possiblv a micro-wave lonizer
i. t., the ;amt device that has been 
tested a~ain and aga in against 
~rounded vrhiclc<" in the reported 
• llack.< on the planes and the sol· 

I
. diers. Fontes slates. Result of the 
u~e of the "weapon" was to ren· 
dtr instruments useless . cause 
malfunction of electri :al equip
ment, and in the case of the ,!101· 
dlers, to generate a hett ruff!· 

, cient to render them unconsciou1. 
I The Br.uilian ob•ervar eoncludet 

that bued on his observance of 
the three incidents "two thin&• 
(are) absolutely certain: (I) that 
UAO. pouess weapons of peculair 
type which have been tested 
against planes, soldiers and a 
miiltary fortress; (2) that UAO. 
are holtlle at 1tut 101M fl 
them.~ -~ 

Coptes of the APRO Bullettn, ts· We Brazilian also ch&rj~ea that 
sued :egularly to members of the military authorities already an 
nrgantzatlon scattered th~oughout co~niunt of the hostile character 
the world .. were made avatlahle to and activities of at leut IIOiftl 
news medta of the U. S: by hea?· UAOs, but "they cannot talk." Ht 
quarters of the orgamz~tton tn declares that each of the instances 
ft:lamo~ordo. Dr. Fontes . sen~~· he cites to support his contention, 
t10nal statements ue con tamed. tn i~ a carefully • guarded military 
the concludtn~ art tcle of • s_ertc• ~ecret. "nich he is revealinl! for ' 
of three wrttten for the llullet1n on the first time · 
the subj~ct of thr 1~57 Rrn1ilion 1 • 

occurrr.ncr!t . i 
Lnt~' t t!AO report to be exam· 

inod here hy the APRO wa• 
brought to attention of APRO of. 
fici•l• hv S. J . Goldhcr~t . en11inccr 
•tayin8 at th• Rocket Motel, who , 
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28 September. Empire, Oregon. (between 3 and 4 a.m.) 

"It was really beautiful." 

A Coos Bay newspaper printed: 

"An Empire housewife and her two young sons reported to police and the Air 
Force their sighting early Sunday morning of 'a brightly and beautifully colored 
flying object.' 

"Mrs. Joseph A. Carlson, sons Joe, 9, and Norman, 7,. told Empire patrolman 
Norman Parrish they viewed an object fitting the news descriptions of the object 
sighted near Redmond recently. 

"They said the object passed low over the Michigan and Madison avenue 
schools between 3 and 4 a.m. Sunday. Mrs. Carlson said she was unable to sleep 
and that her husband was out of the house, working in a line changeover for Pac
ific Power and Light. 

"'We watched it for quite awhile,' she told Parrish, 'it was very brightly col
ored, really beautiful. I woke my boys up and they were really excited about it.' 

"Parrish said the object had disappeared by the time he arrived, after being 
delayed by other work. Mrs. Carlson reported the object disappeared into clouds 
to the south after gaining altitude." ( 195.) 

28 September. Coos Bay, Oregon. 

"Strange night experience?'' 

A curious footnote to the Carlson sighting was the claim of a man living in Coos Bay who 
asserted he became weightless when apparently the same UFO that buzzed the town of Empire 
also passed over his house. (197.) This was one ofthose really "far-out" reports that fascinated 
UFO investigator Berthold Schwarz who mentions the incident in his book UFO-Dynamics. 
(196.) An extensive interview ofthe "weightless" man was published in a 1978 issue of the 
newspaper Empire Builder. (198.) The 1978 article does not inspire confidence in the man's 
1959 claim. 

30 September. Glenora, British Columbia, Canada. (7:00p.m.) 

"Orange disc with windows?'' (See news clipping on page 91) 

(Second week?) September. "Diamond Rock area," Oregon. (about 3;30 or 4:00p.m.) 

More objects over Oregon. 

Two hunters contacted researchers so their UFO sighting could be put on record: 

"About 3:30 or 4:00p.m. these two men were hunting wild pigeons on the 
northern slope of the Tiller Trail Divide and while looking for them in the sky, 
they noticed three rather round and bright silvery objects apparently hanging 
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- {ia~ge ·Discs , with, Windows' 

lslaitUiirs See 
I 

·Duifcaii: : Fantilie·s· Astonished 

Hear .·'SitiCers' 
, l . • ". 

I?UNCAN .....:. Eleven persons here saw what t 

Eie. d.·to be.}'flying saucers" last week, .and four'.: 
m sajd one of the "orange discs" made such a f 

-pitcqed noise it hurt thei.r ears. I 
~rve seen abput everything, but never anything 

~~.;thi$'/r said Jack Wilson, a plant foreman at the , 
Ci'Otton pulp mill- and a resident of Glenora south of 1 

here . . uwe heard · anoise~Jike·a-high-pitched dyna·l 
mo, '' he said. · 

. He said .his daughter, Gaynor, 14, was riding 
her horse in a field near their home when one of 
the objects·.carne down o~r her .. ''She said it was 
like a .moo.n and lit up the· ground around her. She 
saw black lines in it .like windows," he said. 1 

·: She galloped home and Mr. and Mrs. Wilson and 
! another da\lghter; Margaret, 11, rushed out-of their · 
i- home and . saw "big discs of orange light," as the 
1 § obj~ct .·~ sped -'northward where it was . jQined by 
l'r"l an~~hel''flY.~n~'. 9"bje~t. · . ' . . , . 
: ~ .\,, Mz:'; )Wllson~sald ·he . called some fnends, Mrs. 
! ~ Np~ah~Howartharid their three.;children,,at Maple 

t'... j"P'4 .· · Ba~ztJto . also.~!w_. th. e objects . shortly after Tp.m. 
~,..... "'We esday~'i' ,. ,., .. _ . . · . . ;o c.:. .. . . . .. .. . , ,,.. .. . • . . --·---· 
"":'j ::; ·: ··· "'Mis; Donald. Morton; wife of a North Cowichan 
-::-t.i.A cotm.· cillor, reported seeing the objects with her son. 
'\ ~ She called neighbors, Mr.- and Mrs. Neil Smith, 

I i 0 Somenos 'Rmid; .. who also . saw. two · lights darting 
~! Q) ; around in the sky north of them. · ·· 
~~ · I'm willingtogoalong with.the theory of flying 

~~ saucers, until ~ someone disproves it," commented 
i- Mr. Wilson,. last night. 
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motionless high up in the sky toward the northwest. They were estimated to be 
at least five miles away and at a 45 degree angle of sight. 

"While the men stood watching and wondering about them, a regular sched
uled passenger plane came in from the south, headed north and at a lower altitude 
than that of the UFOs. The three objects then headed towards the wrest at terrific 
speed and disappeared from view. A few minutes after the plane had gone out 
of sight the three UFOs were seen to come in swiftly from the west, increase their 
altitude at a sharp angle and hover over the same area as before. All during the 
sighting they made very little motion, kept a close formation and were level with 
each other. . 

"As long as the men were in the area the bright objects remained in the same 
place. Total observation time would have been close to an hour." (199.) 

? September. Westover AFB, Massachusetts. (about midnight) 

V-formation. "Mother object." 

A signed statement by Airman 1/C L. Frazier says: 

"It was in September 1959, about midnight one night and a few ofus were 
were working in a B-52 jet bomber on the flight line at Westover AFB, Mass. 
S/Sgt. Cordell, a bomb navigator radar mechanic was checking out the radar set 
aboard. Suddenly, he called the rest of us up to look at the screen. 

"There were seven objects on the screen. One large round object and six 
smaller ones, three on each side and to the rear forming a 'V' formation. They 
were coming from the north and were headed toward Westover. At about 150 
miles away and in the center of our screen, three of the smaller ones appeared 
to move up and join the other three indicating a banking movement. Then they 
made a 180 degree turn and followed exactly the same path off our screen in a 
northerly direction. The exact speed is not available, but it was far greater than 
any known aircraft. About five minutes later, they returned and followed the 
same pattern. S/Sgt. Cordell thought it may had been the radar set so he board
ed another B-52 and once again observed the same identical procedure. 

"Upon contacting Westover tower, we were informed only that they were 
watching their screen. 

"All of the objects were round in shape and kept a close 'V' formation to 
the 'mother object.' After the third time the objects came around, they left 
our screen in a northerly direction and did not return. We watched and waited 
for about an hour and a half--nothing. 

"The total time consumed in our observation was about one-half hour. The 
pattern of flight looked like noose hanging from a rope. 

"I swear that this statement is true and correct and the facts stated were wit
nessed by me; no more nor no less. 

(Signed) A 1/C L. Frazier, 
USAF (200.) 
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